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Abstract 

Supporting Requirements Reuse in a User-centric Design 
Framework through Task Modeling and Critical Parameters 

 
 
 

Cyril Montabert 
 
 
 

Many software systems fail as a direct consequence of errors in requirements analysis. 
Establishing formal metrics early in the design process, using attributes like critical parameters, 
enables designers to properly assess software success. While critical parameters alone do not 
have the potential to drive design, establishing requirements tied to critical parameters helps 
designers capture design objectives. For the design of interactive systems, the use of scenario-
based approaches offers natural user centricity and facilitates knowledge reuse through the 
generation of claims. Unfortunately, the requirements-analysis phase of scenario-based design 
does not offer sufficient built-in and explicit techniques needed for capturing the critical-
parameter requirements of a system. Because success depends heavily on user involvement and 
proper requirements, there is a crucial need for a requirements-analysis technique that bridges the 
gap between scenarios and critical parameters. 

Better establishing requirements will benefit design. By adapting task-modeling 
techniques to support critical parameters within the requirements-analysis phase of scenario-
based design, we are able to provide designers with a systematic technique for capturing 
requirements in a reusable form that enables and encourages knowledge transfer early in the 
development process. The research work presented concentrates on the domain of notification 
systems, as previous research efforts led to the identification of three critical parameters. 

Contributions of this work include establishment of a structured process for capturing 
critical-parameter requirements within a user-centric design framework and introduction of 
knowledge reuse at the requirements phase. On one hand, adapting task models to capture 
requirements bridges the gap between scenarios and critical parameters, which benefits design 
from user involvement and accurate requirements. On the other hand, using task models as a 
reusable component leverages requirements reuse which benefits design by increasing quality 
while reducing development costs and time-to-market. 
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Chapter 1  
 
Introduction 

1.1 Problem Description 

For a software solution to be successful, it needs first and foremost to meet its intended purpose. 

While most will agree with this statement, it still captures the single most staggering cause for 

software failure. After having surveyed more than 8,000 projects conducted by 365 companies of 

all sizes across all major industry segments, the Standish Group asserts in its notorious CHAOS 

Report that only a stunning 16.2% of projects are accounted as successful, that is, delivered 

within budget, on-time, and presenting the required functionalities. In contrast, 57.2% of project 

are challenged by clients because of significant cost overruns (150% to 200% increase from the 

original cost), major delays (200% to 300% increase from the original delivery date), and 

delivered with only partial functionalities (25% to 49% of the required features), while 31.1% of 

all projects have to be aborted before their completion. The report estimates that challenged and 

cancelled software projects cost government agencies and American corporations some $140 

billion in 1995. Lost-opportunity costs are inestimable. To understand the cause, the group 

surveyed the IT executive managers who identified incomplete requirements and lack of user 

involvement as the major reasons for project failure (The Standish Group, 1994). Not only is 

project failure pervasive, but it is also extremely costly. In order to achieve success, design 

processes must focus on promoting user involvement and establishing valid requirements. 
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Consequently, there is an imperative need for a rigorous requirements-engineering 

technique that fosters requirements capture within a user-centric design framework. 

Not only can challenged projects be costly because of their chaotic process, but a 

delivered product elaborated from incomplete requirements can also critically fail. In the 

investigation following the 1996 ARIANE 501 satellite launch accident, the board of inquiry 

concluded that a software failure caused the rocket and its uninsured cargo, a $500 million 

bundle that took a decade and $7 billion to develop, to blow up some 40 seconds after lift-off 

(Lions, 1996). Interestingly, after careful review of the report, Dowson, in his 1997 analysis, 

concluded that the accident did not occur because of a software failure but rather because the 

“software functioned precisely according to its specification” (Dowson, 1997). Misconceived 

software specifications were the sole and real cause for the accident. In her 1993 study of errors 

at NASA, Lutz reached similar concluding evidence. Focusing specifically on the Galileo and 

Voyager programs, she concluded that the principal cause of safety-related failure resulted from 

errors in functional and interface requirements (Lutz, 1993). Because errors in requirements 

are persistent, dangerous, and costly, it is crucial to establish proper requirements. 

Critical parameters are a set of formal metrics or attributes that allows designers to 

assess whether a system serves its purpose (Newman, 1997). These modeling parameters are 

judged critical because they are the building blocks of a system success. In fact, success or 

failure of software projects lay within the degree to which the targeted parameter values are 

reached. These figures of merit present the characteristics of being persistent for a given class of 

design problems while also being widely accepted. The invariant nature of critical parameters for 

a particular class of design problems offers the ground for a lingua franca that enables designers 

to setup a framework for identifying, relating, and comparing classes of design problems within a 

given problem domain. In addition, once critical parameters have been identified, they do not 

need to be reestablished each time a system is developed which makes it worthwhile to develop 

tools upon them. Because critical parameters are inherently critical to the success of a system, 

setting up requirements upon them can greatly simplify the reach for requirements quality as they 

offer a line of focus. In fact, because critical parameters are manipulable they can provide the 

foundation for the establishment of predictive models that help promote requirements validity 

and reduce the need for prototyping (Newman, Taylor, Dance, and Taylor, 2000). Although 
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critical parameters alone do not have the potential to be regarded as a driving entity for design, 

they provide the ground for setting up design objectives. Establishing critical-parameter 

requirements systematically as a part of the requirements-analysis phase can hinge 

whether a project will succeed or fail. 

Because ill-suited requirements and lack of user involvement are the principal causal 

factors for projects failure, resulting in tremendous loss in revenue, time, and effort, there is a 

vital need for the building of a requirements technique capable of promoting user involvement 

within the requirements phase on one hand, and ensuring requirements veracity on the other. 

Establishing formal metrics early in the design process, using attributes like critical parameters, 

enables designers to properly assess software success. Requirements tied to critical parameters 

helps designers capture design objectives. The use of scenario-based approaches can deeply 

contribute to the successful design of interactive systems by promoting user involvement (Gould 

and Lewis, 1985; Mirel, 2000; Wilson, Bekker, Johnson, and Johnson, 1997) and facilitating 

knowledge reuse through the generation of design claims (Sutcliffe and Carroll, 1999). 

Unfortunately, techniques such as scenario-based design fail to offer, at the requirements phase, 

sufficient built-in and explicit techniques needed for capturing the critical-parameter 

requirements of a system. Because success depends heavily on both user involvement and 

proper requirements, there is a crucial need for the establishment of a technique capable of 

bridging the gap between scenarios and critical parameters. 

1.2 Domain of Investigation 

In a modern wired world, people need to access additional digital information almost constantly, 

while concurrently engaged in the completion of other tasks. While driving a car, people use 

Global Positioning System (GPS) enabled devices to obtain assistance with directions, whereas 

in warfare, fighter pilots depend on radars to keep track of friendly or hostile environments. To 

fulfill their information needs, people rely on a special genre of software agents throughout the 

usage of regular desktop computers or other type of ubiquitous devices: notification systems. 

Engaged in a combat situation, a fighter pilot should be alerted of an incoming threat to trigger 

the appropriate reaction. An intrusive notification might distract the pilot and lower his 

performance whereas a discreet notification might remain unnoticed. Either scenario will affect 
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the severity of the combat outcome. It is therefore critical for this category of systems to rely on 

specially designed interfaces to convey valued information quickly and accurately, while 

preventing unnecessary distraction to the primary task (McCrickard and Chewar, 2003). Many 

software agents fail to do so, being intrusive without supporting relevant information or 

insensitive to user’s engagement in other tasks. The failure of these systems is the direct 

consequence of erroneous assumptions and incomplete, misconceived, or unrefined statements 

on how the system should behave, made by designers during the requirements phase. 

User attention is a limited resource that should be redirected from the current activity 

only to gain crucial information. Consequently, designers must appropriately estimate cost-

benefits to ensure the benefits of receiving information will exceed the resulting loss of attention 

on the current activity and suit users’ needs. Empirical testing revealed that even slightly 

modifying the way information is presented can affect user attention considerably, leading to 

somewhat different notification goals. Therefore, designers should somehow integrate attention-

costs resulting in different information design attributes to achieve successful notification-system 

design (McCrickard and Chewar, 2003). Because of the dual-task environment these systems are 

part of, designers need to ascertain whether and how much users should be interrupted, whether 

users have to stop their current task immediately or at a later time to react to the notification, and 

whether the notification system should support long-term comprehension of information. 

To achieve maximum productivity, there must be an ideal level of interruption from the 

primary task, reaction to the notification sent, and comprehension of information presented by 

the notification. A conceptual model recognizes three critical parameters—Interruption, 

Reaction, and Comprehension—to model user’s notification goals (McCrickard and Chewar, 

2003). Interruption is defined as an event triggering a reallocation of attention from a task to the 

notification. Reaction is characterized as the rapid and accurate response to the stimuli the 

notification system produces. Finally, Comprehension is referred to as the objective of making 

sense and recollecting the conveyed information at a later time (McCrickard, Chewar, Somervell, 

and Ndiwalana, 2003). These three rationales serve as axes for this framework to represent the 

degree of benefits on users’ notification goals resulting from their use. The critical-parameter 

levels of desirable user Interruption, Reaction, and Comprehension (IRC) are expressed as an 

ordinal set of numerical values ranging from zero to one. A value of zero depicts a low objective 
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level, while a value of one corresponds to a high notification assessment for the considered 

notification parameter. The establishment of this conceptual model allows designers to capture 

accurately and numerically the notification goal of the user (McCrickard and Chewar, 2003). In 

addition, the IRC framework enables categorization of notification systems with respect to their 

notification objectives. Figure 1.1 provides a graphical representation for the notification-system 

framework categorization. This design space recognizes eight notification-system classes 

(McCrickard, Chewar, Somervell, and Ndiwalana, 2003), corresponding to each triplet 

combination of high (1) and low (0) levels for each of the interruption, reaction, and 

comprehension parameter: 

• Noise—IRC (0, 0, 0)—refers to a class of notification systems where low 

interruption, reaction, and comprehension levels are valued. Notification systems 

such as internet radio belong to that category. Users of such systems are not willing to 

reallocate much of their attention to the notification (low interruption). Similarly, 

users will typically not need to react to the notification (low reaction). Finally, 

minimal amount of information is conveyed (low comprehension). 

• Ambient Media—IRC (0, 0, 1)—is a type of systems that focuses on providing users 

with valued information through effortless awareness. For example, MIT Media 

Lab’s ambientROOM (Ishii and Ullmer, 1997) makes use of various media such as 

light and shadow, air and water flow, as well as sound to convey valued information 

about the current weather condition and colleagues’ activity (high comprehension) in 

an ambient non-disruptive fashion (low interruption). Similarly, Weiser utilizes the 

relative motion a dangling string to model the intensity of network traffic (Weiser and 

Brown, 1996). Users will typically not need to react to seeing a specific event (low 

reaction). 

• Indicator—IRC (0, 1, 0)—is a category of systems that centers around helping users 

to perform actions while maintaining low reallocation of attention with respect to the 

primary task. Long-term knowledge gain is not valued. In-vehicle GPS navigation 

systems and dashboard gauges are examples of this class of systems. While driving a 

car, people react to a rev counter indicating a high rpm by shifting up (high reaction). 
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Drivers want to remain focused on the road as much as possible (low interruption) 

and do not value gaining knowledge about rpm trends (low comprehension). 

• Secondary Display—IRC (0, 1, 1)—corresponds to a class of systems that contributes 

to long term knowledge gain without introducing loss of attention and triggers users 

reaction. For example, Microsoft Research’s Sideshow (Cadiz, Venolia, Jancke, and 

Gupta, 2001) resides on user’s primary display in the form of a sidebar and makes use 

of peripheral awareness (low interruption) to convey valued information about emails 

status, colleagues’ availability, and traffic conditions. Typical users can monitor 

traffic at their own initiative and develop a long-term knowledge gain such as 

establishing relationship between traffic patterns, weather conditions, and time (high 

comprehension). Based on the traffic jam information displayed on the glanceable 

interface, users can react to current traffic conditions by deciding to stay or leave the 

office (high reaction). 

• Diversion—IRC (1, 0, 0)—corresponds to notification systems that display solely an 

interrupting behavior. Triggering users’ reaction or conveying long-term knowledge 

gain is not desired. Microsoft Office Assistant’s occasional animated behavior 

corresponds to the notification nature of such systems. The animation catches users’ 

attention (high interruption) while they typically will not need to react to the event 

(low reaction). The animated behavior conveys minimal levels of information (low 

comprehension). 

• Information Exhibit—IRC (1, 0, 1)—is a genre of systems that presents a high 

interruption goal but does not seek to trigger users reaction. Comprehension gain 

resulting from the notification is highly valued. A case in point of such systems is 

Photo News Board. The system uses a matrix-like interface to display news stories in 

the form of pictures arranged by theme on a large screen (Somervell, Chewar, 

McCrickard, and Ndiwalana, 2003). Recently retrieved news stories appear in the 

center of the display while older stories shift toward the edges. The resulting motion 

drags user’s attention toward the display (high interruption). The system also 

highlights pictures of the news stories relevant to the room occupants. Community 
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members use that system to fulfill their high comprehension needs (high 

comprehension). Users typically will not need to react to the event (low reaction). 

• Alarm—IRC (1, 1, 0)—is a category of systems that exhibits high interruption to the 

primary task and where user reaction is highly valued, while the comprehension level 

remains minimal. Enabling users to redirect their activity is the critical aspect of such 

systems. In case of an emergency, people depend on a fire alarm to abruptly and fully 

gain their attention (high interruption) so that they can react quickly and evacuate the 

premises in a timely manner (high reaction). By nature, an alarm does not seek to 

convey any information related to the causes of the incident, its location, or its 

progress (low comprehension). 

• Critical Activity Monitor—IRC (1, 1, 1)—is a type of systems where high 

interruption, high reaction, and high comprehension levels are valued. For example, 

Microsoft Research’s Scope (van Dantzich, Robbins, Horvitz, and Czerwinski, 2002) 

makes use of a radar metaphor to enable users to monitor the nature, status, and 

content of various crucial daily work activities such as email and instant messages, 

tasks, and appointments. This glanceable interface notifies users of incoming emails 

or overdue tasks using motion to catch user attention (high interruption) and visual 

coding through shape and colors to describe the email or the task nature (high 

comprehension). Users will typically react to an important email or an overdue task 

(high reaction). 

The domain of notification systems exhibits valuable attributes for the purpose of our 

research work because of the clearly identified and recognized critical parameters that 

characterize the design space, the sensitivity upon the success of such systems to desirable 

critical-parameter specifications, and the auxiliary development infrastructures the framework 

already offers. In addition, the field of notification systems is also gaining interest as the increase 

of multitasking in daily activities and the rise of pervasive computing motivates the need for 

systems that help prioritize attention reallocation. Furthermore, widespread and catastrophic 

events like the December 26th 2004 tsunami and the devastating 2005 hurricane season, as well 

as the rising risk of terrorist attacks motivate the need for the establishment of notification 
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systems that are capable of not only alerting people of upcoming dangers, but also triggering 

adequate response to an event. Because it is critical for these systems to succeed in their 

notification tasks, we need to provide designers with tools for properly assessing the critical-

parameter requirements for the system and adequately addressing the user’s notification goal. 

The key challenge in assisting notification-system design, similar to the development of other 

usable interactive systems, is to facilitate and guide design decisions while ensuring the 

hypothetical system will meet the desirable critical-parameter expectations. 

 
Figure 1.1: The IRC notification-system framework modeling the notification-system classes 

according to the notification goals in term of interruption, reaction, and comprehension 

(McCrickard, Chewar, Somervell, and Ndiwalana, 2003). 
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1.3 Contributions and Anticipated Impact 

The following statement captures and motivates the nature of this work: 

Requirements analysis is the foundational yet weak point of software 
design success. While scenario-based design offers the ground for 
stakeholder involvement in the design process, it lacks the ready-made 
tools to mitigate the issue of scenario coverage and capture the critical-
parameter requirements of a system. Adapting task-modeling techniques 
to support critical parameters as a complementary approach to scenario-
based requirements analysis allows for a more complete requirements 
phase, bridges the gap between scenario and critical parameters, ensures 
quality designs, and improves the capture and reuse of requirements 
knowledge. 

We expect this research work to make the following contributions to the field: 

• Critical-parameter-based task-modeling notation 

• User-centric and reuse-centric requirements-analysis process 

• Elaboration of a requirements tool 

• Proof of concept in the domain of notification systems 

• Integrative task-centric requirements process which fits within the broader 

framework of reference tasks 

We anticipate the contributions emerging from this thesis will yield: 

• Better system designs—task models centered around critical parameters within a 

user-centric design framework resulting in more refined requirements which fosters 

mapping between the design model and the user’s model via increased designers’ 

understanding of users tasks and activities and communication among stakeholders, 

and ultimately benefit both the usability and design quality of interactive systems. 

• Reduce costs of the development process—a requirements-analysis process 

revolving around knowledge transfer leverages requirements refinement and, as such, 
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increases requirements validity while reducing development costs and time-to-

market. 

• Unified requirements-analysis process—task-centered process that merges and 

builds upon existing requirements-analysis techniques while also fitting within the 

reference task framework for Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) (Whittaker, 

Terveen, and Nardi, 2000). 

1.4 Overview of the Thesis 

This thesis is divided into six chapters. Chapter 1 presented an overview of the inherent problem 

associated with software projects. We identified the lack of user involvement and requirements 

deficiencies as the pervasive cause behind software failure. We motivated the need for a 

requirements-engineering process that integrates scenario-based approaches to foster user 

involvement and critical parameters to improve requirements quality. This chapter put forth our 

framework of investigation, notification systems, a domain closely related to human attention 

where three critical parameters have been clearly recognized. Finally, this introduction 

formulated our research question, enounced the contributions and anticipated impact of the work 

to be presented, and announced the thesis structure. 

The remaining of the document is structured as follows: 

• Chapter 2 provides the reader with the required background information and with a 

motivation for the work to be presented. We describe the current problem associated 

with software design in general and with requirements-engineering practices in 

particular. We introduce the concepts of scenario-based design, stages of action, and 

claims. The chapter then motivates the need for design and knowledge reuse, and 

shows how a requirements-analysis technique relying solely on a scenario-based 

approach is insufficient for conducting this phase of the development cycle 

adequately. Finally, we discuss the potential benefits of using requirements technique 

combinations such as scenario-based requirements analysis, task modeling, and 

critical parameters when pursuing the design of usable interactive systems. 
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• Chapter 3 introduces and explains the establishment of a task-modeling strategy that 

focuses on critical parameters and brings an additional level of granularity to 

traditional task decomposition mechanisms in the form of stage-of-action subtasks 

and sub-critical-parameter specifications. Applied to a user-centric design framework, 

this approach to task modeling can aid in the establishment and reuse of requirements 

elicitation while simultaneously being part of a process that promotes user 

involvement. This chapter describes the implementation of our approach to 

requirements analysis within the domain of notification systems through the first 

iteration of the Requirements Analysis Module of the LINK-UP system, as well as the 

procedure, results, and findings of a subsequent user study aimed at investigating the 

feasibility for novice designers to conduct such requirements process. 

• Chapter 4 discusses the refinements brought to the proposed requirements-analysis 

process along with the Requirements Analysis Module implementation to address the 

deficiencies that were identified during our opening user study. The chapter then 

discusses the procedure, results, and findings of an additional user study aimed at 

assessing the benefits upon the quality of the requirements-analysis deliverables, 

design, and reuse, resulting from the use of our infrastructure as well as its potential 

educational value. 

• Chapter 5 demonstrates our suggested approach to requirements analysis through the 

study of a handheld-based campus tour assistant. In particular, through this study, the 

chapter discusses the nature and rationale of each activity as supported by the 

implementation of our requirements tool. 

• Chapter 6 summarizes the work conducted and presents our conclusions and 

correlated contributions. Finally, the chapter outlines directions for successive 

research efforts to be undertaken in the future. 

 



 

 12 

Chapter 2  
 
Background Information and Motivation 

This chapter contains background information about preliminary work that identifies 

requirements deficiencies and lack of user involvement as the major cause for software project 

failure, presents requirements-analysis techniques, highlights their strengths and weaknesses, and 

motivates the needs for a requirements technique that promotes user involvement to leverage the 

establishment of accurate requirements. Finally, we provide evidence of the potential that a user-

focused requirements-analysis process centered on critical parameters and knowledge reuse may 

bring to the design of interactive systems. 

2.1 Requirements Analysis and Project Success 

The Requirements Engineering discipline is concerned with assessing the needs the envisioned 

system has to address. In fact, a system is only successful within the degree to which it meets its 

intended purpose. The needs of systems are captured during the requirements phase in the form 

of system requirements. Requirements definitions “must say why a system is needed, based on 

current or foreseen conditions which may be internal operations or an external market. It must 

say what system features will serve and satisfy this context. And it must say how the system is to 

be constructed” (Ross, 1977). From a software engineering perspective, the requirements 

definitions provide the foundation for the software development and are often referred to as the 
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contract bonding all the various project stakeholders (Stokes, 1991). To establish these 

requirements, the requirements-engineering process relies on seven interrelated activities: 

• The domain analysis is concerned with the study of the problem domain. Throughout 

this activity, the relevant project stakeholders are identified, problems associated with 

the existing setup are analyzed, and breakdown in activities are studied. Finally, the 

domain analysis motivates the need for a solution and helps establish the high-level 

objectives for the new system. 

• The elicitation focuses on the analysis and establishment of alternative models that 

can meet the objectives of the envisioned system. These models provide the support 

for requirements identifications. 

• Negotiation and agreement describes the process throughout which the relevant 

stakeholders evaluate the requirements alternatives. First, the requirements are 

analyzed and the tradeoffs extracted. Second, the multiple parties enter a negotiation 

process until a consensus can be reached about the most acceptable tradeoffs to be 

adopted. 

• The Specification of requirements focuses on the accurate formulation of the 

requirements definitions. During this activity, the requirements are refined until they 

can be expressed in a form that is ideally non-ambiguous, clear, concise, consistent, 

and complete. 

• The Specification analysis assesses the defects and feasibility of the requirements 

definitions. The requirements are evaluated to verify their quality in terms of 

consistency, accuracy, and feasibility. 

• The Documentation constitutes a complete record of the process. In particular, it 

seeks to document the various decisions as well as the associated rationale, 

constraints, and underlying assumptions. 
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• Evolution is the process throughout which the requirements specifications are altered 

to reflect corrections as well as changes in the objectives and the environment (van 

Lamsweerde, 2000). 

Capers Jones, accomplished author on software quality assessment, once declared “the 

seeds of major software disasters are usually sown in the first three months of commencing the 

software project”. Clients gauge the success of a software solution based on how well the system 

satisfies their needs. Consequently, successfully establishing the requirements and ensuring the 

system will meet its intended purpose should be regarded as the first and most important step 

toward the success of the software-development process. Still, many software systems fail as a 

direct consequence of errors in the requirements analysis. In fact, in a large-scale study of 

software projects, the Standish Group identifies poor requirements as the major cause for 

software defects. The group reports that more than 4,560 out of the 8,000 projects studied 

presented software defects as well as time and cost overruns because of incompleteness, 

ambiguity, and inadequacies in requirements (The Standish Group, 1994). Similar observations 

by the European Software Institute confirmed that over 50% of software defects are the direct 

consequence of requirements deficiencies with respects to the real needs (European Software 

Institute, 1996). In fact, improper domain analysis or requirements elicitation often lead to the 

implementation of a ‘faulty’ or biased systems that do not properly capture the end users’ 

activity that results in an overall failure in the system’s acceptance. A case in point is Lutz’s 

study of software errors at NASA. Focusing specifically on the Galileo and Voyager programs, 

she identified errors in functional and interface requirements as the principal cause for safety-

related failure (Lutz, 1993). For any software solution to be successful, requirements that 

capture the real needs have to be thoroughly engineered. 

In fact, not only can incomplete requirements lead to the failure of a software product but 

also in most cases, correcting the requirements defects will directly affect the project costs. In his 

Information Systems Manifesto, Martin estimates that 82% of the rework focus is spent on 

addressing requirements problems, 13% on design issues, and surprisingly only 1% on 

implementation errors (Martin, 1984). Addressing requirements problems at the appropriate time 

within the software life cycle is also a critical issue to consider. The later requirements 

dysfunctions are addressed within the development process, the more impact it will have over the 
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overall project budget, schedule, and quality. In fact, Boehm predicts that identifying and 

addressing requirements deficiencies in the final certification phase can be 200 times more costly 

as compared to tackling these issues at the appropriate requirements-analysis phase (Boehm, 

1981). Having to solve requirements errors is frequent and the stage during which such 

deficiencies are addressed directly correlate with the overall project costs. It is thus not 

only imperative to deliver a product that was crafted from proper requirements but also 

equally important to ensure requirements correctness early in the development process. 

Over the past thirty years, software-requirements problems have been identified as the 

fundamental drawback for software development. As early as 1976, Bell and Thayer observed 

through their empirical study the pervasiveness of requirements miscalculations and 

acknowledged their impact upon the quality of the resulting software solution. They conclude 

that requirements must be rigorously extracted through a thorough engineering process that 

includes iterative review and refinement (Bell and Thayer, 1976). Although it may appear 

surprising that only a few improvements have been realized over the past three decades, this is 

partly due to the inherent difficulty of eliciting requirements and building upon them. In his 

seminal 1987 paper about accidents in software engineering, Brooks declares “the hardest single 

part of building a software system is deciding precisely what to build”. He consequently 

recognizes product requirements as the cornerstone of software success (Brooks, 1987). Eliciting 

good requirements is an intricate enterprise that can only be achieved through the support 

of an adequate engineering process. 

Because requirements deficiencies yield major price and time overruns for projects, 

tensions among stakeholders often arise when projects encounter difficulties. These tensions 

further reduce an already challenged user involvement, because of management’s unwillingness 

to devote increased resources to a troubled project (Mirel, 2000; Wilson, Bekker, Johnson, and 

Johnson, 1997). In turn, this reduction in user involvement makes the extraction of valid 

requirements even more arduous. In fact, because the purpose of most software systems is to 

assist people in their work activities, it is essential for designers to not only understand users’ 

activities and needs but also utilize this knowledge to drive the design process (Beyer and 

Holtzblatt, 1999). Improving the quality of the requirements-analysis process is fundamental for 

software solutions to be successful and can only be achieved through a strong user involvement. 
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Because we identified requirements veracity as the keystone for software success—delivery 

within allocated timeframe and budget of a system that supports clients’ real needs—and 

highlighted a strong correlation between user involvement, requirements, and costs, to 

safeguarding project success we need to investigate the foundation for a requirements-

analysis process that addresses the attributes of user centricity and quality requirements. 

2.2 Norman’s Conceptual Model of Action 

In order to develop usable products, designers need to comprehend the mental construct or 

process that characterizes human actions. To help model this intellectual course of action, 

Norman developed a structured framework that separates interaction between human and 

computer into two gulfs: the Gulf of Evaluation and the Gulf of Execution. Each gulf is broken 

down in three stages of action. On one hand, the Gulf of Evaluation, which is constituted by the 

stages of perception, interpretation, and making sense, focuses on the understanding of a task 

from a user standpoint. On the other hand, the Gulf of Execution, which is constituted by the 

stages of system goal, action plan, and execution, deals with the task-support the computer 

affords (Norman, 1986). 

• First stage of action, the stage of perception is concerned with the configural 

properties of the visual information. Based on Gestalt principles, this stage of action 

focuses on how low-level perceptual details such as size, shape, position, and color 

affect the perception of the major structures of the display. During the stage of 

perception, individual bits of information are grouped together, enabling coherent 

figures and sets of objects that constitute the visual interface to be identified, grouped, 

and dissociated from the background (Rosson and Carroll, 2002). For example, a 

textbox is perceived as pixels clustered together that form a rectangle shape that 

stands out from the background. 

• Second stage of action, the stage of interpretation focuses on the understanding of the 

visual information that was perceived at the previous stage. During the stage of 

interpretation, the role of all the major structures in the display is identified (Rosson 

and Carroll, 2002). For example at the interpretation stage, the textbox that was 
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perceived at the previous stage as pixels clustered together that form a rectangular 

shape standing out from the background, is now interpreted as a textbox in which 

users can enter their login information. 

• Third stage of action and final step of the Gulf of Evaluation, the stage of making 

sense focuses on relating the visual information perceived and interpreted at the 

previous stages to what users currently understand about their task. During the stage 

of making sense, users evaluate whether and how the information conveyed relates to 

their active goals and interests (Rosson and Carroll, 2002). For example at the making 

sense stage users try to associate the textbox that was perceived as pixels clustered 

together that form a rectangular shape standing out from the background in which 

users can enter their login information to their high-level goal of purchasing a book 

online as users comprehend that they first have to be authenticated before placing an 

order. 

• Fourth stage of action, the stage of system goal is concerned with the translation and 

the mapping of a real-world goal into a software-oriented goal (Rosson and Carroll, 

2002). Users try to relate actions occurring in the physical world to actions the 

software supports. For example, before a book can be acquired online, users need to 

find such an item and purchase it. The resulting system goals are then to look for the 

book, find it, and pay for it. 

• Fifth stage of action, the stage of action plan focuses on the establishment and 

planning of an action sequence to carry out the system goal that was set at the 

previous stage (Rosson and Carroll, 2002). For example, in order to be authenticated 

prior to placing an order, users craft the action plan of pointing at the login textbox, 

clicking into the blank field, typing in login information, pointing at the submit 

button, and clicking on the submit button. 

• Sixth stage of action and final step of the Gulf of Execution, the stage of execution is 

concerned with the implementation of the action sequence that was established at the 

action plan stage in order to address the system goal that was set at the system goal 

stage (Rosson and Carroll, 2002). For example, users carry out the authentication task 
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by grasping the mouse, moving the mouse pointer to the field, clicking once, striking 

keyboard keys, moving the mouse pointer to the submit button, and clicking once. 

2.3 Scenario-based Design 

A thriving approach for the design of both interactive and information systems is scenario-based 

design (Carroll and Rosson, 1992; Rosson and Carroll, 2002). This design technique, similarly to 

other usability engineering design methodologies, embraces requirements analysis, design, 

prototyping, evaluation, and documentation. The strength and specificity of such approaches rely 

on their focus on user activity. Scenario-based design is characterized as a user-centric design 

technique. When conducting scenario-based design, designers conduct various field studies and 

ethnographic work and describe user activities thoroughly throughout scenarios of use. The 

objective of these scenarios is to identify and highlight users’ experiences, goals, and needs with 

respect to the technology. Scenarios are then carefully reviewed by the various stakeholders 

during participatory design sessions in order to enhance their validity. “Scenarios are stories—

stories about people and their activities” (Carroll, 2000, p. 46). Within scenarios, people are 

referred to as actors, as they are carrying out sequences of action to achieve their task goals. 

Scenario plots encompass the task the actors perform, as well as the consequences of these 

actions, and feelings about these tasks with respect to the users’ initial goal. The strength of 

usage scenario rests in trying to make the users’ specific goals, context of use, and behavior, 

explicit to the designers. Claims analysis follows scenarios writing to help identify the key 

features of a situation. Encompassing both the upsides and downsides of a design feature within 

a scenario, claims highlight the tradeoff associated with its use (Carroll and Rosson, 1992; 

Rosson and Carroll, 2002). To help provide the necessary guidance for achieving successful 

design, scenario-based design is structured around four critical phases, where each phase 

involves scenario generation followed by a claims analysis. 

The first part of scenario-based design focuses on analyzing work practices. The purpose 

of this phase is to outline the high-level goals of the project and understand the problems 

resulting from a current usage context. This domain analysis usually starts with a root concept 

that encompasses a mission statement, identified stakeholders, rationale, and starting 

assumptions of the project. This high-level project vision is then enriched and refined through 
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observations, field studies, and clients’ feedback. Designers identify the key activities, 

supporting artifacts, and social context of the workplace in which these activities take place, 

which are then captured in a problem scenario. Rather than emphasizing the problems associated 

with the current practice, problem scenarios describe aspects of the stakeholders and their 

activities in the problem domain that have implications for design. Problem scenarios and 

resulting claims do not describe what the new system should do, and thus, should not be regarded 

as requirements specifications. Instead, problem scenarios leverage an understanding of the 

stakeholders, activities, and feelings resulting from these activities, grounded in the current 

situation. Effective design solution must follow a minimalist approach. In fact, people are more 

receptive to small changes and it would be highly inefficient to implement changes that are not 

necessary. It is therefore crucial for designers to not only understand the problem associated with 

current practices, but also identify what is going well (Rosson and Carroll, 2002). 

The step following the analysis of work practices is entitled activity design. As a first step 

toward the establishment of an actual design solution, “the problems and opportunities of current 

practice are transformed into new ways of behaving. The emphasis is on the basic concepts and 

services of the new system”. The focus shifts from a description of the stakeholders and their 

activity in the problem domain to the functionality the targeted system should support to fulfill 

the stakeholders’ needs successfully. Throughout this elicitation process, alternative models for 

the envisioned system are investigated to meet the user’s goals. Activity-design scenarios capture 

the activities that the software solution needs in order to support users’ activities successfully. 

Because activity-design scenarios focus on what services need to be implemented rather than 

how these services should be implemented, activity design constitutes the critical phase during 

which system requirements arise (Rosson and Carroll, 2002). 

Following activity design, the phase of information design focuses on the establishment 

of a design solution that facilitates the crossing of the Gulf of Evaluation. The emphasis of 

information scenarios is on the evaluation aspect of the envisioned system. The goal of this 

design phase is to specify how the information should be conveyed to facilitate users’ perception, 

interpretation, and understanding. At the perception stage, the aim is to ensure users will achieve 

effective recognition of the structure of the computer-based information that can be facilitated by 

following Watzman’s visual design principles (Watzman, 2002). To aid interpretation, designers 
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focus on users’ familiarity with interface components, make use of visual affordances, and refine 

information by the removing unnecessary details. At the last stage of the Gulf of Evaluation, the 

users make sense of what has been perceived and interpreted at the previous stages, and relate 

that information to their high-level goal. Designers can facilitate the crossing of this stage by 

using visual metaphors, information models, and visual consistency. Capturing the detailed 

description of the information design strategy corresponding to each stage of action of the Gulf 

of Evaluation, information-design scenarios transcribe the backbone of the visual aspect of the 

system (Rosson and Carroll, 2002). 

The final step of scenario-based design, interaction design, revolves around the Gulf of 

Execution, and focuses on the actions to be performed with the envisioned system. The goal of 

this design phase is to specify the mechanisms for accessing task information and manipulating 

system states. At the system-goal stage, users map their real-world goal to a goal the system 

supports. From a designer standpoint, the use of direct manipulation or use of visual objects 

supporting the same physical action than familiar objects in the real world, can simplify the 

mapping of these goals. Once the goal mapping has been performed, users will develop an action 

plan to achieve their system goal. Designers can facilitate the crossing of this stage by emulating 

real-world tasks to make actions obvious, simplifying complex plans by breaking them down 

into smaller and more manageable parts, and supporting multithreaded activities. At the final 

stage of the Gulf of Execution, users execute the sequences of action developed at the previous 

stage to ultimately achieve the system goal conceived at the first stage of the execution gulf. To 

improve task performance, designers should encourage directness, while feedback integration is 

critical for enabling users to know about the status and outcome of their actions. Capturing the 

detailed description of the interaction design strategy corresponding to each stage of action of the 

Gulf of Execution, interaction-design scenarios transcribe the backbone of the interactive aspect 

of the system (Rosson and Carroll, 2002). 

The establishment of a requirements-analysis technique relying on scenario-based design 

should facilitate and improve the design quality of interactive systems. The significant benefit of 

scenario-based design lies in its user-centered ability. As the methodology revolves around user 

activity through ethnographic field study and participatory design, scenario-based design 

provides designers with useful insight by leveraging a deep understanding of the problem 
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domain and the problems associated with current practices, and can consequently offer a sound 

base for requirements validity. Most importantly, scenarios can serve as an integrative design 

representation, promoting the development and application of design knowledge (Carroll, 2000; 

Carroll, Singley, and Rosson, 1992). 

2.4 The Importance of Reuse 

Throughout the course of history, reuse has occurred in every engineering discipline. Literally, 

reuse has been the building block of civilizations. Romans discovered the arch, invented 

concrete, and created the fired bricks, laying down the foundation for the construction of 

viaducts, aqueducts, and arenas. Through their designs, Roman architects and civil engineers 

made use—and reuse—of these ideas, not only in the form of knowledge but also in the form of 

building components. Because these historic marvels were constructed on one hand out of 

materials that were tested, refined, as well as proven sturdy, and on the other hand out of reused 

design elements such as the validated arch ingenuity, structures like the Pont du Gard, Pantheon, 

and Coliseum are still standing today. Two thousand years after the fall of the Roman Empire, 

most engineering fields still follow that same basic principle: Reuse. In civil engineering, 

buildings and bridges are built using prefabricated reusable components such as bridge segments, 

pillars, and frames that are integrated to form a structure. In electrical engineering, hardware 

platforms are made of various electronic parts. The reason why these disciplines still heavily rely 

on the principle of reuse is that building with components that have been tested, verified, and 

validated not only reduces costs but also makes for better products (Sutcliffe, 2000). 

2.4.1 Reuse Potential and Benefits 

A successful implementation of systematic reuse mechanisms would tremendously affect the 

quality and costs of software projects. In fact, in their study on software reuse, Zand and 

Samadzadeh estimate that on average, less than 15% of novelty is introduced into a new software 

project, which means that, at least theoretically, software companies could reuse and save on 

85% of their projects. In particular, the authors note that 75% of systems functionalities are 

shared across multiple projects while 60% of designs present a potential for reuse (Zand and 

Samadzadeh, 1994). On one hand, taking advantage of reuse as a time and cost savings mean 
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shows tremendous opportunity. In fact, reuse has been identified as having the potential of being 

one of the major fueling factors for software engineering productivity (Matsumoto, 1982). First, 

building software solutions out of readily available reusable software components lowers 

development time and therefore reduces time-to-market. Second, building software solutions out 

of readily available reusable software components enables companies to save on the 

development effort and reallocate their resources thus reducing the production costs. In fact, 

multiple studies have shown that after the successful implementation of a reuse program, 

companies could expect their development cost to be lowered from 10% to 35% (Grady, 1997; 

Matsumoto, 1993). On the other hand, the establishment of effective reuse strategies can also 

directly benefit the quality of a software solution. Integrating tested, verified, and validated 

reusable artifacts enables companies to build systems that are more reliable, while also making 

for easier maintainability. In his 1994 study of the reuse effect upon quality, productivity, and 

economics, Lim discovers that the effective implementation of reuse can lead to an overall defect 

reduction up to 51% (Lim, 1994). On the benefits of reuse, the software industry does not 

differ from other engineering disciplines. The effective implementation of reuse solutions 

and infrastructures in the software industry would enhance the quality of software systems 

while simultaneously reducing their costs. 

2.4.2 Reuse in the Software World 

Because of the inherent nature of software and the lack of industry standards, the implementation 

of an effective infrastructure for reuse within the software community has yet been achieved. 

While reusability has been one of the motivating rationales behind the object-oriented paradigm 

(Cox, 1986; Micallef, 1988), its implementation led only to limited reuse mechanisms in the 

form of reusable code modules. The benefits resulting from the reuse of a corpus of design 

knowledge is far superior as compared to the benefits resulting from the reuse of code segments. 

In fact, leveraging intellectual capital through knowledge sharing brings tremendous payoff as 

designers not only can take advantage of proven design components but they can also benefit 

from shared expertise. Further initiatives to make the reuse of design knowledge possible, such 

as the patterns movement (Borchers, 2001; Gamma, Helm, Johnson, and Vlissides, 1995), found 

its ground in architecture after Alexander first introduced a pattern language. In the same way a 
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spoken language is constituted of words that have semantic and grammatical relationships, a 

pattern language is constituted of cross-referenced reusable components in the form of design 

patterns that have semantic and hierarchical relationships. A design pattern relies on three 

attributes, the system of forces that describes the nature of the problem and the goal of the 

pattern, the solution, and the context (Alexander et al., 1977). “Pattern languages permit the 

reuse of hard-won wisdom of designers, allowing the accumulation and generalization of 

successful solutions to commonly encountered problems” (Erickson, 2000). In addition, their 

strength relies on the different levels of inquiry they offer by making relationships explicit. 

Although the benefits and research interests in design patterns have been increasing over 

the past decade, their impact has remained strictly limited to providing design solutions to 

commonly encountered design problems. In fact, the work on design patterns leverages reuse 

knowledge to address recursive issues that are only within the solution space of the software 

development cycle. Design patterns do not promote knowledge sharing as early as the 

requirements-engineering phase. While efforts to integrate reuse within the software community 

have been made, reuse is often introduced too late in the development process. To capitalize on 

the benefits of reuse, Sutcliffe advocates the introduction of reuse as early as possible in the 

development cycle (Sutcliffe, 2000). Similarly, Zand and Samadzadeh note that reuse 

mechanisms should not be restricted to the reutilization of code segments and design 

components. Rather, they argue in favor of reuse solutions that embrace all aspects and processes 

of software design, suggesting in particular that requirements specification, elicitation, and 

analysis should be conducted with the idea of reuse in mind (Zand and Samadzadeh, 1994). 

Despite the fact that the software community unanimously acknowledges the importance of early 

reuse within the software development process, few efforts have been spent on establishing 

requirements reuse and little progress has been made (van Lamsweerde, 2000). There is a dire 

need for the establishment of a requirements-analysis approach that introduces reuse 

solutions during the requirements-engineering phase. 

Applied to the field of HCI, reuse strategies have been limited to the superficial 

reutilization of interface components such as standardized menus and icons for window-based 

interface design. Time and other limited resources eliminate the option to design from scratch. 

Most importantly, doing so would involve revalidating and testing each design component, 
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eschewing any potential benefit of what has been learned in the past (Carroll, 2000). Therefore, 

it is necessary to establish reuse strategies and construct supporting infrastructures that 

promote knowledge transfer within the HCI community. 

2.4.3 Criteria for Reuse Effectiveness 

In his influential paper about software reuse, Krueger identifies a taxonomic scheme for reuse 

strategies. In particular, he recognizes abstraction, selection, specialization, and integration as 

critical parameters for the successful implementation of any reuse mechanism. Abstraction refers 

to the level of conceptualization presented by the reusable components that constitute a reuse 

solution. The principle of abstraction consists of filtering the non-relevant low-level 

considerations in order to stress the important characteristics of a feature. The selection of an 

appropriate level of abstraction is particularly critical for the establishment of successful reuse 

solution. On one hand, a high level of abstraction facilitates the reuse process by making 

components more flexible for reuse but reduces the reuse payoff as a lot of details are 

subsequently lost, requiring extensive specification efforts from the designers. On the other hand, 

a low level of abstraction increases the reuse payoff but reduces its scope of applicability, 

requiring extensive integration efforts from the designers. The first challenge in establishing a 

successful reuse mechanism is therefore to find the proper balance between abstraction, which 

makes reuse easier and detail, which makes reuse more valuable. The second parameter toward 

effective reuse is the establishment of proper selection and classification techniques. In order to 

support reuse effectively, reuse has to be easy which makes it vital for infrastructure to offer the 

ground for concise attributes that enable users to find, comprehend, and differentiate among the 

various components that constitute a reuse library. The third criterion for success is the level of 

specialization a reuse strategy offers. This specialization describes the degree to which a reusable 

artifact can be extended. Finally, it is essential for reuse solutions to support the integration of 

reusable components within the design effectively (Krueger, 1992). 

Because the potential of reuse cannot be disregarded, there is a dire need for the 

elicitation of a reuse-based design process in HCI which capitalizes on the benefits of reuse by 

integrating reuse as early as the requirements-engineering phase. Moreover, to achieve effective 

reuse it is important to assess the proper level of abstraction, elicit proper categorization to 
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facilitate the selection process, and rely on reusable components that can be specialized. Beyond 

opportunistic reuse, reuse cannot be achieved systematically as a by-product. Rather, in order to 

achieve successful reuse solutions, we need to establish a process that is reuse-centric but that is 

also geared toward the generation of reusable components. In other words, there is a need for 

the implementation of a design strategy that addresses both the design-by-reuse and 

design-for-reuse paradigms. 

2.5 From a Claims Library to the LINK-UP System 

Sir Winston Churchill once said, “if you have knowledge, let others light their candles with it”. 

One approach to promote knowledge sharing and facilitate reuse is the implementation of a 

claims library (Chewar, Bachetti, McCrickard, and Booker, 2004; Chewar, McCrickard, and 

Sutcliffe, 2004; Payne, Algood, Chewar, Holbrook, and McCrickard, 2003). Issued from the 

thorough analysis of scenarios in a scenario-based design process, claims capture the key issues 

contained in scenarios. A claim is a succinct yet concise statement that describes the tradeoffs of 

a design characteristic through its associated benefits or upsides and weaknesses or downsides. 

Sutcliffe suggested component-based engineering as the solution to the reuse problem in 

the software community (Sutcliffe, 2002). He also supported the idea of claims as an approach 

for the capture of reusable design knowledge in scenario-based design (Sutcliffe, 2000). In fact, 

the strength of a claim-centric design resides in the fact that claims explicitly describe the 

psychological effects of a feature upon its integration into a design. Moreover, the reuse and 

integration of claims into a design encourage designers to maximize the associated benefits of 

such features and discuss a strategy to minimize the effects of the downsides. 

The example claim presented in Table 2.1 describes the effects resulting from the use of a 

flashing behavior to aid for the prioritization of important information content. On one hand, the 

claim presents three upsides resulting from using this design feature. First, the use of a flashing 

behavior allows important information to be easily perceived even in the peripheral field of 

vision. In fact, the human eye is naturally attracted by motion. Second, flashing items naturally 

stand out from a list of non-flashing entries, grasping users’ attention beforehand. Third, 

differences in the blinking frequency allow users to prioritize levels of importance among items 
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intuitively. In fact, an item exerting a blasting behavior intuitively implies a higher level of 

importance compared to an item flashing at a slower pace. On the other hand, the claim also 

indicates to the designers the presence of three potential downsides that may need to be mitigated 

prior to the inclusion of the design feature in the target system. First, users may encounter 

difficulties in assessing the importance level of a flashing item if it is the sole entry presenting 

such behavior at a given time. In fact, the relative prioritization associated to the flashing speed 

can only be achieved if there is a visual reference against which flashing rate can be compared. 

Second, multiple flashing items may interfere with the prioritization process especially if the 

flashing frequencies are not properly differentiated. Third, boundary frequencies for the flashing 

rate need to be established as it may be possible for fast-flashing items to blend in the 

background or to be perceived as flickering. Conversely, a slow flashing frequency may remain 

unnoticed. 

Table 2.1: Example claim describing a flashing visual behavior. 

 
Use of flashing behavior to aid for prioritization of important information content 
 
 

+ can be easily detected even in the visual periphery 
 

+ enable users to quickly prioritize content 
 

+ flashing rate provides an intuitive metaphor for various importance levels 
 

− lack of reference to compare the flashing rate against may cause difficulty in 
the prioritization of importance levels if only one item is flashing 

 
− multiple flashing items may create confusion in the prioritization process 

 
− high speed and low speed flashing behavior may become difficult to notice 

 
 

In the domain of notification systems, in order to index and relate claims to the 

notification objectives of a system, claims are assigned an IRC value. The claims IRC value 

numerically captures the effect of a claim upon the overall notification goal of the target system 

once implemented. The example claim refers to a situation where users are willing to deviate 

their attention from the primary task immediately as an item starts flashing, resulting in a high 
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interruption value. Similarly, as the flashing behavior characterizes valued information, users 

deviate from their primary task and react to the notification (i.e. try to obtain further 

information). The claim is characterized by a high reaction value. Finally, the purpose of that 

flashing behavior is aid for the prioritization of information content. Because users are not 

interested in learning about trends and patterns, the claim targets a low comprehension goal. 

Within the IRC framework, having a high interruption, a high reaction, and a low 

comprehension, the claim would be classified as claim exhibiting an alarm behavior. 

2.5.1 The Domain Theory 

Sutcliffe’s Domain Theory is a hybrid theory grounded between cognitive science and 

requirements engineering. Relying on Genter’s structure-matching theory of analogy (Genter, 

1983), the Domain Theory asserts that people build up abstraction and attempt to infer solutions 

by transferring knowledge across real-world domains (Sutcliffe, 2002). 

As highlighted by Krueger’s predicates for effective knowledge reuse, the successful 

implementation of a reuse strategy is subject to the degree to which people can find relevant 

knowledge and build upon it (Krueger, 1992). On one hand, reusable design knowledge needs to 

be consistently indexed between multiple perspectives, that is, a lingua franca needs to be 

achieved between people generating that knowledge and people trying to retrieve it. On the other 

hand, it is critical for the reusable knowledge tokens to present the proper level of abstraction 

that can not only offer value to designers but also enable reuse across multiple domains. 

Although Sutcliffe argued in favor of the creation of a repository of “designer-digestible 

packets” (Sutcliffe, 2000) and identified in claims a strong basis for the foundation of a reusable 

design strategy in scenario-based design, he also noticed a crucial problem associated with their 

intrinsic nature. On one hand, the reuse benefits of claims lay in their ability to capture key 

elements that have implications for design. On the other hand, claims are extracted from a usage 

situation and are de facto anchored in a particular context of use. While the grounded nature of 

claims contributes to the benefits of reuse, it also prevents them from being portable across 

multiple domains. This dilemma motivates the need for an index technique that offers claims to 
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be translated from one domain to another and minimizes the effects upon the claims abstraction 

level. 

To address this issue Sutcliffe argues that claims need to be “factored” in order to reach 

an abstraction level broad enough to enable their reuse within a new design context. To that 

extent, to help characterize and categorize all mental activity, Sutcliffe introduces the concepts of 

generic tasks and generalized tasks (Sutcliffe, 2002). On one hand, generic tasks describe simple 

unit procedures that are carried out to accomplish a single goal. While these simple goals usually 

characterize cognitive objectives, they may also involve physical activity. These tasks are also 

described as primitive because they cannot be further decomposed and are completed in a finite 

time. Generic tasks are associated a pre-condition and post-condition state. The former captures 

the mental state necessary for the generic task to be conducted and the latter characterizes the 

state of an object resulting from the generic task execution. Because Sutcliffe agues generic tasks 

offer the same granularity level than Norman’s stages of action, they can subsequently be used to 

describe the cognitive activity that occurs at each stage. On the other hand, generalized tasks 

describe more complex procedures that are identifiable in the real world. Generalized tasks are 

usually composed of multiple stages of sub-activity that can each be characterized through 

generic tasks. Because generalized task models a higher level of abstraction than generic tasks, 

they can subsequently be used to describe families of high-level cognitive activity (Sutcliffe, 

2002). A claims taxonomy relying on critical parameters and Sutcliffe’s task models will 

contribute to make claims reuse possible within a knowledge reuse library. 

2.5.2 The Claims Reuse Library1 

The Claims Reuse Library is a web-based library implementation hosting claims as reusable 

knowledge components (Fabian et al., 2004; Payne, Algood, Chewar, Holbrook, and 

McCrickard, 2003; Sutcliffe and Carroll, 1999). Within this repository centered on notification 

knowledge, each claim consists of a number of design attributes including title, description, 

upsides, downsides, design issues, associated scenario, artifact, IRC value, as well as potential 

rationale. Table 2.2 presents an example claim for a virus monitoring system exhibiting the 

claims attributes of the Claims Reuse Library. The claims classification and retrieval strategy 
                                                 
1 Parts of this section are published in Fabian et al., 2004 
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relies on several criteria. The primary parameter is the IRC value that numerically captures the 

effect the claim will have upon the notification system once implemented. Other criteria include 

Sutcliffe’s generalized tasks that describe the primary tasks or tasks commonly executed by 

users at the time the notification occurs, generic tasks that characterize the notification subtasks 

that are associated with the notification system, and finally the design concerns that specify other 

constraints associated with the feature (Sutcliffe, 2002). 

Table 2.2: Example claim formatted according to the Claims Reuse Library 

 
Virus monitoring through informational popup 
 
 
Description 

 
Virus scanning is conducted in the background. When problematic and 
possibly infected files are discovered a popup window appears regardless of 
what program currently has window focus and prompts users to delete, 
quarantine, or ignore the detected virus. The Symantec™ name of the virus is 
also displayed 
 

Upsides + Quick notification to the user of the virus activity regardless of what 
program currently has window focus 

 
+ Brief description of the virus (i.e. name, risk) allows users to research 

on how to react 
 

+ Three commonly selected options are readily accessible which allows 
users to react immediately to protect their systems 

 
Downsides − Limited amount of information is displayed, leaving virus information 

gathering up to the users 
 

− Advanced options (e.g. using specific removal tools) are not available 
from the concise popup window 

 
− Repeated popup behavior caused by the detection multiple viruses 

may interfere with the current response to a virus 
 

Design Issues Is a more descriptive block of information about the virus warranted or 
desirable? 
Would more options on reacting to the virus be detrimental to the simple 
interface of the popup window? 
Should a configurable sound alert be added in case users are away from their 
computers? 
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Scenarios Marybeth is working on a spreadsheet to keep track of her balances. She has 
been working for hours and decides to take a much-needed break to check her 
email. She starts her email client and receives a new message from her friend 
Annette. She opens the email that contains a brief message and a small 
executable attachment. Marybeth clicks on the executable attachment, which 
launches a brief fireworks animation. Amused, she deletes the email and 
returns to her spreadsheet program. After having worked for a few minutes on 
her balance sheet, her antivirus program triggers the opening of a popup 
window notifying her that a new worm virus has been installed on her system. 
She presses the quarantine button and returns to her spreadsheet work. 
 

Artifact Norton Antivirus™  

 
 

IRC Interruption: 1   Reaction: 1   Comprehension: 0.5 
 

 
Initial results based on classification via these parameters suggest that consistent values 

can be achieved among multiple users when adding claims to the repository (Fabian et al., 2004). 

These initial results are quintessential because in order to support the reuse of knowledge 

successfully and to be fully integrated as well as effective within the design of notification 

systems, the knowledge library must be reliable. 

Although the reliance on these parameters and their consistency are one criterion among 

the various necessary predicates suggested by Krueger for the successful implementation of a 

reuse infrastructure, the implementation of an effective selection process has yet to be achieved 

(Krueger, 1992). In fact, in the course of previous studies, users found that IRC values offered 

good ground as a criterion for claim selection but it was not optimal. On one hand, after having 

established the notification-goal requirements in the form of an IRC value for their targeted 

system, users were able to retrieve relevant claims from the repository. On the other hand, 

browsing through the library, users opportunistically encountered previously undiscovered 

claims that were beneficial enough to trigger drastic changes in the direction of their design. At 

the time of the studies, the library was still in an early development stage and populated by 

150,000 realistic claims based upon the replication of 150 original claims. This limited amount 

of genuine claims made it not only possible but also manageable for users to browse manually 
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through the knowledge repository. Interestingly enough, these uncovered yet relevant and 

valuable claims catalyzed design despite being assigned a notification objective that differed 

significantly from the one associated to the target system. While it may appear that these 

discrepancies should refute the validity of a classification based on IRC values it rather indicates 

that there is a need for techniques that introduce a lower and more adequate level of granularity 

to a selection process based on IRC classification. In fact, the overall notification objective of a 

system is captured by the IRC value that also encapsulates the notification goal of an entire 

action sequence. This entire action sequence is constituted of multiple sub-sequences, which in 

turn, can be characterized by more refined notification objectives while simultaneously 

contributing to the critical-parameter model of the target system. The level of abstraction that 

is characterized by critical parameters needs to be properly established prior to the 

implementation of a successful critical-parameter-based reuse selection process. 

In addition, users reported some breakdowns associated with the selection of applicable 

generic tasks for their system. In fact, when asked to select the generic tasks that applied to their 

system, users were presented with the entire list of possible generic tasks. Users felt intimated by 

such an esoteric list and felt that more guidance was required to complete their selection. In order 

to address the selection process adequately, we need to provide assistance with the specification 

of the attributes. While a classification schema based on critical-parameter values, 

generalized tasks, and generic tasks provides a solid foundation toward effective claims 

reuse, we need to bring improvements in the process throughout which users acquire these 

attributes. 

2.5.3 Overview of the LINK-UP System 

The LINK-UP system (Leveraging Integrated Notification Knowledge through Usability 

Parameters) is a web-based design suite intended to better support the design of notification 

systems by promoting the reuse of design knowledge within a user-centric design framework. In 

order to support the entire notification-system development cycle, the LINK-UP system is 

constituted of five intertwined modules, the requirements tool, the claims repository, the 

negotiation tool, the analytical tool, and the empirical testing module. Figure 2.1 offers a 

graphical representation of the general architecture of the system and its subsequent modules as 
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well as their relationship to one another. While the research work presented here focuses solely 

on the requirements tool and its relationship with the claims repository, the objective of every 

module is presented briefly for reference. 

• The Requirements Analysis Module constitutes the requirements tool of the LINK-UP 

system. The purpose of this module is to support the requirements-engineering 

process and aid designers in the formulation of their design model (Norman, 1986). 

The tool assists designers with their domain analysis and requirements elicitation as 

well as provides a platform for stakeholder requirements negotiation and a base for 

documentation. On one hand, the module helps designers discover the surrounding 

environment or domain (Sutcliffe, 2002) and understand the underlying tasks, 

information, and artifacts that constitute the activities the targeted system should 

support to fulfill the stakeholders’ needs. On the other hand, the module provides 

designers with specific tools for estimating the IRC value of their targeted system and 

modeling techniques for the investigation or creation of alternative reusable models to 

aid with the elicitation of users’ functional and behavioral requirements. 

• The Claims Reuse Library as presented in Section 2.5.2 corresponds to the claims 

repository of the LINK-UP system. It hosts claims and claims-related reusable 

components (Fabian et al., 2004; Payne, Algood, Chewar, Holbrook, and 

McCrickard, 2003; Sutcliffe and Carroll, 1999). 

• To help validate the design model developed throughout the previous stages, the 

LINK-UP system provides a negotiation tool. The purpose of this Participatory 

Negotiation Module is to support an interactive process throughout which users can 

engage in the design decision and give specific feedback about the design model. By 

accepting or rejecting claims according to their needs, users contribute to the design 

process by helping in the formulation of the user’s design model (Norman, 1986). 

• Once an instantiation of the user interface or system image has been developed, 

designers turn to the analytical tool the LINK-UP system offers. This module enables 

designers to extract key interface components and have an expert evaluator 

analytically evaluate the psychological effects resulting from the notification that are 
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associated with this analytic model (Norman, 1986). The purpose of this evaluation is 

to asses whether the newly created artifact and its subsequent embedded design 

claims has indeed reached the targeted critical-parameter levels set up during the 

requirements analysis or if further iteration should be undertaken. 

• Throughout the different phases of the design process, designers encounter a 

tremendous amount of claims that may be relevant to the system they are building. 

The associated psychological effects of most claims comprised within the claims 

repository have not received validation. To that extent, the empirical testing tool 

allows designers to select sets of claims to be empirically tested in order to obtain the 

IRC value of the user’s model (Norman, 1986) which allows for comparison of the 

system with other notification systems based on its classification within the IRC 

framework. 

 
Figure 2.1: General architecture of the LINK-UP system that represents the principal modules 

constituting the tool suite as well as their relationship to one another (Chewar, Bachetti, 

McCrickard, and Booker, 2004). The numbers are referring to the ordering and major steps of 

the design cycle. The blue area denotes the region of interest of this work. 
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2.6 Scenario-based Requirements Analysis 

The requirements-analysis phase is critical for the design outcome of any software system. In 

fact, behind most system failures usually lay errors in requirements. For instance, in a specific 

domain such as notification systems where the lowest amount of modification to the way 

information is presented can affect a user’s attention enough to alter the overall notification goals 

of the system, even minor requirements inconsistency with respect to the real notification needs 

can lead to costly complications and ultimately to the failure of the resulting artifact. Section 2.1 

motivated the need for user involvement as a crucial step toward the achievement of good 

requirements. The user-centric design paradigm may offer the necessary base for addressing this 

trait properly. In fact, the requirements phase of an approach like scenario-based design ensures a 

strong user involvement by heavily relying on ethnographic field studies and participatory design 

for the elicitation of scenarios while the scenarios themselves provide a solid yet accessible 

platform for multiple parties to negotiate. The accessibility of scenario descriptions to any 

stakeholders makes scenario-based design attractive and fueled its widespread use, but can also 

promote user involvement during requirements analysis and consequently lay the cornerstone 

toward the establishment of requirements that transcribe the real needs of stakeholders. Section 

2.4 expressed the need for the introduction of systematic reuse mechanisms at the requirements 

phase. While scenario-based requirements analysis makes the case for user involvement and 

offers a foundation for knowledge reuse in the form of claims (Section 2.5), it is necessary to 

determine whether this technique can alone be self-sufficient in the attainment of suitable and 

reusable requirements. 

2.6.1 Scenarios and Quality Requirements 

Abstraction, which is often regarded as one of the strengths of scenario-based design also proves 

to be a double-edge sword. In his 2000 book, Carroll advocates the implicit nature of scenarios, 

asserting that they “can evoke much more than they literally present” (Carroll, 2000, p. 54). 

While this characteristic is presented under favorable light by the author as an easy and flexible, 

yet efficient way of capturing the nature of a usage situation, it is also an inherent 

acknowledgement of the scenario’s elusiveness. During scenario-based requirements analysis, 

claims and subsequent requirements are drawn from scenarios. It is therefore critical for these 
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scenarios to depict accurately and explicitly a usage situation. In fact, by not describing all the 

facets of a usage situation explicitly, scenario descriptions may introduce an interpretation factor 

within the establishment of requirements. As highlighted in the psychology of reading, when 

reading a scenario, stakeholders mentally envision the meaning of the text and create a conscious 

visual model of the situation that is expressed in the scenario. Because this envisionment is 

subject to interpretation, inconsistencies may arise. For instance, this interpretation process is 

clearly noticeable when multiple people read the same book but develop diverging and 

sometimes conflicting analysis. On one hand, at the requirements-analysis phase, this subjective 

envisionment may result in inconsistencies in the requirements elicitation. On the other hand, 

during the negotiation activities, this subjective envisionment may also cause communication 

problems among the various stakeholders. In his 2002 position paper on scenarios and task 

analysis, Diaper identifies that when envisioning sets of scenarios, stakeholders will not only 

build different conscious models based on interpreted assumptions but this conscious model will 

also gain in inertia each time conflicting evidences are not encountered. As their mental model 

become more viscous, people will become increasingly rigid with regard to change. In fact, 

accepting change may conflict with previously satisfactory scenario envisionments, causing 

confusion among stakeholders and requiring extensive revision (Diaper, 2002). While Carroll 

optimistically argues “all stakeholders speak the language of scenarios” (Carroll, 2000, p. 56), 

scenarios fail indeed to establish a true lingua franca (Erickson, 2000). Because scenarios are 

implicit in nature, they introduce a subjectivity factor that may ultimately cause 

requirements inconsistencies and lead to tensions among stakeholders. For scenarios to 

offer proper ground for the elicitation of requirements, their implicit nature needs to be 

mitigated. 

Another crucial problem associated with scenario-based design is the subjectivity related 

to scenario generation. Referred to as scenario bias, designers writing scenarios tend to mention 

what they are predetermined to notice from a usage situation, based on their interests, their 

experience, and their own opinion. This partiality skews the objectivity of scenario descriptions 

and the validity of the process de facto (Carroll, 2000; Carroll and Rosson, 1992). While the 

authors argue that no design technique can prevent bias from occurring, they recognize that the 

scenario descriptions, because of their intrinsic nature, do not enable stakeholders to identify 

such bias, allowing it to be eventually carried throughout the project. This skewing may not only 
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lead to an incomplete or inaccurate vision of the usage situation, but this somewhat erroneous 

description may also result in inadequate requirements analysis. Because scenarios inherently 

offer ground for bias, in order for scenarios to be the foundation of an effective requirements-

analysis technique, it is necessary to offset this bias. 

In his 2000 book, Carroll advises that scenarios are inherently incomplete and that their 

creation is mainly heuristic. To that extent, he suggests that designers should take an eclectic 

approach when creating scenarios. In addition, he recommends designers should aim for 

scenarios that present “good coverage and minimal bias” (Carroll, 2000, p. 256). One of the 

immediate pitfalls of scenario-based design is that the scenario creation process itself is yet to be 

precisely defined. In fact, a key challenge and weakness of scenario-based design is to determine 

criteria on which designers should base their assessment of whether scenario descriptions depict 

a usage situation adequately. In fact, underspecified scenarios may lead to the establishment of 

incomplete requirements, while, over-specified scenarios may in contrast prevent the 

introduction of new technologies and innovative solutions. For scenario descriptions to offer 

solid ground for requirements elicitation, it is vital for scenarios to offer proper coverage. 

Another issue associated with scenario creation is the number of scenarios needed to 

capture properly all aspects of the domain, activities, and stakeholders. Carroll suggests “about a 

dozen scenarios provide a useful and manageable design representation” (Carroll, 2000, p. 286). 

While he presents an optimistic analysis of the required scenario number, he also admits “there is 

an infinity of possible usage scenarios” (Carroll, 2000, p. 255). Gauging success in scenario 

coverage and quality seems tenuous at best while stopping rules are inexistent. For scenario-

based design to address the need and the criticality of requirements gathering properly, 

designers must be able to gauge accurately whether the degree of bias in scenario 

descriptions is acceptable as well as whether coverage and abstraction levels are adequate. 

Because of the user-centric nature of scenario-based design, the use of scenario-based 

requirements analysis provides an attractive platform in the quest for requirements veracity but 

allows for too much flexibility in its current form. The absence of an explicit structured process 

in the elaboration of scenarios often translates into designers overlooking some critical aspects of 

the requirements. Although scenario-based design is a thriving method of design with 
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abundant upsides, the inherent ambiguous and implicit nature of scenarios coupled with 

the lack of guidance of the elicitation mechanism constitute critical breaches for allowing it 

to constitute an efficient yet reliable standalone approach for requirements analysis. To 

capitalize on the reuse centricity of scenario-based design without eschewing requirements 

quality, it is necessary to reinforce the requirements phase of scenario-based design with 

techniques that compensate its downsides by offering conspicuousness, coverage, and 

guidance. 

2.6.2 Scenarios and Reuse 

While scenario-based design enables design and knowledge reuse through the generation of 

claims, the reusable capability of the scenarios themselves is limited. In fact, scenario reuse is 

often limited to opportunistic reuse though the reutilization of their associated claims. In any 

case, scenario reuse is an indirect process. Scenarios will most of the time just be regarded by 

designers as the detailed description of a claim within its context of use. Because scenarios not 

only provide a foundation for claims extraction, but also capture the key activities, supporting 

artifacts, and social context of the workplace in which these activities take place, the efforts 

accomplished for their elaboration and consequent payoff resulting from scenario-reuse should 

not be discarded. On one hand, not reusing scenarios rejects an entire level of abstraction that 

goes beyond the granularity level offered through claims reuse, an important characteristic in the 

achievement of effective reuse solution (Krueger, 1992). On the other hand, not reusing 

scenarios hinders designers from obtaining a basis for conducting scenario transformation, an 

effective technique for generating scenarios from an existing set (Carroll, 2000). Although the 

benefits of scenario reuse should not be disregarded, because of their textual nature, it is not 

possible to systematically assess similarities among scenarios (Diaper, 2002). Because scenarios 

do not offer an intrinsic reuse capability, prior to the achievement of scenario reuse, a 

scenario taxonomy has to be instituted. 

2.7 Hierarchical Task Analysis and Task Models 

A successful approach for formalizing and leveraging designers’ understanding of users’ 

activities is task analysis (Taylor, 1911). While task analysis can take multiple forms, the core 
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objective of this procedure remains the characterization and representation of the physical 

actions and/or mental processes that users need to undertake when conducting an activity. 

Originated in the 1960s in the steel and petrochemical industry, the process of hierarchical task 

analysis was established to model and support the study of non-repetitive cognitively loaded 

tasks for training purposes (Annett and Duncan, 1967). Because hierarchical task analysis can be 

used to analyze a variety of task complexity levels, varying from the simplest procedural 

activities such as replacing a printer ink cartridge to the most complex concurrent activities such 

as air traffic control (Shepherd, 2001), it has since become one of the most prevalent and 

accepted task analysis techniques with application domains ranging from sewer design and 

analysis (Broadgurst, Cockerham, Taylor, and Pridmore, 1996) to the teaching of surgery 

(Bathalon, Martin, and Dorion, 2004). When conducting a hierarchical task analysis, designers 

study and decompose the required tasks users perform while carrying an activity. The tasks 

constituting the activities are systematically broken down into subtasks, which are more 

manageable, until the desired level of granularity is attained. Each basic task is characterized by 

a goal, a pre-condition state that describes the necessary input conditions for the subtask to be 

carried out, the necessary actions for the goal to be reached, and a post-condition state that 

describes the feedback resulting from the subtask execution (Annett, 2003). The resulting work 

product of a hierarchical task analysis process is a task model, a graphical representation usually 

in the form of a tree graph that explicitly enumerates all the tasks constituting an activity as well 

as the hierarchical and temporal relationship between these tasks. Figure 2.2 presents a 

hierarchical task model describing the decomposition of a library book loaning task. The root of 

the tree graph represents the high-level activity of borrowing a book from a library. This high-

level activity can be decomposed into the subtasks of going to the library, finding the book 

location, proceeding to the proper bookshelf and retrieving the book, going to the checkout desk, 

and completing checkout. Because the subtask of finding the book location is a complex subtask 

that entails multiple steps, this subtask can in turn, be decomposed further. In fact, in order for a 

library customer to find the book location within the library, the customer first accesses a search 

terminal, enters search criteria, identifies the proper book from the returned results, and gets the 

book’s physical location within the library. Similarly, because the checkout subtask is a complex 

task that involves multiple steps, this subtask can also be further decomposed into the basic task 
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of providing a library card for authentication purposes and then the basic task of obtaining a 

book receipt that indicates book title and return date. 

 
Figure 2.2: Task model with hierarchical relationship describing a book loaning activity in a 

library. 

2.7.1 Task Models and Quality Requirements 

Because task models explicitly enumerate the tasks and activities that a user can perform with a 

piece of software, they provide a solid infrastructure for requirements analysis (Souchon, 

Limbourg, and Vanderdonckt, 2002). In fact, it has been argued that an accurate depiction of 

systems requirements can only be achieved through both structure and formalism (Richardson, 

Ormerod, and Shepherd, 1998). Task modeling is considered one of the most formal available 

techniques for the capture of user requirements and tasks. By explicitly characterizing and 

representing the physical actions and/or mental processes that users undertake when conducting 

an activity, designers can leverage the accuracy of the description of users’ activities. Not only 

can task models be used for interaction analysis when studying an existing system, but they can 

also help capture the essence of users’ activity that needs to be supported by the target system. In 

fact, Annett advocates that the use of task models enables designers to identify actual and 

potential sources for performance breakdown. Task models can also provide the foundation for 
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the development of appropriate solutions, either through an alteration of the task sequence or 

through suitable training (Annett, 2003). The process of hierarchical task analysis is a convenient 

way of creating a generalized task model that contains the essential functional requirements of 

the proposed new system and demonstrating their implication for the human user (Lim and Long, 

1994). Paternò, Mancini, and Meniconi argue that the use of task analysis provides an increased 

user-centered foundation for design that enhances traditional functional system specifications, as 

the process requires designers to no only recognize the system functionalities but also 

characterize the nature of users’ interactions (Paternò, Mancini, and Meniconi, 1997). 

Consequently, for the design of interactive systems, Eisenstein and Rich recommend that 

designers should formalize and capture users’ activity in the form of a task model (Eisenstein 

and Rich, 2002). In fact, a task model represents the hierarchical and temporal relationships 

between tasks, leading to a visualization of how the software can be used, prior to any actual 

implementation effort (Mori, Paternò, and Santoro, 2002). Not only does a reliance on task 

models provide guidance during requirements analysis, contribute to the disambiguation of 

users’ activity, and promote the elicitation of requirements that capture users’ real needs, but it 

also helps designers identify the most effective way a system should support these tasks. In fact, 

making use of task models within the requirements phase for the design of interactive systems 

enables designers to directly bridge with additional analysis methods such as Goals, Operators, 

Methods, and Selection rules (GOMS) (Card, Moran, and Newell, 1983; Gray, John, and 

Atwood, 1993) or Task-Action Grammars (TAG) (Payne and Green, 1986). In addition, because 

task models foster formalization of tasks, they can also serve as input in subsequent requirements 

validation by providing a readily available basis for test cases (Zhu, Jin, Diaper, and Baid, 2002). 

The elaboration of task models provides structure to the requirements-analysis phase and 

reinforces designers’ understanding of the users’ key activities while allowing for the 

identification of inconsistencies, strengthening the establishment of valid requirements de facto. 

Although it appears that a task-analysis practice such as task modeling can drastically 

improve the design quality of interactive systems by fostering requirements quality, the 

level of formalism and abstraction of task models needs to be adequately tailored for the 

method to be fully effective. 
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2.7.2 Task Models and Reuse 

The introduction of task modeling can offer support to designers beyond early system analysis of 

a single project. In fact, task models present a tremendous potential for reuse both within a single 

project and across multiple projects. 

Task Models as a Basis for a Single-project Reuse Solution 

Task models offer the natural ability to be reused across multiple phases of the development 

cycle within a single project. First, because task models explicitly describe hierarchical and 

temporal relationships between tasks, they serve as a foundation for user interface prototyping 

(Johnson, Wilson, Markopoulos, and Pycock, 1993). Second, Smith and O’Neill discuss the 

potential of adding object flow information to task models in order for them to not only 

characterize tasks at the requirements analysis, but to also further their role within the software 

cycle by providing an underlying structure for system design and implementation (Smith and 

O’Neill, 1996). Finally, because task models formalize the necessary tasks a hypothetical system 

needs to support, task models can be reused in the later stages of the development cycle as a 

check-and-balance mechanism to verify whether these activities have indeed been addressed. In 

fact, Paternò and Santoro advocate the formality of the tasks characterization within task-model 

representations can be utilized in error prevention via the analysis of users’ deviations with 

respect to both high-level and basic tasks as well as serve as the foundation for a model-based 

usability assessment mechanism (Paternò and Santoro, 2002). 

Task Models as a Basis for a Cross-project Reuse Solution 

Task models can also be shared across multiple projects. The idea of task centricity within 

projects was put forth in the reference tasks solution. According to Whittaker, Terveen, and 

Nardi, tasks represent a shared body of knowledge within HCI that can be transferred across 

many projects (Whittaker, Terveen, and Nardi, 2000). Because task models detail the important 

tasks of a system and tasks are often similar across many projects, it thus possible for task 

models to be generalized and reused (Lim and Long, 1994). For instance, a task model 

describing an activity in one design is likely to be analogous to a task model describing a similar 

activity in another system. A generalized task model can consequently be reused and 

subsequently specialized during the design process. However, understanding the relationship 
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among task models is the first step toward promoting reuse. Designers must discover the 

similarities among designs to ensure good design elements can be extracted and applied to new 

situations. While the structural nature of task models allows designers to quantify the 

degree of similarity among multiple task models, in order to provide the foundation for 

effective task-model reuse, it is necessary for task models to be part of a nomenclature. 

2.8 Toward an Integrative Approach to Requirements Analysis 

Chapter 1 discussed the importance of the requirements-analysis phase in the achievement of 

software success and motivated the need for the elaboration of a method for requirements 

analysis that fosters both requirements quality and user involvement. In fact, Section 1.1 

identified that capturing true requirements and promoting user involvement can hinge software 

success. For instance, we have discussed that in a framework such as notification-system design 

the lowest amount of requirements inconsistencies with respect to the users’ real notification 

needs can lead to an overall failure for the resulting artifact. Furthermore, contrary to other 

engineering disciplines, it is estimated that nearly 70% of proposed solutions are radical within 

the field of HCI (Newman, 1994). Although innovation is often the driving entity behind 

advancement and success, it is crucial for the future of the discipline that the community 

observes a line of focus to extract a body of conceptual knowledge and establishes solutions that 

build upon previous work (Whittaker, Terveen, and Nardi, 2000). Section 2.4 presented the 

potential benefits resulting from the implementation of systematic reuse mechanisms and 

motivated the need for the establishment of a reuse strategy at the requirements phase. An 

effective requirements-analysis technique should not only promote user involvement and 

requirements quality but should also be reuse-centric while building upon existing research 

work. 

2.8.1 Building Requirements Quality 

In order to understand people’s activity, key in the capture of requirements that reflect the user’s 

real needs, Lafrenière recommends approaches that make use of both hierarchic task models and 

scenarios (Lafrenière, 1996). On one hand, Section 2.3 presented scenario-based design, a 

thriving approach for supporting requirements and promoting user involvement within the design 
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of interactive systems. In fact, by making use of ethnographic field studies and participatory 

design for the elicitation of scenarios which can then serve as a negotiation platform for 

stakeholders, scenario-based design can ensure user involvement and capture an activity as well 

as its context. However, while a user-centric design framework such as scenario-based design 

can provide to requirements analysis the needed foundation to promote user involvement, its 

associated downsides prevent it from being a sufficient standalone approach for the elicitation of 

quality requirements. In fact, Section 2.6.1 showed that inherently, scenarios not only offer a 

basis for bias but are also both implicit in nature and lack criteria for quality assessment. 

Although scenario-based design can contribute to software success by promoting user 

involvement, this approach offers too much ground for inconsistencies to be a sufficient 

approach, alone, in the reach for quality requirements. On the other hand, Section 2.7.1 presented 

task modeling as an effective way to formalize requirements, structure requirements analysis, 

and leverage designers understanding of users’ activity. In addition, Section 1.1 presented critical 

parameters as a useful avenue for the characterization of design objectives as they encompass the 

criteria for success and offer designers with a line of focus. The task centricity of hierarchic task 

models makes the approach a natural fit for the characterization of these tasks in terms of critical 

parameters. Pairing scenario-based design with task models tied with critical parameters in the 

requirements-analysis process can fuel user involvement as well as enhance requirements 

quality, key to project success, while also merging multiple concepts and building upon existing 

work. In fact, in his 2002 position paper on scenarios and task models, Carey identifies 

complementarities between these two approaches. On one hand, scenarios empower designers to 

feel like the people they are designing the system for, but since they capture a problem situation 

in the way it is perceived by people, scenarios should emphasize the motivation and feeling 

behind the activities, rather than trying to portray what is occurring accurately. On the other 

hand, task models should be utilized to describe the decomposition of users’ activities into 

actions and effects (Carey, 2002). Scenarios capture the context while task models formally 

describe the nature of the activity. Furthermore, the process of task analysis is often implicitly 

conducted. When reading usage scenarios, people create an envisioned model based on 

assumptions, which often lead to communication problems among a team working with the same 

set of scenarios (Diaper, 2002). Making task analysis explicit with the integration of task models 

within scenario-based design to aid development of the design model can greatly benefit the 
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overall design process of interactive systems. In fact, by making tasks clear to the designers, we 

can leverage an in-depth understanding of a usage scenario and correct scenario bias. On his 

classification of task analysis techniques, Lafrenière describes scenarios as a concrete user-

oriented approach that depicts people’s tasks, thoughts, and aspirations, whereas he portrays 

hierarchic task models as an abstract system-engineer oriented approach that formally describes 

tasks in a context independent form (Lafrenière, 1996). Consequently, Paternò and Mancini 

motivate that in order to achieve requirements veracity, one should start with an informal 

scenario and extract information from it to create and formalize the task model (Paternò and 

Mancini, 1999). Unifying both paradigms into a single requirements-analysis practice may 

contribute to quality requirements by addressing the dilemma “between specification and 

imagination” (Paternò, 2002). Pairing a user-centric design methodology such as scenario-

based design with a formal approach such as task modeling tied with critical parameters 

within an integrative requirements-analysis process can promote user involvement as well 

as put forth requirements quality while simultaneously building upon existing research. 

2.8.2 Building Requirements Reuse 

Key to the implementation of effective reuse mechanisms are Krueger’s criteria of abstraction, 

selection, specialization, and integration (Krueger, 1992). Uniting both scenario-based 

requirements analysis and task-modeling strategies within a single requirements-engineering 

process can contribute to the establishment of a successful reuse solution. First, scenario-based 

requirements analysis offers the ground for the generation of reuse components in the form of 

claims that can adequately be abstracted using Sutcliffe’s generic task and generalized tasks. 

Second, we acknowledged in Section 2.5.2 that a claims taxonomy based on critical-parameter 

values, generalized tasks, and generic tasks provides a solid foundation toward effective reuse, 

but we motivated the need for improvements in the procedure throughout which designers 

acquire these attributes. Because task models break down high-level tasks into basic tasks, they 

offer the multiple levels of refinements necessary for the effective capture of the critical-

parameter requirements for the system, which can in turn benefit the claims selection 

mechanism. Third, we showed in Section 2.7.2 that because task models can easily be 

generalized, it is possible for task models themselves to become reusable components. These 
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reusable task models can subsequently be specialized by attaching claims to characterize tasks in 

order for them to create a visualization of relationships embodying the system requirements. 

Finally, because of the relationship between scenarios, task models, claims, and critical 

parameters, unifying scenario-based requirements analysis with task models and critical 

parameters can catalyze reuse by creating an integrated reuse-centric requirements-

engineering methodology that goes beyond single claims opportunistic reuse, concurring 

with Sutcliffe’s view that “technique integration provides the best avenue for improving 

requirements engineering” (Sutcliffe, 1997). 

2.9 Summary  

This chapter presented the reader with the necessary background information as well as with a 

motivation for the work to be discussed in the forthcoming chapters. In particular, Chapter 2 

gave an overview of the field of Requirements Engineering and discussed the challenges 

associated with the reach for requirements veracity. We introduced Norman’s conceptual model 

of action and its underlying stages of action that characterize interaction sequences and serve as a 

foundation for scenario-based design, a thriving user-centric design technique. Because reuse in 

HCI is ad hoc at best, we motivated the need for the establishment of a design process that is not 

only centered on reuse but also capable of introducing reuse at the requirements-analysis phase. 

We presented the Claims Reuse Library, a knowledge repository that hosts reusable components 

issued from scenarios that capture the tradeoffs associated with a design feature. This library is 

core to the LINK-UP system, an integrated tool suite for notification-system design centered on 

knowledge reuse. Finally, because user involvement and quality requirements are essential to 

software success, we motivated the building of a requirements-engineering process that relies on 

both scenario-based requirements analysis for its user-centric nature and task modeling for its 

explicit trait as well as potential for reuse. The establishment and initial deployment of such a 

process is discussed in Chapter 3. 
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Chapter 3  
 
Adapting Task Modeling for the Capture of 
Critical-parameter Requirements2 

The investigation of requirements-analysis techniques in Chapter 2 suggested the elaboration of 

an integrative approach to requirements to address the critical need for user centricity and reuse 

centricity. This chapter first describes the establishment of a task-modeling strategy, focused on 

critical parameters, that brings an additional level of granularity in the form of subtasks and sub-

critical parameters within a user-centric requirements-analysis framework to aid in the reuse of 

requirements elicitation while promoting user involvement. The chapter then introduces the first 

iteration of the implementation of an integrated tool aimed at supporting and structuring such a 

requirements process for the domain of notification systems, the Requirements Analysis Module 

of the LINK-UP system. Finally, the chapter presents the procedure and results of a user study 

that concentrates on assessing the feasibility for novice designers to conduct successfully our 

proposed approach to requirements analysis using this infrastructure. 

3.1 Introduction 

The ability to maximize the chances for a project to succeed is an ongoing challenge in every 

sector of the industry. A countless number of development processes and best practices have 

been established but projects still encounter a challenge rate of more than 50% and a cancellation 

                                                 
2 Parts of this chapter are published in Montabert, Bussert, Gifford, Chewar, and McCrickard, 2005. 
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rate in excess of 30%, costing companies billions of dollars every year just in wasted 

development efforts. Requirements inconsistencies and user involvement have been identified as 

the principal cause in project failure (European Software Institute, 1996; The Standish Group, 

1994; Thayer and Dorfman, 1997). On one hand, the requirements-analysis phase is crucial for 

the design outcome of any software system. In fact, a software solution is successful to the extent 

where it meets its intended purpose. Overlooking the requirements phase or establishing 

inconsistent requirements that do not properly reflect the users’ real needs is frequent and 

extremely costly to rectify (Boehm, 1981; Martin, 1984). It is therefore necessary for 

requirements specifications to capture the nature of users’ activity and it is equally important for 

these requirements to be accurately established early in the development process. Bell and 

Thayer acknowledge the difficulty of obtaining good requirements as requirements extraction 

can only be achieved through a thorough engineering process (Bell and Thayer, 1976). 

Consequently, it is important to provide designers with adequate requirements-engineering 

infrastructures that enable the elicitation of quality requirements. On the other hand, user 

involvement is a vital factor in project success. In fact, designers can gain a significant body of 

knowledge from user involvement, an understanding of not only users, but also of the work 

practices and the context within which activities are carried. Strengthening the role of users 

within the design process can contribute to the achievement of more effective design solutions 

(Gould and Lewis, 1985). Additionally, understanding user activity can also facilitate 

requirements capture. Therefore, the establishment of a user-centric requirements analysis that 

fosters user involvement and requirements accuracy can pave the way to project success. 

3.2 Motivation 

On one hand, Section 2.3 motivated the reliance on a user-centric technique such as scenario-

based design for promoting user involvement within the development process of interactive 

systems. In fact, an approach like scenario-based design allows for a strong user involvement by 

not only relying on user-focused techniques such as ethnographic field studies and participatory 

design for the elicitation of scenarios but also by making for an accessible negotiation platform. 

However, we have discussed in Section 2.6.1 that although scenario-based design can facilitate 

user involvement, the implicit nature of scenario descriptions paired with the incapacity for the 
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methodology to identify, gauge, and resolve scenario bias prevent scenario-based requirements 

analysis from being a compelling standalone approach for the extraction of quality requirements. 

Section 1.1 presented how the systematic assertion of critical-parameter levels can aid in the 

characterization of user requirements and subsequently benefit the quality of requirements 

specifications, but also unveiled a gap between scenarios and critical parameters. Because of the 

inherent relationship between scenarios and task models as well as between task models and 

critical parameters, hierarchic task models offer both the formalism and task centricity required 

for bridging the gap between scenarios and critical parameters. Section 2.8.1 discussed how a 

requirements-analysis process that makes use of scenarios, task models, and critical parameters 

could catalyze the systematic elicitation of quality requirements. 

On the other hand, Section 2.4 motivated the need for the establishment of effective reuse 

infrastructure in the field of HCI. In fact, although the successful implementation of systematic 

reuse mechanisms could drastically increase project quality while simultaneously reducing 

development costs as well as time-to-market, few efforts have been spent for the establishment 

of a framework that supports requirements reuse and no real advances have been made (van 

Lamsweerde, 2000). We discussed in Section 2.5, how scenario-based design offers reusable 

requirements components in the form of claims and presented how a critical-parameter-based 

nomenclature can aid in the creation of a claims selection procedure, but also unveiled an 

abstraction gap between the high-level critical-parameter specifications which characterizes the 

objective of an entire activity and the low-level critical-parameter specifications that 

characterizes the goal of a stage of action. Because of the inherent hierarchical nature of the task-

level critical-parameter specifications and the claim-level critical-parameter specifications, 

hierarchic task models offer the task centricity and the hierarchical decomposition required for 

bridging this gap in abstraction level while also making for a reusable component. Section 2.8.2 

discussed how a requirements-analysis process that makes use of scenarios, task models, and 

critical parameters could contribute to the systematic elicitation of reusable requirements. 

3.3 Reusable Critical-parameter-based Task-model Vision 

To aid with the formulation of critical-parameter levels and bridge the abstraction gap between 

scenarios and critical parameters, our task-model vision consists of a systematic hierarchic 
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decomposition of tasks into their stages of action constituents along with a simultaneous 

decomposition of their critical-parameter characterizations. In fact, because a high-level task 

captures a user interaction, it can be decomposed in terms of Norman’s stages of action 

(Norman, 1986). The stages of action organize subtasks represented when users form cognitive 

relationships as they interact whether through physical actions and/or mental processes with a 

system. The stages of perception, interaction, and making sense allow users to understand the 

information the system communicates. The resulting stages of creating a system goal, an action 

plan, and its execution, allow users to act upon the system to achieve their desired state. Because 

Sutcliffe’s generic tasks describe simple unit procedures that are carried out to accomplish a 

single goal as well as offer the same granularity level than Norman’s stages of action, they can 

subsequently be used to characterize the cognitive and/or physical activity that occurs at each 

stage (Sutcliffe, 2002). 

Furthermore, although critical parameters encompass the criteria for success of an 

interaction, these levels may not be persistent throughout each of the six stages of action that 

constitute an activity but may rather translate into a particular sequence of critical-parameter 

objectives. We consequently motivate for the recognition of an additional level of critical 

parameters that can be used to characterize numerically not the objective of an entire task that we 

refer to as task-level critical-parameter specifications, but the objective of an individual stage of 

action that we refer to as stage-of-action-level critical-parameter specifications (SOA-level 

critical-parameter specifications). Because claims describe how the system should look, feel, 

and act, by attaching claims to subtasks during the conduct of this hierarchical task analysis, the 

task model creates a visualization of relationships, embodying the task requirements. 

Resulting from this systematic hierarchical decomposition, designers can use the subtask, 

which describe the nature of the activity at the stages of action levels as well as the SOA-level 

critical-parameter values, which describe the objective at the stages of action levels to search for 

claims stored in knowledge repository and associate these claims to characterize the 

requirements for each stage of action. In fact, using these subtasks and SOA-level critical-

parameter specifications as search criteria for claims rather than the task-level critical-parameter 

specifications provides a lower granularity, enabling the extraction of more accurate and relevant 
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knowledge from a claims library, encouraging and facilitating reuse of the design knowledge 

encapsulated in the claims de facto. 

Because tasks represent a shared corpus of knowledge, to leverage reuse further, creating 

templates of generic task models along with related basic tasks, provides designers with a 

standard and reusable starting point for requirements analysis that can be employed in new 

situations. Finally, because the claims associated with subtasks of a task model in one system are 

more likely to be relevant in another system sharing the same template, task-model reuse enables 

this relationship to provide designers with suggested claim sets. 

3.4 Reuse-centric and User-centric Requirements Analysis Vision 

The requirements-analysis process that we are proposing merges scenario-based design and task 

modeling in order to support and promote the systematic capture of the desirable critical-

parameter requirements of an interactive system, figures of merit that have the potential to pave 

the way to design quality and thus increase chances of success for the resulting artifact. Key 

attributes to this approach to requirements analysis are a strong reliance on user involvement, 

disambiguation and validation of requirements through structure and formalism, and extensive 

knowledge reuse. First, we anticipate a strong user involvement at the requirements phase may 

yield the capture of a true reflection of actual needs and expectations as well as facilitate the 

acceptance of the hypothetical system once completed (Beyer and Holtzblatt, 1999; Mirel, 2000; 

Wilson, Bekker, Johnson, and Johnson, 1997). Second, through the introduction of structure and 

formalism, we expect to leverage an in-depth understanding of both the activities and the 

environment within which these activities are evolving which will result in the elicitation of true 

and accurate requirements (Richardson, Ormerod, and Shepherd, 1998). Third, an extensive 

reliance on knowledge reuse at the requirements phase maximizes the reuse payoff and improves 

the quality of the formulated requirements while simultaneously reducing costs and shortening 

time-to-market (Sutcliffe, 2000). 

To implement this reuse-centric and user-centric requirements-analysis process we first 

start by conducting the basic steps and activities recommended by scenario-based design best 

practices (Rosson and Carroll, 2002). The initial step involves an investigation of current work 
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practices. A formulation of a root concept allows setting up the high-level goals for the project 

and ensures stakeholders share a common initial vision. This vision can then be deepened 

through the conduct of various field studies, interviews, and artifact studies as well as other 

ethnographic inquiries. Problem scenario elicitation ensues, an accurate description of users and 

their activities in the problem domain, a phase throughout which stakeholders can intervene and 

bring revisions and validations. Once the problem domain has been adequately framed in a 

problem scenario, the activity phase follows. This second phase of the requirements analysis 

process focuses on the services the hypothetical system needs to support to address the situation 

crafted in the problem scenario. These services are accurately narrated within an activity 

scenario. However, as the activities described within activity scenarios belongs to the analytic 

domain, user involvement alone fails to guarantee proper validation. Because the services 

involve tasks, it is possible to formalize these tasks through a hierarchical task analysis. In 

addition, we can then characterize each of the tasks involved in the design model in terms of 

critical parameters and decompose these task-level critical parameters further through the reuse 

or elaboration of critical-parameter-based task models. Coupled with a knowledge repository, 

these critical-parameter-based task models can serve as a foundation for effective requirements 

knowledge transfer to occur in the form of claims. We anticipate the formalism and structure 

involved with the constitution of the task models to leverage an in-depth understanding of the 

activity, improve scenario coverage, allow for the identification of misspecifications, and 

contribute to true requirements, while the reliance on the task models themselves offers refined 

characterizations of the activities, which also contributes to accurate requirements. 

3.5 Requirements Reuse Applied to Notification Domains 

As for most software systems, the failure of many notification systems can be traced to 

inaccurate estimates and erroneous assumptions made during the requirements-analysis phase. In 

fact, because of the dual-task environment these systems are part of, inaccurate estimates of 

critical-parameter levels can cause systems to interfere or prevent the successful execution of a 

primary task. For instance, inadequate systems tend to disrupt users attention from a primary task 

by being intrusive without supporting relevant information or by being insensitive to user’s 

engagement in other activities (McCrickard and Chewar, 2003). By strengthening the 
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requirements-analysis phase, we anticipate improvements in the design quality of notification 

systems. Moreover, encouraging knowledge sharing as early as the requirements-analysis phase 

would maximize reuse benefits by not only fueling productivity and shortening the development 

time, but also by providing guidance to designers and reducing errors as new notification 

systems would be based on previous successful systems. 

3.5.1 Critical-parameter-based Task Models in Notification Domains 

For simplicity purposes, we assume throughout this work that the only task involved and 

supported by notification systems is a notification task. On one hand, because the notification 

task involves a user’s physical and/or mental interaction, it can be decomposed in terms of 

Norman’s stages of action (Norman, 1986) and the activity occurring at each stage of action can 

be described with Sutcliffe’s generic tasks as they characterize primitive activities and present 

the same abstraction level than Norman’s stages of action (Sutcliffe, 2002). On the other hand, 

the IRC triplet characterizes the high-level notification objective of an entire system. The 

multiple combinations of ideal parameter values yield the identification of eight notification 

meta-tasks or classes of systems presented in Section 1.2. We identified in Section 2.5.2 that the 

IRC value encapsulates the overall notification goal of an entire action sequence. This entire 

notification sequence is constituted of multiple sub-sequences, which in turn, can be 

characterized by more refined notification objectives while simultaneously contributing to the 

critical-parameter model of the target system. Consequently, we differentiate between the task-

level critical-parameter specifications that numerically characterizes the notification objective of 

an entire system, thus referred to as system-level IRC, and the SOA-level critical-parameter 

specifications that numerically characterizes the notification objective of a stage of action , thus 

referred to as stage-of-action-level IRC (SOA-level IRC). Although a given notification-system 

class shares a similar system-level IRC, because multiple sub-sequences of alternative SOA-level 

IRC values and basic tasks can constitute this high-level notification goal, these myriads of 

possible high-level IRC breakdown patterns can be visualized in the form of multiple task 

models. Figure 3.1 describes alternative task models exhibiting an alarm meta-task. 

Designers can subsequently utilize the work products of this hierarchic decomposition, 

the subtasks that comprise the notification task and SOA-level IRC values which encompass the 
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notification objective of each stage of action, to extract claims from the Claims Reuse Library 

and associate these claims to the model in order to illustrate the notification requirements for 

each stage of action. 

 
Figure 3.1: Graphical representation of two alternative hierarchic task models capturing similar 

high-level notification meta-tasks yet alternative low-level objectives. The root of each task 

model captures the high-level critical-parameter goals of the notification task. The second level 

of each task model describes the breakdown of the critical-parameter components constituting 

that high-level critical-parameter objective. The lowest level of the task model represents 

Norman’s six stages of action and their relationship with their driving critical-parameter goal. 
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3.5.2 Toward the Effective Implementation of a Requirements Tool 

The establishment of a requirements-analysis process for the design of interactive systems that 

contributes to requirements quality while simultaneously introducing requirements reuse is only 

one part of the challenge toward project success. In fact, an effective approach to requirements 

analysis is only effective to the extent where it can be conducted by designers. In Section 2.5.2, 

we identified that when searching for claims using the original Claims Reuse Library interface, 

users had trouble with the selection of the applicable generic tasks for their target system. In 

particular, users felt intimated having to choose all of the applicable notification subtasks for 

their system at once and especially from a list that they judged esoteric. Users felt that more 

guidance would be required for the successful completion of their selection. Because the 

successful selection of the notification subtasks for the envisioned system is an important 

criterion in claims reuse effectiveness, it is imperative to assist designers further in this selection 

process. Although a selection of applicable notification subtasks in terms of stage of action can 

facilitate the selection process, as opposed to a selection of applicable notification subtasks for a 

whole system, because generic tasks not only characterize a primitive task but are also associated 

with a pre and post condition, not every generic task spans across the six stages of action 

identified in Norman’s model (Norman, 1986). Consequently, Sutcliffe’s generic tasks can be 

organized according to the stages of action they fall into, based on the nature of their 

encapsulated task as well as pre and post condition (Sutcliffe, 2002). Table 3.1 shows the 

organization of Sutcliffe’s generic tasks according to their corresponding stage of action. We 

anticipate that breaking down and filtering the list of possible generic tasks by stage of action 

will reduce cognitive load and aid designers in their selection of the appropriate subtasks for the 

target system. 

3.5.3 Overview of the Requirements Analysis Module 

To put the above theory into practice, we integrated these ideas into the development of the 

requirements tool for the LINK-UP system. When accessing the Requirements Analysis Module, 

designers are first required to log in. Designers can then either access an existing project or 

create a new one. If designers decide to start a new project, the system allows them to enter a 
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project title, specify a brief project description, and set proper access privileges for the 

stakeholders. 

Table 3.1: General breakdown by stages of action of Sutcliffe’s generic tasks. 

Perceive 
State 

Interpret 
State 

Making 
Sense 

System Goal Action Plan Execute 
Action 

Evaluate Evaluate Evaluate Evaluate Evaluate Evaluate 
Select Select Select Select Select Select 

Identify Identify Identify Identify Identify Identify 
Monitor Monitor Monitor Monitor Monitor Monitor 
Search Search Search Search Search Search 
Locate Locate Locate Locate Locate Locate 

Interpret Interpret Interpret Interpret Interpret Interpret 
Transform Transform Transform Transform Transform Transform 

Decide Decide Decide Decide Decide Decide 
Associate Associate Associate Associate Associate Associate 
Compare Compare Compare Compare Compare Compare 
Assemble Assemble Assemble Assemble Assemble Assemble 

Disassemble Disassemble Disassemble Disassemble Disassemble Disassemble 
Model Model Model Model Model Model 
Sort Sort Sort Sort Sort Sort 

Classify Classify Classify Classify Classify Classify 
Test Test Test Test Test Test 
Plan Plan Plan Plan Plan Plan 

Orient Orient Orient Orient Orient Orient 
Communicate Communicate Communicate Communicate Communicate Communicate

Explain Explain Explain Explain Explain Explain 
Record Record Record Record Record Record 

 
 Generic task can only occur if the notification is unexpected 
 Generic task can only occur if the notification is expected 
 Generic task has no restriction 
 Generic task requires existing knowledge 
 Generic task is not applicable for the given stage of action 

 
Once the basic project management steps have been completed, designers can construct 

problem and activity scenarios resulting from their user studies. Through their problem 

scenarios, designers can frame, describe, and analyze how work practices are conducted within 

the problem domain. Subsequently, designers can enter activity scenarios within which they can 

describe users and their interaction with the target system in order to capture the necessary 

activities that need to be supported. Designers can specify for each of the problem and activity 
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scenarios a title that encompasses actors, plot, and scope. Specifying a scenario title enables 

project stakeholders to quickly index the nature of the scenario description and verify the 

scenario coverage. 

Once the scenario phase has been completed, the tool allows for the establishment of the 

system-level IRC value for the design model (Norman, 1986). Designers with experience in 

notification-system design can numerically specify the high-level notification goal of their target 

system directly whereas novice designers can take advantage of an IRC Calculation Wizard to 

obtain the value of this attribute. In fact, by asking designers multiple questions about the 

notification behavior of the intended system as well as typical users’ expectations and benefits 

resulting from the notification via a Flash sequence opening in a pop-up window, the IRC 

Calculation Wizard enables designers to consistently obtain accurate estimates for the desirable 

IRC value of the notification task for the design model (Chewar, Bachetti, McCrickard, and 

Booker, 2004; Chewar, McCrickard, and Sutcliffe, 2004). After the establishment of such high-

level notification goal for their target system, designers can specify the appropriate generalized 

tasks that itemize the nature of typical primary tasks associated with their envisioned system as 

well as select specific design concerns and restrictions involved with the environment within 

which the target system is intended to evolve. Design concerns include visual (i.e. affordances, 

animation, audio, color, font, grouping, metaphors, screen space, transition, and video) as well as 

interactive characteristics (i.e. configurability, error recovery, feedback, input method, and 

interface control). 

After designers have captured the high-level objective of the notification task in the form 

of an IRC triplet and specified the nature of the primary tasks as well as particular design 

concerns, the Requirements Analysis Module presents all the available generalized task-model 

templates, grouped according to the notification class they characterize (Section 1.2). The list of 

task-model templates is arranged with the available templates modeling the notification class 

corresponding to the calculated system-level IRC occupying the top of the list. Based on the 

high-level notification objective, designers select the template that best represents the system-

level IRC component breakdown per stage of action of the notification interaction for the target 

system. For the selected task-model template, designers specify the subtask level of the 

archetype by selecting the applicable notification subtasks in the form of generic tasks, available 
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from the task-model template, in order to describe the activity occurring at each stage of action. 

A screenshot of the subtasks selection page is presented in Figure 3.2. 

 
Figure 3.2: Screenshot of the subtasks selection page for the Requirements Analysis Module. The 

upper portion of the screen presents the task-level critical-parameter breakdown pattern of the 

selected task-model template. Designers select applicable subtasks to characterize the activity of 

each stage of action. The subtasks are organized according to Norman’s model and filtered to be 

relevant to the selected template. 

After the extension of the task-model breakdown-pattern level with this subtask model, 

the Requirements Analysis Module recommends for each stage of action a SOA-level IRC value 

associated with the task-model template that characterizes the notification objective of each 

subtask. Figure 3.3 describes the hierarchy of a complete task-model template for a notification 
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task exhibiting an alarm meta-task specialized with the applicable notification subtasks which 

constitute the subtask-model level as well as the recommended SOA-level IRC values 

corresponding to the targeted critical-parameter levels of each stage of action. 

 
Figure 3.3: Complete generalized task-model template for a notification task exhibiting an alarm 

behavior. The lower task-model levels of the template represent the system-level IRC component 

breakdown of an alarm meta-task where a notification independent from a primary task state is 

received unexpectedly and triggers some reaction. The subtask-model level encompasses all the 

applicable generic tasks for each stage of action associated with this generalized task model. 

The SOA-level IRC recommendation echelon represents the targeted objective of each stage of 

action in terms of critical-parameter levels. 

Finally, the system provides an integrated display within which designers can access and 

query the Claims Reuse Library for relevant claims. Using both the generic tasks selected during 

the constitution of the subtask model and the recommended SOA-level IRC values as search 

criteria, designers can retrieve and associate the relevant claims to the corresponding stage of 
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action, creating an embodiment of the notification requirements for the target system. In 

particular, through the use of frames, the module’s integrated display enables designers to either 

view their task model or access the claims repository interface while maintaining a persistent 

view of the stages-of-action attributes established during the task-model elaboration (i.e. targeted 

SOA-level IRC triplet and basic tasks) in the left-hand side. Designers report the relevant claims 

IDs to the left frame to add the relevant claims encountered to specific stages of action. A 

screenshot of the claims selection page is presented in Figure 3.4. 

 
Figure 3.4: Screenshot of the claims selection page for the Requirements Analysis Module. The 

page allows designers to retrieve claims from the knowledge repository through an integrated 

search environment and associate claims IDs to characterize each stage of action on the left 

portion of the screen. 
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These relevant claims become associated to the stages of action of a particular task-model 

template and stored in the knowledge repository to provide the foundation for a claims 

recommendation mechanism based on task-model template selection. Figure 3.5 

comprehensively describes an overview of the overall flow of activities taking place within the 

Requirements Analysis Module and shows the relationship between each activity and the 

knowledge repository. 

 
Figure 3.5: Flowchart of the supported activities with integrative view of Carroll’s scenario-

based requirements-analysis process for the Requirements Analysis Module as well as their 

relationship with the knowledge repository. 
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3.6 User Evaluation 

The goal of this evaluation is to assess the feasibility for novice designers to conduct 

successfully the activities supported by the Requirements Analysis Module and examine the 

usability of the tool. Furthermore, we want to evaluate designers’ understanding of the entailed 

concepts, gauge the difficulty levels associated with each specific concept as well as the quality 

of the help section, and assess the usability of the infrastructure in terms of Nielsen’s heuristics 

(Molich and Nielsen, 1990). 

To investigate each of these attributes, we fully developed six generalized task-model 

templates covering three adjacent notification-system classes prior to the evaluation (Appendix 

B). Experts analyzed and verified the correctness of the six generalized task-model templates as 

well as the veracity of the subtask organization presented in Table 3.1. Because the LINK-UP 

system is to be used mainly in academia as a foundation for teaching the design of usable 

interactive systems, we expect target users to be unfamiliar with the conduct of hierarchical task 

analysis, estimation of critical-parameter levels, and in some cases, even with the concept of 

claims. Consequently, it is necessary for the system to provide enough guidance and education to 

users about the process to enable them to complete a requirements analysis successfully. Paternò 

and Mancini recognize the activity of task modeling as difficult to conduct (Paternò and 

Mancini, 1999), therefore our usability study focused on users’ understanding of the 

requirements-analysis process, in an attempt to verify that the help provided is beneficial. To 

analyze the interface, we opted for a heuristic evaluation as this usability testing technique 

provides clear and immediate feedback about the system allowing us to uncover potential areas 

for improvement that can then be addressed in future iterations. Moreover, a heuristic evaluation 

is easy to perform, inexpensive, and can be done with a limited number of evaluators (Molich 

and Nielsen, 1990). To ensure that the targeted users could navigate through the requirements 

process successfully, we conducted two rounds of informal pilot testing with usability specialists, 

which allowed for some interface adjustments. Both evaluators were very familiar with the 

introduced concepts and were experts in the domain of notification systems. Although not 

representative of the actual target demographic, they gave us very valuable feedback that led to 

revisions in both the evaluation procedure and the module prior to full deployment. Users were 

then invited to participate in an evaluation of the tool. 
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3.6.1 Procedure 

To evaluate the interface with the target user group, we needed seven participants for the study. 

In fact, previous studies have shown that the optimum cost-benefit ratio for heuristic testing is 

between three to seven evaluators (Nielsen, 1994). Each participant received a set of generic 

instructions about the procedure and format of the evaluation, but received no training or 

presentation of the module whatsoever prior to the beginning of the activity. In fact, we wanted 

to ensure that the evaluators would be naïve with respect to the supported requirements process 

and its interface, in order to assess whether what was presented was self-sufficient for the 

successful conduction of the requirements-analysis activities. The participants were then given 

an instruction sheet, a trans-test questionnaire, and a post-test questionnaire. After having read 

the instruction sheet, participants logged onto the Requirements Analysis Module to conduct 

their requirements analysis while simultaneously completing the trans-test questionnaire. After 

completion of the process, participants completed the post-test questionnaire. No time constraints 

were associated with the evaluation. 

3.6.2 Participants 

Seven undergraduate computer science students enrolled in an introductory HCI course 

volunteered to participate in the study in exchange for extra credit. These students had been 

introduced to the process of heuristic evaluation and had some knowledge of scenario-based 

design along with claims analysis. However, the participants had no previous experience with the 

conduction of hierarchical task analysis, task modeling, as well as with the use of Norman’s 

stages of action, Sutcliffe’s generic and generalized tasks, and notification systems’ IRC critical 

parameters. 

3.6.3 Materials 

In order for students to participate in a realistic walk-through of the interface, they were 

presented with a usage scenario emulating realistic goals and tasks to be completed. In fact, 

Nielsen suggests “if the system is domain-dependent and the evaluators are fairly naïve with 

respect to the domain of the system, it will be necessary to assist the evaluators to enable them to 
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use the interface. One approach that has been applied successfully is to supply the evaluators 

with a typical usage scenario, listing the various steps a user would take to perform a sample set 

of realistic tasks” (Nielsen, 1994). The usage scenario instructed the participants to imagine a 

software company had given them the responsibility of creating a wearable display, RescueAid, 

aimed at helping emergency personnel such as police officers and firefighters during emergency 

operations. Emergency personnel would use this notification system as they receive instructions 

from dispatchers in addition to quickly gain essential information about the immediate physical 

surroundings and find their way around often-dangerous premises. Participants were a given root 

concept and instructions as well as sample problem and activity scenarios and were asked to 

complete a requirements analysis for this hypothetical system using LINK-UP’s Requirements 

Analysis Module. The usage scenario with root concept and instructions, as well as sample 

problem and activity scenarios are available in Appendix A.1. Although six generalized task-

model templates were presented to users as a starting point for the task-modeling enterprise, a 

single template adequately depicts the activity described in the sample scenarios. The remaining 

templates shared several attributes but did not fully encapsulate the nature of the targeted 

activity. The similarities among templates made the proper selection challenging. 

3.6.4 Questionnaires 

The evaluators reported their feedback about the module in two phases. First, participants 

completed a trans-test questionnaire during their progression through the process, which focuses 

on the specific design goals of each page of the interface. Consisting of twenty-five questions 

associated to a seven-point Likert scale, the trans-test questionnaire encompasses critical 

questions related to the structure and information of each page of the module. The trans-test 

questionnaire is available in Appendix A.2. Although five-point Likert scales are used most 

commonly, we expected a seven-point Likert scale to offer an increased level of granularity with 

respect to users’ responses, which would help in the prioritization of subsequent rework efforts. 

To educate the users, the Requirements Analysis Module provides significant help and 

instructions to explain each page of the process. We anticipated that users would not be able to 

understand all of the concepts used, but would be able to learn how to conduct a requirements 

analysis as they were progressing, by referring themselves to the help provided. During the 
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evaluation, participants explored every page in the interface while learning about the activities 

entailed in the requirements-analysis process. As they were completing the necessary steps, the 

students completed the trans-test questionnaire to record their understanding of each step of the 

module as well as to estimate the quality of the help provided and the guidance offered by the 

directions. Second, after the completion of the interface walkthrough and the trans-test 

questionnaire, participants were given a post-test questionnaire. The post-test questionnaire, 

available in Appendix A.3, targeted the overall usability of the entire module. Participants could 

give comprehensive feedback about their appreciation of the entire module, helping identify 

problems and suggesting key reengineering changes. To evaluate the overall success of the user 

interaction, we relied on the seven most critical of Nielsen’s usability heuristics. These include 

Match between system and the real world, Visibility of system status, Consistency and standards, 

Help users recognize, diagnose, and recover from errors, Recognition rather than recall, 

Aesthetic and minimalist design, as well as Help and documentation (Molich and Nielsen, 1990). 

These heuristics were embedded into questions that asked the participants to rate the 

effectiveness of the interface. The questionnaire was set up using a Likert scale similar to the one 

used in the trans-test survey. The post-test survey also included three questions about the testers’ 

ability to meet the overall goals of the interface, and three open response questions. 

3.7 Results  

After running the evaluation, we analyzed the results of the trans-test and post-test 

questionnaires. Our Likert scale consisted of seven answers: strongly disagree, disagree, slightly 

disagree, neutral, slightly agree, agree, and strongly agree. Each of the answers was assigned a 

corresponding numeric value ranging from one to seven, a response of “strongly disagree” 

having a value of one and a response of “strongly agree” having a value of seven. We averaged 

the numeric values for each question and calculated the standard deviation. 

3.7.1 Trans-test Survey 

The trans-test survey focused on specific aspects of each page in the interface. Up to four 

questions per page were asked on each of the seven pages of the Requirements Analysis Module. 

Questions were formulated in such a way that an agreeing answer (a value greater than four) 
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meant the interface had met its design objective. Conversely, a disagreeing answer (a value less 

than four) indicated the interface was lacking in that area. A value of four represented a neutral 

response. 

The results of the trans-test questionnaire suggest the interface satisfied the goals set to 

accomplish on each page. To assess whether users needed help to understand the complex 

concepts, the statement “I needed help to understand the meaning and objectives of [concept]” 

was presented five times throughout the survey. This question helped gauge the quality of the 

interface as well as the difficulty of the introduced concepts. Figure 3.6 shows the mean and 

standard deviation of the extent to which users would like to be assisted with respect to the five 

main concepts of primary task, task model, subtasks, design concerns, and claim selection. As 

anticipated, the three most complex pages received agreeing answers with an average value in 

excess of five. First, the question of whether the concept of task model forced user to look for 

help received an average user agreement rating of 5.71 with a standard deviation of 1.03. In fact, 

the task-model selection process requires evaluators to identify the task-model template 

representing the IRC value of their system and comprehend the critical-parameter breakdown 

pattern of that task model with respect to Norman’s stages of action. Second, the question of 

whether the concept of subtasks forced user to look for help received an average user agreement 

rating of 5.43 with a standard deviation of 1.18. In fact, the subtasks selection process requires 

users to understand and identify the applicable generic tasks that characterize the notification 

subtasks of each stage of action for the selected task-model template. Third, the question of 

whether users needed assistance to understand the objective of the claims selection page received 

an average user agreement rating of 5.43 with a standard deviation of 1.92. In fact, the claims 

selection page introduces the concept of claims as reusable design components. Users needed to 

obtain claims from the Claims Reuse Library using the provided search criteria and relate these 

claims to the corresponding stage of action (Figure 3.4). The relatively high standard deviation 

associated with this question may result from a divergence in the familiarity level of participants 

with respect to the concept of claims. Furthermore, a follow-up question revealed that users 

experienced difficulties understanding and working with the page layout. In fact, participants 

reached an average agreement rating of 4.86 with a standard deviation of 1.88 when evaluating 

whether they understood the organization of subtasks and stage of action contained in the left 

frame of the page. 
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Figure 3.6: Help required by users to understand the key concepts introduced and presented 

throughout the requirements tool (average +/- standard deviation). 

Although three out of the five introduced concepts forced the majority of users to look for 

help, when asked to rate the quality of the help provided on each page through the statement “I 

found the help link useful to understand the meaning and objectives of [concept]”, evaluators 

agreed that the help was indeed beneficial for understanding and overcoming the difficulty of the 

introduced concepts of task model, subtasks, and claims selection. Moreover, a close inspection 

of the participants’ artifacts also confirms the veracity of these subjective ratings, as all users 

based their requirements analysis upon the selection of the proper generalized task-model 

template despite having to choose among six templates covering three adjacent notification-

system classes as well as adequate subtasks and claims. Figure 3.7 shows the mean and standard 

deviation of the user agreement rating for the usefulness of the help section with respect to the 

five main concepts presented. Finally, evaluators reached an average agreement rating of 5.6 

with a standard deviation of 1.36 when assessing whether the search criteria provided by the 

module, resulting from their requirements analysis, enabled them to obtain relevant claims for 

their project. It is important to note that this high standard deviation is caused by a single outlier 

which if removed brings the adjusted mean to 6.25 and standard deviation to 0.43. Although the 
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results from the trans-test survey reflect the difficulty associated with the introduced concepts of 

task model, subtasks, and claims, they also indicate the ability for novice designers to assimilate 

and conduct such a requirements analysis as well as obtain relevant claims from the knowledge 

repository using the work product of our proposed process. 
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Figure 3.7: User ratings of the usefulness of the help provided about the key concepts introduced 

and presented throughout the requirements tool (average +/- standard deviation). 

3.7.2 Post-test Survey 

The post-test survey targeted the usability of the entire module. To evaluate the overall success 

of the users’ interaction, seven of the Nielsen’s usability heuristics were selected and embedded 

into questions that asked participants to rate the effectiveness of the interface. Questions were 

formulated in such a way that an agreeing answer (a value greater than four) meant the interface 

had met its usability objective. Conversely, a disagreeing answer (a value less than four) 

indicated the interface was lacking in that area. A value of four represented a neutral response. 

The post-test survey also included three questions about the tester’s ability to meet the overall 

interface objectives, and concluded with three open-response questions. 
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Heuristic Evaluation 

All of the seven heuristics obtained an average value of five (slightly agree) or greater, indicating 

the system was well designed and that sufficient help was provided. Figure 3.8 shows the mean 

and standard deviation of the user agreement rating for each of the seven usability heuristics 

embedded in the questions of the post-test survey. 
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Figure 3.8: User agreement ratings of the interface usability according to Nielsen’s usability 

heuristics (Molich and Nielsen, 1990) (average +/- standard deviation). 

In particular, statement such as “appropriate reactions to the interface are obvious and 

intuitive” which refers to the Match between system and the real world heuristic received an 

average user agreement rating of 5.43 with a standard deviation of only 0.49. This high average 

user agreement rating and low standard deviation indicates that the interface succeeded in 

presenting the information in natural order and user-oriented terms. “It is possible to stay aware 

of information without losing your place in the document” which encompasses the Visibility of 

system status heuristic scored an average user agreement rating of 5.43 with a standard deviation 
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of 1.18. Although the standard deviation for this user agreement rating is significant, this higher 

value is caused by a single outlier which if removed brings the adjusted mean to 5.83 and 

standard deviation to 0.69. We therefore consider that the interface succeeded in presenting the 

information in a comprehensive and continuous fashion. “The system uses words, phrases, and 

concepts familiar to the user with consistency” which captures the Consistency and standard 

heuristic received an average user agreement rating of 5.29 with a standard deviation of 1.67. 

Similarly to the previous heuristic, this high standard deviation in user agreement rating is 

caused by a single outlier which if removed brings the adjusted mean to 5.83 and standard 

deviation to 1.07. We therefore believe that the interface succeeded in presenting the information 

in a consistent form. “The system uses informative and helpful error messages in plain English” 

which embraces the Help users recognize, diagnose, and recover from errors heuristic received 

an average user agreement rating of 5.57 with a standard deviation of 1.05. We ascertain the 

interface overcame the difficulties associated with the introduced concepts by providing users 

with effective support. “Users do not need to memorize information from one task in order to 

successfully complete another task” which entails the Recognition rather than recall heuristic 

earned an average user agreement rating of 5.29 with a standard deviation of 1.16. Although the 

standard deviation for this user agreement rating is significant, this higher value is caused by a 

single outlier which if removed brings the adjusted mean to 5.67 and standard deviation to 0.74. 

This adjusted average user agreement rating and low adjusted standard deviation suggests the 

interface, by reiterating key concepts, succeeded in presenting the information in a way that 

minimizes memory load. “The system uses an aesthetic and minimalist design which is pleasing 

and contains no irrelevant information” which embodies the Aesthetic and minimalist design 

heuristic received an average agreement rating of 5.00 with a standard deviation of 1.51. 

Similarly to the previous heuristic, this high standard deviation in user agreement rating is 

caused by a single outlier which if removed brings the adjusted mean to 5.50 and standard 

deviation to 0.96. We conclude that the interface succeeded in presenting the information in a 

form that is succinct yet concise. “The help and documentation is focused on the right things. 

The explanations for terms and diagrams are satisfactory” which characterizes the Help and 

documentation heuristic received an average agreement rating of 5.29 with a standard deviation 

of 1.38. We conclude that the interface succeeded in presenting help in an effective manner. 

These encouraging results suggest the interface satisfied all of the Nielsen’s usability heuristics 
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that were evaluated. Although the average values for the heuristics were good, the standard 

deviation was large for some, indicating that there is room for interface improvement. 

Comprehensive Assessment of User Understanding of the Tool 

Additionally, three questions evaluated participants’ understanding and ability to complete the 

process. Figure 3.9 shows the mean and standard deviation of the user agreement rating for each 

of these three questions. Statements such as “I now understand how to use this tool for the design 

of interactive systems” received an average user agreement rating of 5.71 with a standard 

deviation of 0.45, “I now understand the terms, diagrams, and concepts presented in this tool” 

received an average user agreement rating of 5.29 with a standard deviation of 0.70, while “I was 

able to conduct a requirements analysis for the given scenario with this tool” received an average 

user agreement rating of 6.00 with a standard deviation of 0.76. With the average of all three 

questions in excess of five (slightly agree) paired with low standard deviations, it appears that the 

module succeeded in its overall design objective. 
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Figure 3.9: Agreement ratings of participants’ comprehensive understanding of the 

Requirements Analysis Module (average +/- standard deviation). 
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Open-response Questions 

Finally, participants were encouraged to leave feedback about what they liked, disliked, and 

would change about the system via three open-response questions. Results for what testers liked 

reinforced some of our design decisions. In fact, favorable comments included “good breakdown 

of the process flow helps user focus on specifics”, “good organization and instructions”, “very 

robust system; helpful documentation; minimalist design”, and “it was smooth and easy to 

understand [the process and the concepts] if you read the directions”. However, questions about 

what users disliked isolated some deficiencies with the process and interface design. One 

response revealed that “some help was not helpful, [the claims selection page] was confusing, 

[there was] too much breakaway from the simple design of previous pages. Some wordings and 

descriptions were confusing”. Other responses included “the claim page was very confusing, but 

was better after reading the help” and criticized the necessity to refer to the help section in order 

to understand all the concepts. When asked what users would change about the module, they 

suggested that “the instructions should be made a little clearer”, “the browsing space [for the 

claims selection page] should be larger”, and recommended changing the way claims are added 

to the task model which concurs with some of the findings identified in the trans-test survey and 

heuristic evaluation portion of the post-test survey. Furthermore, although the prototyping nature 

of the tool did not support the ability to return to previously completed stages, participants 

suggested “The ability to go back and change things or at least be able to view what [has been] 

entered”. 

3.8 Findings 

The results of this user evaluation suggest that novice designers can walk through the interface 

and understand the processes necessary to conduct a hierarchical task analysis despite the 

complexity levels (Paternò and Mancini, 1999). Although users needed assistance to comprehend 

the interface as well as the presented concepts, the results of this study indicate that provided 

with sufficient support, novice users could understand the concepts required to successfully 

conduct and complete a requirements-analysis process centered on task modeling, critical 

parameters, and reuse with our Requirements Analysis Module. 
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However, the results of this evaluation also indicate deficiencies with respect to 

consistency and standards, aesthetics and minimalist design, as well as help and documentation 

heuristics (Molich and Nielsen, 1990). In fact, these three usability heuristics presented a high 

standard deviation because of single outliers or some degree of polarization in their probability 

distribution. Mapping these diverging ratings to the answers of the open-response questions and 

pre-test questionnaire gives insight to the reasons for such responses. First, there appears to be a 

trend between the high standard deviation recorded for the consistency and standards heuristic 

and the difficulty of understanding the layout of the claims selection page, as the page design 

significantly differs from the remaining pages of the module to accommodate an integrated 

environment where designers can both navigate through the Claims Reuse Library and relate 

relevant claims to characterize stages of action of their target system while simultaneously 

having persistent access to various search criteria. Second, there seems to be a pattern between 

the high standard deviation associated to the average user rating for the aesthetics and minimalist 

design heuristic and users’ difficulty to comprehend the layout of the claims selection page. 

Finally, the high standard deviation associated with the help and documentation heuristic seems 

to corroborate with the necessity for the majority of participants to refer extensively to the help 

rubric to assimilate the concepts mentioned within the activities’ instructions as captured 

throughout the trans-test survey. While the reliance on the current help system is acceptable and 

enables participants to grasp the concepts and successfully conduct the activities, these ratings 

suggest that the level of granularity for the information readily available in pages’ body has been 

inadequately assessed. 

3.9 Summary 

This chapter presented a procedure and instantiation for a requirements-analysis process that 

merges scenario-based design, task modeling, and critical parameters, aimed at helping designers 

identify the most important aspects to focus design and to support reuse of design knowledge 

within and between projects. In fact, a reliance on scenario-based requirements analysis ensures 

user involvement while a hierarchical task analysis provides designers with a method for 

studying and decomposing the tasks users perform while interacting with a system. By making 

tasks clear to the designers, we can leverage an in-depth understanding of a usage scenario. 
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Resulting from task analysis is a task model that explicitly enumerates the low-level tasks and 

activities a user can perform with a piece of software. It represents both the hierarchical and 

temporal relationships between tasks, leading to a visualization of how the software can be used, 

while also offering guidance during the engineering of requirements. Because, values of the 

critical parameters for an activity do not imply that every feature associated with this activity 

must reflect these levels, we introduced an approach to task modeling that not only decomposes 

tasks into subtasks but also critical-parameter objectives into more applicable sub-critical-

parameter levels and utilizes both attributes to characterize the activity and goals of Norman’s 

stages of action. Finally, by attaching claims to stages of action in the final step of our task-

modeling technique, the model creates a visualization of relationships, an embodiment of the 

system requirements. Our next challenge was to facilitate knowledge transfer at the requirements 

phase. Using the formulated subtasks and sub-critical-parameter levels as search criteria can 

extract relevant information from a claims library relying on critical-parameter-based taxonomy 

while the task-centric nature of the models provides designers with a standard and reusable 

starting point for requirements analysis. Using surveys to evaluate the feasibility for novice 

designers to conduct successfully the activities supported by the Requirements Analysis Module 

and examine the usability of the tool, this chapter presented procedure and results of user-testing 

rounds. Asked to design a notification system given a root concept as well as problem and 

activity scenarios, the study suggests users were able to conduct the requirements analysis 

process along with its task-modeling activity successfully. Furthermore, using task models, 

subtask models, and sub-critical-parameter values, users were able to obtain relevant knowledge, 

in the form of claims, from the repository. Although it appears that a reliance on critical-

parameter-based task models within requirements analysis has potential to improve design 

quality by catalyzing the design-by-reuse paradigm, a necessary condition for the reuse solution 

to be fully effective is the establishment of a design-for-reuse mechanism, which is presented in 

Chapter 4. The results of the usability study portion indicate users needed help to learn the 

interface, but provided with sufficient help, novice designers can understand the complex 

concepts required to conduct such a requirements-analysis process. Although the study offered 

encouraging results, it also identified some areas of improvements with respect to the overall 

requirements-analysis process and supporting interface. Both aspects are addressed in Chapter 4. 
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Chapter 4  
 
Redesign and Validation of the 
Requirements Analysis Module3 

The previous chapter presented a task-modeling strategy centered on critical parameters that 

brings an additional and more manageable level of granularity in the form of subtasks and sub-

critical-parameter values within a user-centric design framework to aid in the extraction and 

reuse of effective requirements elicitations while promoting user involvement. We also discussed 

the initial implementation of the Requirements Analysis Module of the LINK-UP system, an 

integrated tool aimed at supporting such an integrative approach to requirements engineering. 

User studies suggested the accessibility of the approach to novice designers and the successful 

implementation of a design-by-reuse paradigm at the requirements phase. 

This chapter first describes the changes brought to the tool in the conduct of such a 

requirements-analysis process to accommodate a design-for-reuse mechanism (key to a viable 

reuse solution), enhance the design-by-reuse approach, and address the interface-related 

deficiencies identified through prior user evaluations. The chapter then discusses procedure and 

results for a three-round user study aimed at assessing the benefits upon requirements work-

product set, reuse, and design quality for the resulting artifacts, as well as evaluating the 

difficulty level and potential for educational payoff associated with the use of our proposed 

process and infrastructure. 

                                                 
3 Parts of this chapter are published in Montabert and McCrickard, 2006. 
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4.1 Introduction 

Extensive surveys and literature corpus have identified the costly nature of lack of user 

involvement as well as the pervasiveness of errors in requirements specifications in the 

development of software projects (European Software Institute, 1996; The Standish Group, 

1994; Thayer and Dorfman, 1997). On one hand, the economical constraints associated with 

most software ventures and the viscosity associated with managerial decisions both restrain user 

involvement (Mirel, 2000; Wilson, Bekker, Johnson, and Johnson, 1997). On the other hand, the 

attainment of requirements that capture users’ real needs is a difficult task for designers to 

overcome, as requirements do not emerge naturally (Bell and Thayer, 1976; Wiegers, 2003). 

Finally, although the reuse of requirements could contribute to the systematic knowledge transfer 

and promotion of quality at low expenditure, minimal attention have been devoted to the 

building of supporting reuse infrastructures and no real progress has been made (van 

Lamsweerde, 2000). First, user-centric approaches such as scenario-based requirements analysis 

offer a strong foundation for user involvement and participation while maintaining a reduced 

cost, but allow too much ground for bias and inconsistencies to support, as a standalone method, 

the extraction of quality requirements effectively. Second, task models resulting from 

hierarchical task analysis formalize and disambiguate users’ tasks, making of this approach an 

effective way of extracting requirements. Furthermore, the task centricity of task models allows 

for an easy characterization of these attributes in terms of critical-parameter levels, figures of 

merit that capture criteria of success for an activity (Newman, 1997). A characterization of 

requirements in terms of critical parameters leverages requirements veracity and reduces the 

need for prototyping (Newman, Taylor, Dance, and Taylor, 2000), minimizing project costs de 

facto. Finally, because tasks present some degree of independence with respect to application 

domains, they represent a shared body of knowledge that can be core to a reuse solution relying 

on a critical-parameter-based taxonomy (Whittaker, Terveen, and Nardi, 2000). The solution we 

advocate is the pairing of scenario-based requirements analysis with critical-parameter-based 

task models to support a user-centric requirements-engineering process that not only focuses on 

user involvement and quality requirements but that also addresses the crucial need for reusable 

requirements. 
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4.2 Motivation 

We have introduced in Chapter 3 a requirements-analysis process that utilizes task analysis to 

relate scenarios to critical parameters in order to attain the gathering of quality requirements via 

both knowledge reuse and user centricity. We applied this process to the domain of notification-

system design and discussed its implementation within the requirements tool of the LINK-UP 

system (Montabert, Bussert, Gifford, Chewar, and McCrickard, 2005). 

On one hand, results of our prior study suggested that novice designers were able to 

navigate through the Requirements Analysis Module and successfully conduct the entailed 

activity of a requirements-analysis process centered on task modeling and critical parameters as 

well as obtain relevant information from the Claims Reuse Library. Although the results were 

positive, the study also unveiled some interface-related usability deficiencies. In particular, 

evaluators identified breakdowns with respect to three of Nielsen’s usability heuristics, namely 

consistency and standards, aesthetics and minimalist design, as well as help and documentation 

(Molich and Nielsen, 1990). In fact, the survey’s answers to open-response questions indicate 

that participants encountered difficulties in comprehending the layout of the claims selection 

page (Figure 3.4). In particular, users identified the page as presenting too much breakaway with 

respect to other layouts, as the reliance on multiple frames offers an integrated view of both 

stages of action for the project’s task model and associated search criteria as well as the Claims 

Reuse Library search interface. In addition, the results indicate that the surveyed users relied 

heavily upon the help section to assimilate the concepts necessary for the successful conduct of 

the supported activities, which highlights a breach between users’ needs and readily available 

information. Finally, while the prototype nature of the evaluated module prevented participants 

to revisit and revise previous stages, surveyed users expressed a need for the implementation of a 

revision capability of previously completed activities (Section 3.7.2). 

On the other hand, although the first iteration offered six fully implemented task-model 

templates (Appendix B), for the module to become a viable infrastructure in a genuine work 

setting, it is critical for the tool to expand through the support of a task-model template creation 

process. In addition, because task models are core to both our requirements and reuse strategy, it 

is necessary to maximize the validity of all of their associated attributes. Subtasks ought to be 
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selected consciously and fully narrated within scenarios whereas recommended SOA-level IRC 

values must reflect the notification objectives of each stage of action based upon the established 

high-level notification goal of a given task model rather than based upon the idealized system-

level IRC value of a generalized template. 

4.3 Requirements Tool Refinements 

During a six-month period, the tool went through an extensive iterative refinement process based 

on a rapid-prototyping approach paired with extensive storyboarding and brainstorming sessions 

as well as informal cognitive walkthroughs and heuristic evaluations. These activities yielded the 

identification of additional deficiencies, which lead to modification of the supported process and 

interface of the Requirements Analysis Module. 

4.3.1 Process Redesign 

Although the first iteration of our infrastructure followed a design-by-reuse approach based on 

the reuse of task-model templates, recommended claims sets, and claims, we have discussed in 

Section 2.4.3 the necessity of an additional and intertwined design-for-reuse strategy for the 

effective implementation of a viable reuse mechanism. The motivation for the implementation of 

such design-for-reuse paradigm led to two major revisions for the tool. 

Implementation of a Design-for-reuse Mechanism 

First, our revised requirements tool allows designers to reuse not only preset templates but also 

task models instantiated from these templates issued from previous projects. In fact, when 

selecting a preset template that adequately models the system-level IRC value breakdown per 

stage of action, designers specialize or instantiate this template in order to create a task model 

that depicts precisely the breakdown of this high-level notification objective per stage of action, 

applicable subtasks, as well as relate claims for their project. These specified attributes, namely 

system-level IRC value, notification subtasks, SOA-level IRC values, and associated claims sets 

become permanently associated with that instantiated task model to form a packet of design 

knowledge available for reuse in subsequent projects. Allowing designers to reuse such 

previously instantiated task models not only leverages validity but also increases the reuse 
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potential of the tool as an additional level of ready-at-hand customizable reuse entity becomes 

available, while designers choosing to customize preset templates contribute to creating reusable 

components that populate the knowledge repository. 

The second major revision to the tool is the support of a template creation process. In 

fact, in order for the tool to grow effectively and attain self-sufficiency, designers have the 

ability to extend the amount of available task-model templates by generating new ones. The 

activities and steps associated with this template creation process are discussed further in the 

Section 4.4. Because we have shown that it is necessary for the system to offer designers a 

platform that not only utilizes reusable knowledge but that also generates it, allowing designers 

to produce reusable components through the instantiation of preset templates while 

simultaneously enabling the creation of new task-model templates contribute to making our 

reuse-centric infrastructure autonomous, addressing both the design-by-reuse and design-for-

reuse paradigms—key to reuse success. 

Design-by-reuse Facilitation 

In addition, to increase the scalability of the tool and facilitate the task-model templates selection 

process, the Requirements Analysis Module integrates a task-model template filtering per 

notification-system class mechanism. Designers are only presented generalized task-model 

template consistent to the notification-system class associated with the design model’s system-

level IRC. In fact, by restricting designers’ choice to templates corresponding to the notification 

class of the target system and consequently reducing designers’ cognitive load, we expect the 

task-model template process to be facilitated. 

Notification Requirements Specifications 

We propose the introduction of the concept of stage-of-action notification scenario to describe 

the required nature and behavior of a notification for each stage of Norman’s model of action. In 

fact, we observed that when writing scenarios that involve notification systems, the majority of 

designers mainly refer to the occurrence of a notification event within their scenario descriptions 

instead of describing the actual nature and behavior of such notification events as well as their 

impact with respect to users and their associated primary task. This negligence causes a major 

unspecified attribute that prevents any potential requirements elicitation and subsequent user 
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validation, leaving these unspecified considerations up to designers during the design phase. 

Overlooking such notification requirements may lead to the implementation of a notification 

system that does not properly capture the notification expectations of users, a seed for project 

disaster. By encouraging designers to describe explicitly the notification behavior in terms of 

basic tasks within a notification scenario for each stage of action when developing task models, 

we can leverage designers understanding of users’ notification needs, ensure user validation, and 

promote notification-requirements quality. Finally, these stage-of-action notification scenarios 

become associated with the stages of action of the instantiated task-model template and become 

available for reuse in consecutive projects. A screenshot for the task-model configuration page is 

presented in Figure 4.1. 

Integration of Task-model-dependant SOA-level IRC Specifications 

Because the recommended SOA-level IRC values for each stage of action are associated to task-

model templates that characterize the ideal system-level IRC values of a notification class, for 

these suggested values to be an accurate reflection of the system-level IRC breakdown per stage 

of action for an instantiated task model which may reflect a different high-level notification 

objective within such a notification class, an algorithm had to be implemented. Because IRC 

values are linear, the algorithm we propose takes a fractional values of the recommended SOA-

level IRC associated with the task-model template based on the percentage difference between 

the ideal system-level IRC values characterizing the generalized template and the design model’s 

system-level IRC values. The implementation of such an algorithm within the Requirements 

Analysis Module enables designers to obtain accurate critical-parameter-based search criteria for 

claims. 

Iteration and Validation  

To leverage requirements quality, validity, and foster continuous user involvement beyond the 

early scenario stages of the process, the revised interface of the Requirements Analysis Module 

enables designers to directly bridge with the Participatory Negotiation Module. By facilitating 

cross-module communication, designers will be more likely to engage users’ participation in the 

process, whether for clarifying particular aspects of the behavior of the target system or ensuring 

stakeholder validation. 
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Figure 4.1: Screenshot of the task model configuration page for the stage of perception for the 

redesigned Requirements Analysis Module. Designers specify the applicable basic task for the 

given stage and provide a scenario description documenting the staging of such task. 
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Finally, to augment further the quality of our proposed requirements process along with 

its resulting artifacts, the requirements tool enables users to return to previously completed stages 

and revise, in an iterative fashion, the work product of each activity. In fact, our prior study 

indicated users’ need to revisit previous stages of the process. Moreover, to enhance this revision 

process, the redesigned module includes the addition of two summary pages. A task-model 

summary page displays a complete view of the instantiated task model (i.e. system-level IRC 

value, critical-parameter decomposition pattern, selected subtasks, notification scenarios, and 

SOA-level IRC values for each stage of action). The final step of the tool is a system summary 

page that displays problem and activity scenarios with the addition of a summative overview of 

the complete instantiated task model and associated claims for the project. The implementation 

of these two summary pages provides users with a comprehensive view of the work product of 

each activity entailed in the process, and as such, with an opportunity for verification and 

validation after which designers can either proceed or revisit and revise previous steps. 

4.3.2 Interface Redesign 

Our preliminary study indicated users encountered difficulties with the claims selection page. In 

fact, the concepts of claims as reusable design components revealed difficult for novice designers 

to comprehend while the open-ended questions additionally showed the page layout to also be a 

challenge. Participants criticized the lack of browsing space devoted to the integrated library 

interface and claims retrieval as well as identified too much breakaway with respect to the layout 

of the other pages of the module (Figure 3.4). To address this issue, we adopted a simpler and 

more minimalist approach that makes use of a new-window strategy for accessing the search 

interface of the knowledge repository, while the task model remains consistently displayed on 

the module page. In fact, the task model is displayed at the top portion of the page while users 

employ the notification subtasks and suggested SOA-level IRC values that characterize each 

stage of action to query the library for claims in the new window and report the relevant claims 

IDs back to constitute the claims-level of the model. A screenshot of the stage-of-action claims 

association page is presented in Figure 4.2. This approach enables an increased browsing space 

while preserving the layout consistency across the module. 
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Figure 4.2: Screenshot of the stage of action/claims association page for the redesigned 

Requirements Analysis Module. Designers access and query the claims library through another 

browser window using the suggested search criteria. Designers subsequently report the relevant 

claims IDs back to the tool. 
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To facilitate user understanding of the presented notions, we extracted specifics about 

concepts from the centralized help section and displayed it directly on the main page. In fact, our 

preliminary study (Section 3.6) indicated that although novice designers were able to understand 

the concepts necessary in the successful conduction of our suggested requirements-analysis 

approach, the majority of participants had to refer extensively to the help rubric to gather insight 

and achieve understanding. Consequently, we removed this help section in favor of presenting 

concepts, associated objectives, along with brief introductory examples directly into the body of 

the interface, prior to the instructions for the activity. To leverage further understanding and ease 

of use, each previously encountered concept necessary in the completion of an activity is 

reiterated throughout the requirements tool. By following such strategy for presenting the 

concepts, we anticipate the system will facilitate users’ understanding and conduction of each 

supported activity as well as of the process as a whole. 

Furthermore, we altered our task-model representation to achieve a more visually 

consistent tree representation and convey that as users are conducting the steps of the 

requirements tool, they are contributing both graphically and semantically to the building of their 

task model by successively specifying additional levels in a hierarchical manner. Accordingly, 

we modified the visual layout and applied these guidelines to the task-model summary page, 

claims-selection page, and system summary page. In all pages, the task model occupies the upper 

portion of the screen while the applicable subtasks for the template are displayed on a lower level 

and aligned directly under each stage of action. In addition to this common layout, the claims 

selection page allows designers to report the ID of relevant claims on yet another lower level also 

aligned under each stage of action. The system summary page displays similar task-model 

information with the addition of problem and activity scenarios constituting the highest 

hierarchical level. By following such strategy for presenting the elaboration of the task model, 

we anticipate the system will facilitate users’ understanding of the relationship between each 

supported activity. 

To accommodate the addition of the activities presented in Section 4.3.1 required the 

navigation strategy to move from a tab approach to a more traditional vertical navigation bar. 

Located on the right-hand side of the page layout, a vertical navigation bar indicates users’ 

location within the module as well as enables designers to access previously completed steps to 
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support the iteration process. Because of the verticality of the page layout, the use of a vertical 

navigation bar enhances scalability while preserving a strong visibility of status. Finally, the 

requirements tool integrates the standardized visual theme common to every module of the 

LINK-UP system, in order to provide consistency and unity across the entire tool suite. 

4.4 Overview of the Revised Requirements Analysis Module 

After having conducted the preliminary inquiries necessary for the establishment of a root 

concept and having studied the work practices in their natural settings, designers can log onto the 

Requirements Analysis Module. An introductory page comprehensively describes the role of 

requirements analysis within the development cycle of interactive systems before introducing the 

module’s key objectives and supported activities. 

The first step in the requirements tool is the establishment of problem scenarios. Crafted 

from their user studies, problem scenarios enable designers to describe and analyze current work 

practices within the problem domain. The module instructs users about the scope and objective 

of such problem scenarios. Designers specify for their problem scenarios a title that characterizes 

actors, plot, and scope. In fact, providing a title for each problem scenario enables project 

stakeholders to quickly index the nature of each scenario description and verify the scenario 

coverage. Designers then enter a problem scenario description. Moreover, the system allows 

designers to directly access the negotiation tool of the LINK-UP system and engage users in a 

process throughout which ideas can be exchanged to leverage the validity of the problem 

scenario. After having completed the problem scenario stage, designers move to the second step 

in the requirements tool, which is concerned with the establishment of activity scenarios. 

Describing users and their interaction with an envisioned system, activity scenarios enable 

designers to identify and extract the necessary activities that need to be supported by the target 

system. The module presents the scope and objective of such activity scenarios after which 

designers can specify a title that encompasses actors, plot, and scope. In fact, providing a title for 

the activity scenario enables project stakeholders to quickly index the nature of the scenario 

description and validate its coverage. Designers can then enter an activity scenario description. 

Additionally, the module allows designers to access the Participatory Negotiation Module where 

project stakeholders can discuss the validity of the activity scenario. Finally if need be, designers 
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can return to the problem scenario stage in an iterative fashion and modify their previous 

scenario descriptions. 

Once the scenario phase has been completed, the tool allows for the establishment of the 

system-level IRC value for the design model (Norman, 1986). Novice designers can take 

advantage of an IRC Calculation Wizard to obtain the high-level notification goal of their target 

system. In the form of a Flash sequence that opens in a new window, the IRC Calculation 

Wizard asks designers multiple questions about the notification behavior of the intended system 

as well as typical users’ expectations and benefits resulting from the notification. This tool 

enables designers to consistently obtain accurate estimates for the system-level IRC value of the 

design model (Chewar, Bachetti, McCrickard, and Booker, 2004; Chewar, McCrickard, and 

Sutcliffe, 2004). Designers experienced in notification-system design can circumvent the IRC 

Calculation Wizard and specify the numerical value of this attribute directly. After having 

established the high-level notification goal the envisioned system need to target, designers can 

indicate the generalized tasks that best characterize the primary tasks commonly associated with 

their target system as well as specify design concerns and restrictions related to the environment 

within which the target system is intended to progress. Design concerns include visual (i.e. 

affordances, animation, audio, color, font, grouping, metaphors, screen space, transition, and 

video) as well as interactive characteristics (i.e. configurability, error recovery, feedback, input 

method, and interface control). The module enables designers to bridge directly with the 

negotiation tool of the LINK-UP system in order for project stakeholders to discuss the validity 

of the high-level notification objective for the target system, associated primary tasks, as well as 

identified design concerns. Finally if need be, designers can return to the scenario phase in an 

iterative fashion and revise their previous scenario descriptions. 

Based on the notification class (Section 1.2) corresponding to the high-level notification 

objective captured in the form of an IRC value at the previous step, the Requirements Analysis 

Module presents designers with all the available task-model templates that characterize such a 

notification meta-task. Designers then either select the task-model template that best represents 

the system-level IRC component breakdown per stage of action of the notification interaction for 

the target system or create a new one given that none of the available templates adequately 

depicts such a notification task behavior. On one hand, if the creation of a new template is 
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pursued, designers are required to first indicate the connectivity for the lower level of the task-

model template by specifying the governing critical-parameter component for each stage of 

action based on the ideal IRC value of the notification-system class corresponding to the system-

level IRC value established at the previous stage. Designers can subsequently enter a template 

description in order to characterize the modeled notification behavioral objective with respect to 

users and their associated primary task. Once the task-model template connectivity has been 

established, designers need to specify the applicable subtasks and psychological factors for each 

of Norman’s six stages of action of the model. The applicable subtask selection process for the 

template creation is based on Sutcliffe’s generic task breakdown per stage of action presented in 

Table 3.1. The system displays all the applicable generic subtasks for each stage of action from 

which designers specify the applicable subset for the given template. The psychological factors 

intervening in the IRC equations are estimated using a five-point scale (Chewar, McCrickard, 

and Sutcliffe, 2004). Based on designers’ estimates of the psychological factors associated with 

each stage of action, the tool calculates the targeted SOA-level IRC values for the template. The 

newly created task-model template is committed to the knowledge repository and ready to be 

reused. On the other hand, if designers select to work from an existing task-model template, the 

module presents designers with all the available task models issued from previously instantiated 

templates that characterize the targeted notification meta-task stage of action breakdown. 

Once a generalized task-model template has been selected, the system presents designers 

with all the available instantiations of such template resulting from its use in previous projects. 

Designers either select to reuse an instantiated task model if one of the multiple declinations of 

the single template offers similar system-level IRC value or create a new task-model instance 

directly from the template if none befits. Once the task model has been selected, the module 

enables designers to indicate the subtask level of their task model. For each stage of action, 

designers select the applicable generic tasks available from the associated task-model template 

and enter a scenario describing the subtask relationship with users and their primary task. If 

designers base their work on a reused task-model instance, the system displays the selected 

subtasks and scenario descriptions enabling designers to edit the content for each stage of action 

directly. After the extension of the task model with this subtask-model level, the requirements 

tool generates for each stage of action the recommended SOA-level IRC values that characterize 

the objective of each subtask. These desirable SOA-level IRC objectives are computed based on 
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the system-level IRC value of the target system with respect to the system-level IRC value 

associated with the template or reused task model. The module displays such values along with a 

complete summary for the project task model. For each of these activities, designers can leverage 

validity by accessing the Participatory Negotiation Module and discussing alternatives with 

stakeholders. Similarly, designers can revisit and revise previously completed steps of the 

process. 

Finally, the module presents designers with recommended claims associated with a 

reused task model. Designers can open the Claims Reuse Library search interface in another 

window and query the repository for additional relevant claims using the generic tasks selected 

during the constitution of the subtask model as well as recommended SOA-level IRC values, and 

associate the retrieved claims to the corresponding stage of action, creating an embodiment of 

the notification requirements for the target system. These relevant claims become associated to 

the stage of action of this particular task model and are stored in the knowledge repository to 

provide the foundation for the claims recommendation structure. Figure 4.3 describes a 

comprehensive overview of the overall flow of activities taking place within the Requirements 

Analysis Module and shows the relationship between each activity and the knowledge 

repository. 
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Figure 4.3: Flowchart of the supported activities with integrative view of Carroll’s scenario-

based requirements-analysis process for the revised Requirements Analysis Module as well as 

their relationship with the knowledge repository. 
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4.5 User Evaluation 

The goal of this evaluation is to assess our research hypotheses that a requirements-analysis 

process merging scenario-based design and task analysis may be effective to leverage scenario 

quality and to capture the critical-parameter requirements of a system, while the use of scenarios, 

task models, and critical parameters may benefit requirements quality, introduce effective reuse 

at the requirements phase, and increase the design quality of the resulting artifact. Furthermore, 

this user study aims at evaluating the difficulty level of the redesigned process and infrastructure 

as well as whether the requirements tool presents potential for educational payoff. 

To investigate each of these research questions, our evaluation involves participants 

presenting an intermediate level of expertise with respect to the concepts and domain 

investigated. In fact, intermediate-level designers present enough proficiency to evaluate 

knowledgeably the process in terms of usefulness while remaining candid enough to judge 

adequately the difficulty level. Participants broken down into three design teams were instructed 

to re-conduct the requirements analysis for each of their respective semester-long projects. In 

fact, asking participants to re-conduct a requirements analysis enables them to have a basis for 

comparison while their familiarity with the problem domain and prior completion of preliminary 

work make it possible to evaluate the process in a reasonable amount of time while maintaining 

some degree of realism despite the controlled nature of the environment. Using two-stage 

surveys, we captured participants’ subjective ratings. 

4.5.1 Procedure 

To evaluate the benefits of the proposed requirements-analysis process upon deliverables quality, 

reuse, and resulting design artifact, as well as assess the potential for educational payoff and 

difficulty level of the redesigned infrastructure, we invited seven participants to take part in the 

study. The evaluators were divided into three design teams with each team tested independently. 

Each surveyed user received a set of generic instructions about the procedure and format of the 

evaluation but received no training or presentation about either the Requirements Analysis 

Module or its supported requirements process prior to the beginning of the evaluation. In fact, we 

wanted to ensure that the members constituting each design team would be naïve with respect to 
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the supported requirements process as well as its interface at the start of the activity. The 

participants first received and individually completed a demographic information and pre-test 

questionnaire. The Requirements Analysis Module was then loaded in order for the group to 

conduct their requirements analysis in a collaborative fashion, after which participants were 

given a post-test questionnaire to be completed individually. No time constraints were associated 

with the evaluation. 

4.5.2 Participants 

Although our first user study targeted novice designers and their ability to conduct the 

requirements-engineering process supported by our tool, we preferred for this second user study 

participants presenting an intermediate experience level in design, as the evaluation involves 

assessing the benefits resulting from the implementation of our proposed requirements process 

upon requirements work-product set, reuse, and resulting design artifact, as well as its associated 

educational value. Seven undergraduate students in their senior year, four of whom are majoring 

in computer science and three of whom are majoring in computer engineering, volunteered to 

participate in the study. These students were currently enrolled in an undergraduate research 

seminar on notification-system design. Although, the participants had no formal expertise with 

either the conduction of hierarchical task analysis and task modeling or the use of Norman’s 

stages of action and Sutcliffe’s generic and generalized tasks, these students had knowledge of 

scenario-based design, claims analysis, and IRC critical parameters through the design of 

successful notification systems. In fact, each surveyed user was a member of one of three design 

groups who developed systems upon the SeeVT framework, an infrastructure that takes 

advantage of both wireless internet access and ubiquitous computing to enable the development 

of location-based notification systems. These context-aware software solutions make use of time 

and space to notify users about location-based characteristics and convey relevant real-time 

information, leveraging users’ comprehension of their environment (Sampat, Kumar, Prakash, 

and McCrickard, 2005). The first design group developed SeeVT Newman Project, a software 

solution aimed at assisting patrons accessing library resources. Users can search for a book on a 

handheld device running the application, which will retrieve the book’s location from a local 

library database and generate a route to access the resource based on users’ current location. 
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Patrons can subsequently utilize the device to navigate and track their progress toward the 

appropriate shelf (Sciacchitano et al., 2006). The second design group established VTAssist, an 

assistive notification system intended at providing location-based information regarding building 

accessibility for disabled persons. Impaired users can utilize this system to familiarize 

themselves with an unknown area in terms of accessible services such as location of access-

ramp-enabled entry points, automatic doors, or elevators (Bhatia, Dahn, Lee, Sampat, and 

McCrickard, 2006). Finally, the third design group developed SeeVT Alumni Edition, a 

notification system intended to assist returning alumni with their appreciation of the campus 

evolution. Former students can use this system to obtain information about changes the 

university grounds have undergone since their graduation such as the development of campus 

buildings or changes brought to the organizational structure of colleges and departments. Based 

on their physical location on campus, the system notifies users of relevant location-based 

information as well as messages digitally posted by fellow alumni during previous visits (Nair, 

Kumar, Sampat, Lee, and McCrickard, 2006). 

4.5.3 Materials 

In order for students to participate in a realistic conduction of the requirements-analysis process, 

group members gathered around a large screen display in the form of a SMART board™ 3000i, a 

66” touch-screen with integrated XGA projector running at a resolution of 1280 x 1024, for an 

overall physical screen space of 4.75 x 3.67 feet. This setup enabled participants to work in a 

realistic environment where they could discuss design decisions as large displays provide the 

best avenue for the exchange of ideas within collaborative work settings (Elrod et al., 1992). 

Because this user evaluation aims at comparing the quality of the requirements process supported 

by our module as well as the quality of its subsequent deliverables with respect to the quality of 

these obtained solely from a traditional scenario-based approach, in order to draw conclusions 

about the benefits of using such infrastructure, each design group received root concepts and 

instructions similar to the ones used in the original development of their respective projects. On 

one hand, teams had already conducted their preliminary work such as field studies and 

stakeholders analysis enabling quality assessment of our approach in a genuine setting as 

opposed to a hypothetical one. On the other hand, teams had followed a development process 
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solely based on scenario-based design, which allows for a direct comparison of the quality 

between a standalone scenario-based requirements analysis and the requirements process offered 

by our tool. The root concept and instructions are available in Appendix D.2. 

4.5.4 Questionnaires 

Prior to starting the requirements-analysis process for their project, users first completed 

individually the demographic information and pre-test questionnaire (Appendix D.1). The survey 

was first intended to capture the basic demographic information such as major, age, gender, as 

well as academic level of the participants. Consisting of five questions associated to a five-point 

Likert scale, the remaining portion of the questionnaire aimed at assessing the experience level 

of participants with regard to specific design concepts as well as the quality level of the 

notification requirements for each project preceding the re-conduction of the requirements 

analysis with our infrastructure. To evaluate the participants’ knowledge of design 

methodologies, the pre-test questionnaire instructed users to rate their experience level with 

scenario-based design, notification-system design, IRC parameters, as well as requirements 

engineering. Finally, to obtain a reference level, the pre-test questionnaire asked participants to 

rate the quality and validity of the initial notification requirements for their project. After having 

completed the requirements-analysis process for their project using LINK-UP’s Requirements 

Analysis Module, participants were given a post-test questionnaire. The post-test questionnaire 

targeted the overall quality and benefit assessment for the proposed requirements-engineering 

process within its supporting infrastructure (Appendix D.3). Participants could give 

comprehensive feedback about the difficulty associated with the conduction of the overall 

activity and assess the benefits upon various attributes resulting from the use of such 

requirements process and infrastructure. Moreover, to evaluate the potential for learning benefits 

associated with the use of the tool, the post-test questionnaire instructed users to rate their 

awareness level of the importance associated with requirements for project success after having 

completed the module. Finally, to assess the quality and validity of the requirements elicited 

through the process, as compared to their rating in the pre-test questionnaire, the post-test 

questionnaire once again asked participants to rate the quality and validity of the initial 

notification requirements for their project. The post-test questionnaire was set up using a Likert 
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scale similar to the pre-test survey. The post-test questionnaire concluded with a comments 

section for users to communicate specifics about their experience in using LINK-UP’s 

requirements tool. 

4.6 Results 

After running the evaluation, we analyzed the results of the pre-test and post-test questionnaires. 

Our Likert scale consisted of five answers: extremely non-[criterion], non-[criterion], neutral, 

[criterion], and extremely [criterion]. Each of the answers was assigned a corresponding numeric 

value ranging from one to five, a response of “extremely non-[criterion]” having a value of one 

and a response of “extremely [criterion]” having a value of five. We averaged the numeric values 

for each question and calculated the standard deviation. 

4.6.1 Pre-test Survey 

The pre-test survey focused on assessing the experience level of evaluators with respect to the 

concepts of scenario-based design, notification-system design, IRC parameters and requirements 

engineering, as well as the quality and validity of the initial requirements elicited by participants 

during their original SeeVT projects. Questions were formulated in such a way that an 

affirmative answer (a value greater than three) meant the participant had some level of expertise 

with respect to the assessed concept. A converse answer (a value less than three) indicated the 

participant was somewhat novice with respect to the assessed concept. A value of three 

represented an intermediate level of expertise. 

Participants Experience Level 

The results of the pre-test questionnaire indicate that the participants presented a broad range of 

expertise levels with respect to each concept. Figure 4.4 shows the mean and standard deviation 

of the individual experience level with respect to the four main notions. As a whole, participants 

reported an average expertise level for scenario-based design of 3.29 with a standard deviation of 

0.76, an average expertise level for notification-system design of 2.86 with a standard deviation 

of 0.90, and an average expertise level for IRC parameters of 2.86 with a standard deviation of 

0.69. The pre-test survey indicates participants’ average expertise level as intermediate with 
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regard to the concepts of scenario-based design, notification-system design, and IRC parameters 

while participants revealed to be somewhat inexperienced with respect to engineering 

requirements, recording an average expertise level of 2.29 with a standard deviation of 0.95. 
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Figure 4.4: Participants experience level with respect to the concepts of scenario-based design, 

notification-system design, IRC parameters, and requirements engineering (average +/- 

standard deviation). 

Moreover, each design team encompasses different expertise levels with respect to the 

evaluated concepts. The SeeVT Newman Project team consisted of two novice designers and one 

intermediate-level designer, the VTAssist entails an intermediate-level designer and an expert 

designer, while the SeeVT Alumni Edition was composed of a novice designer and an expert-

level designer. Table 4.1 summarizes the team members’ individual experience level categorized 

as novice, average, and expert, with respect to each design notion, grouped by design team. 

Preliminary Assessment of Requirements Quality and Validity 

Finally, when asked to rate the quality and validity of the notification requirements elicited from 

a scenario-based design process during the initial design iteration of their SeeVT projects, 
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participants reached an average rating of 3.57 with a standard deviation of 0.53. The 

requirements quality and validity rating was homogenous across the three project teams. 

Table 4.1: Self-assessment of designers’ experience level with respect to scenario-based design, 

notification-system design, IRC parameters, and requirements engineering, grouped by design 

team and categorized as novice, average, and expert. 

 
 

4.6.2 Post-test Survey 

The post-test survey targeted the difficulty level and benefit assessment associated with the 

overall requirements-analysis process and its supporting infrastructure. In particular, the survey 

evaluated the benefits upon scenarios, critical parameters, requirements quality, reuse, and 

subsequent design artifact resulting from the use of our tool. In addition, the post-test evaluation 

assessed the potential for educational payoff resulting from the conduction and completion of 

such process as well as the variation in requirements quality and validity with respect to the 

initial engineering of notification requirements of participants’ projects. Questions were 

formulated in such a way that an affirmative answer (a value greater than three) meant the 

module had met its design objective. Conversely, a negative answer (a value less than three) 

indicated the module had not met its design objective. A value of three represented a neutral 

response. Finally, the post-test questionnaire included room for participants to leave feedback 

about their appreciation of the requirements process and supporting infrastructure. 
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Ease of Use 

First, participants were asked to rate the difficulty level of the entire process along with its 

interface implementation. User ratings averaged 3.93 with a standard deviation of 0.93. This 

somewhat significant standard deviation is due to a single outlier which if removed brings the 

adjusted mean to 4.25 and adjusted standard deviation to 0.42. Furthermore, this outlier was the 

least knowledgeable among the participants with respect to requirements engineering, rating 

himself as “extremely unknowledgeable” with respect to the practice. The student’s inexperience 

with requirements processes and subsequent lack of reference may have led to such a response. 

Finally, although encompassing participants presenting diverse levels of core competencies, user 

ratings were homogeneous among the three design teams. We conclude from this question that 

our interface and process, resulting from multiple iterations, appears to have succeeded in 

bringing the complex process of requirements analysis and task modeling to an acceptable level 

of difficulty. 

Benefits Assessment upon Requirements Deliverables 

When evaluating the benefits resulting from the use of the module upon scenario quality, critical-

parameter capture, reuse, requirements veracity, and design artifact, participants averaged values 

in excess of four (beneficial) for each of the criteria, suggesting the use of the system was indeed 

beneficial. Figure 4.5 shows the mean and standard deviation of user ratings for each of these 

five questions. When asked to rate the effectiveness of the task-modeling process upon the 

quality of scenario descriptions, users obtained an average rating of 4.00 with a standard 

deviation of 0.58. Ratings were homogenous across the three design teams with no observable 

trends between participants’ experience levels. We conclude from this question that our proposed 

requirements method seems to leverage scenario quality. Similarly, the effectiveness rating of the 

task-modeling process upon the capture of critical parameters reached 4.57 with a standard 

deviation of 0.53. Furthermore, ratings were consistent among the evaluating teams. We extract 

from this assessment that our proposed requirements method seems to be effective in capturing 

critical-parameter levels. When asked the question “how would you rate this process with respect 

to achieving quality requirements”, participants reached an average user rating of 4.43 with a 

standard deviation of 0.53. Again, although encompassing participants presenting diverse level 

of core competencies, user ratings were homogeneous among the three design teams. We retain 
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from such results that our proposed requirements method and underlying infrastructure 

contributed to attaining better requirements. The ensuing question “how beneficial for reuse is 

the process you just completed” received an average user rating of 4.57 with a standard deviation 

of 0.53. User ratings were homogenous across the three design teams with no observable patterns 

between participants’ experience levels. Finally, when instructed to assess their confidence level 

that design quality would benefit from this process, participants reached an average rating of 

4.21 with a standard deviation of 0.70. Furthermore, an outlier is responsible for this somewhat 

significant standard deviation, which if not taken into account brings the adjusted mean to 4.42 

and adjusted standard deviation to 0.49. Once again, the outlier is the participant who rated 

himself as “extremely unknowledgeable” with respect to engineering requirements. We believe 

his inexperience with requirements processes and subsequent lack of appreciation about the 

correlation between requirements and project success may have contributed to his “neutral” 

response. Ratings were consistent among the three evaluating teams. With the average of all five 

questions in excess of four and paired with low standard deviations, as well as no observable 

rating trends between design teams, results suggest that the module succeeded in its overall 

design objective of bridging the gap between scenarios and critical parameters, benefiting both 

requirements and reuse, and positively influencing design quality. 

Educational Value 

To assess whether the use of the requirements tool exhibits potential for educational benefits, 

participants were asked to rate their awareness level of the importance of extracting good 

requirements after completion of the various activities of the module. The question received an 

average user rating of 4.29 with a standard deviation of 0.76. This somewhat significant standard 

deviation is caused by a single “neutral” response. In addition, although ratings were consistent 

among the three design teams, individual participants ratings reflect a pattern between users’ 

experience level with requirements engineering and assessed potential for educational value of 

the tool, as one may anticipate, users inexperienced with the requirements-engineering practices 

recording higher awareness ratings. These results seem to confirm our hypothesis that the usage 

of the Requirements Analysis Module has potential to educate users, not only by introducing 

multiple integrated requirements-analysis methods but also by increasing their consciousness 
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about the need for requirements veracity, in the event of an eventual deployment of the tool in 

academia. 
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Figure 4.5: User ratings of the effectiveness upon scenario quality and capture of critical 

parameters as well as benefits upon design, requirements, and reuse resulting from the use of the 

Requirements Analysis Module (average +/- standard deviation). 

Post-test Assessment of Initial Project Requirements 

A follow-up question to the pre-test survey instructed participants to evaluate, once again, the 

quality and validity of the requirements originally elicited for their SeeVT project now that they 

had re-conducted an entire requirements analysis for their project, but this time, using our 

process and supporting infrastructure. Average user ratings for this post-test re-evaluation 

reached 2.86 with a standard deviation of 0.38 as compared to the user average rating of 3.57 

with a standard deviation of 0.53 recorded during the pre-test survey. Similarly to the pre-test 

assessment ratings, the post-test ratings appear consistent among the three design groups. T-test 

shows that the ratings of the quality and validity of the requirements originally elicited recorded 
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after the activity are significantly smaller than the ratings of the quality and validity of the 

requirements originally elicited recorded prior to commencing the activity with t(12)=2.88, 

p=0.014. This differential between the participants’ pre and post-assessment of requirements 

quality and validity suggests the requirements tool of the LINK-UP system contributed to 

increase the value of the engineered requirements as well as designers’ reference level and 

appreciation of requirements quality. 

Unprompted Comments 

Finally, unprompted comments about participants’ experience with the Requirements Analysis 

Module revealed that the system was enthusiastically received with eloquent statements 

reiterating the findings captured throughout the questionnaire’s benefits assessment portion. In 

fact, verbatim et literatim comments such as “the tool is great for providing a base for 

successfully conducting requirements analysis” and “it is nice to have access to a tool that offers 

support and guidance for the requirements analysis, you usually feel so ‘alone’ when conducting 

a requirements analysis” verbally confirmed the benefits upon requirements analysis, while “it is 

great to be able to conduct a requirements process based on the reuse of previous projects, it 

helps to get a feel for what we need to achieve” and “I did not know requirements were so 

critical for achieving good design. I really learned that by using this tool” respectively 

transcribed the incidence of reuse upon requirements and corroborated with the potential for 

educational payoff resulting from the use of the tool. 

4.7 Findings 

The results of our user evaluation indicate that a requirements-analysis process combining 

scenario-based design and task analysis seems effective in leveraging scenario quality and 

capturing the critical-parameter requirements of a system. In fact, users’ ratings with respect to 

both attributes recorded average values in excess of four (effective). In addition, the study 

suggests that the use of scenarios, task models, and critical parameters seems to benefit 

requirements quality, promote reuse at the requirements phase, and increase the design quality of 

the resulting artifact, recording averaged user ratings in excess of four (beneficial) with respect 

to each element. These observations are reinforced by the significant decrease between users’ 

self-assessments of the quality and validity of their prior projects’ requirements recorded before 
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and after the evaluation. Moreover, the user study indicates the overall process’ tasks and 

implementation are deemed effortless to conduct, recording an average value for user rating 

close to four (easy). Finally, the evaluation witnesses an increase in participants’ awareness 

levels of the importance of requirements in project success, recording an average user rating of 

four (aware), which indicates a potential educational benefit resulting from this system with 

respect to novices with the domain of engineering requirements. The results of this study suggest 

that the use of task models provides a good avenue for bridging the gap between scenarios and 

critical parameters while contributing toward reuse and forming a user-centric requirements-

analysis process that put forth user-involvement and quality requirements, conditions necessary 

for project success. 

4.8 Summary 

This chapter presented the second iteration of the underlying infrastructure of a structured 

requirements-engineering process that combines scenario-based requirements analysis, task 

modeling, and critical parameters in order to help designers identify, understand, and formulate 

the most important aspects to focus design and support reuse of design knowledge within and 

between projects. By making use of a hierarchical task analysis, designers identify, decompose, 

and formally model user interactions with a system in an unambiguous manner. This task 

analysis approach can be put forth to leverage designers understanding of scenarios while 

simultaneously providing a bridging platform where designers can identify and characterize tasks 

in terms of critical parameters. The implementation of such process to requirements engineering 

may increase requirements coverage and exactitude as well as promote knowledge reuse early in 

the development process, crucial steps toward project success. Applied to the domain of 

notification systems, using surveys to evaluate our hypotheses, this chapter presented the 

procedure and results of three user-testing rounds. Given a root concept as a basis for the 

redesign of three notification systems, relying on a requirements-analysis method which unites 

scenarios, task models, and critical parameters, designers recognized an increase in requirements 

quality and acknowledged the task-modeling approach appeared effective for leveraging 

scenarios and capturing desirable critical-parameter levels as well as beneficial for reuse and for 

the overall design outcome. Furthermore, the results of our study suggest an increase in 
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participants’ awareness level about the importance of requirements quality in project success 

after going through our system judged as presenting an acceptable difficulty level. These results 

conform to our research vision that task models make for an efficient bridging platform to extract 

tasks captured through user-centric methods and characterize these tasks in terms of critical 

parameters while the implementation of a requirements-engineering process integrating scenario-

based requirements analysis, task modeling, and critical parameters yields not only user 

centricity but also effective requirements knowledge and reuse. The steps and rationale for the 

process are fully discussed in Chapter 5. 
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Chapter 5  
 
An Example Requirements Analysis: 
Handheld-based Campus Tour Assistant 

This chapter demonstrates the conduct of the reuse-centric requirements-engineering process, 

introduced in Chapter 3 and refined in Chapter 4, which capitalizes on scenario-based 

requirements analysis and a critical-parameter-based task-modeling approach to advance user 

involvement and requirements quality. In particular, through the investigation of a hypothetical 

automated campus-tour system, the chapter describes the nature and rationale of each activity as 

supported by the Requirements Analysis Module of the LINK-UP system, a design suite 

grounded in the domain of notification systems. Specifically, starting from a root concept the 

chapter discusses the main-task problem and activity scenarios and their capture of user-centric 

specifics, critical-parameter levels of the notification task, primary task and design constraint 

specifications, and finally steps in the elaboration of a generalized critical-parameter-based task-

model template as well as its subsequent instantiation. 

5.1 Root Concept 

Though not supported by the Requirements Analysis Module in its current implementation, the 

beginning of the requirements-analysis phase, as recommended by the scenario-based design best 

practices, starts with the elaboration of the root concept, which encompasses comprehensive 

information in the form of a high-level vision and basic rationale for the project, stakeholder 
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analysis, and starting assumptions (Rosson and Carroll, 2002). The objective of this phase is to 

set up the overall design objectives for the project and ensure stakeholders share a common 

initial vision. Table 5.1 presents the root concept for the handheld-based campus tour system. 

Table 5.1: Root concept for the handheld-based campus tour assistant. 

 
Root Concept Constituent 
 

 
Associated Contributions 

 
High-level Vision 
 
 
 
Rationale 

 
We want to design an application making use of the versatility 
of handheld computing to assist incoming students and their 
families in taking a campus tour. 
 
The use of pervasive computing and digital information may 
enhance both the flexibility and relevancy of guided campus 
tours while also making for a cost effective solution. 
 

Stakeholders 
 
Prospective students 
 
 
 
 
Campus tour guides 
 
 
 
 
Admission Office 

 

 
 
Offers more flexibility for their guided campus tour. Allows 
for a custom and self-paced tour with more relevant, accurate, 
and complete information, ultimately enhancing visitors’ 
appreciation of the campus. 
 
Provides assistance with facts and figures. Visitors can refer to 
their handheld device for complete factual information while 
tour guides can focus on describing their experience of campus 
through personal stories. 
 
Allows Admission Office to ensure the veracity and 
thoroughness of the information conveyed during guided tours. 
Extends operating hours beyond 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. without 
increasing staff by allowing for independent handheld-based 
guided tour. 
 

Starting Assumptions 
 

We assume that a handheld device can be accurately located 
both indoors and outdoors using Global Positioning System 
(GPS) technology and can notify users of location or context-
specific information. 
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5.2 Analysis of the Problem Domain 

Following the root concept elicitation, designers step into an analysis of the current practices 

within the problem domain. The first stage of the Requirements Analysis Module is concerned 

with the domain analysis. Results and findings from various field studies and other preliminary 

work (i.e. observations, interviews, and artifact investigation) are integrated within the 

elaboration of the following main-task problem scenario: 

Eric, a high-school senior and Virginia Tech prospective student has come to Blacksburg, 
VA with his parents, hoping to get a feel of whether this university would be a good fit. 
Eric has applied to numerous universities in the surrounding areas and can therefore only 
devote a limited time to the visit of each campus. These associated time constraints 
prevent the group from waiting for the next guided-tour scheduled at the top of the hour. 

 
Eric might be interested in pursuing computer science studies as he has heard the 
university offers a strong program but does not know much more about the department’s 
infrastructures, research areas, or accomplishments. Consequently, he would like to learn 
more about each of these traits and look at the various computing facilities the 
department offers before committing. 

 
As the group traverses campus, Eric’s mother, Helen, is somewhat overwhelmed by the 
distances they covered and increasingly worried this site may be difficult for her son to 
navigate as they have been walking for forty minutes among various buildings while 
trying to locate the Computer Science Department. Should they consider a smaller 
university? Eric notices that some buildings have signs indicating the name of the 
building, but most appear not to. He assumes that all of the buildings have name signs but 
are only located at the main entrance side, which makes his job of finding the building 
even more challenging. In addition, he notices the name signs do not indicate the building 
purpose. As they are walking, Helen notices a gargoyle on a building façade, a 
characteristic she finds unusual and wonders about the history of the building. 

 
Finally, Eric locates McBryde Hall, home of the Computer Science and Mathematics 
Departments and the group directly accesses the second floor of the building. As they are 
walking through the floor, Eric sees a couple of open doors of classrooms, amphitheatres, 
and rooms that resemble offices, but no computer labs. He assumes that the computing 
facilities are located behind some of the closed doors but does not want to disturb a class 
in session by opening the wrong door. Trying to find the Computer Science Department 
main office located on the sixth floor, the group tours second, third, and fourth floors, but 
renounces to investigate further. Frustrated with his overall campus-tour experience, Eric 
concludes that he has wasted precious time and leaves with his parents. He will not join 
Virginia Tech next fall. 
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5.3 Activity Scenario 

After the completion of the problem analysis with the elaboration of a main-task problem 

scenario that discusses the current practices in the problem domain, we turn to the activity phase 

of our requirements-analysis approach. Through the construction of the following main-task 

activity scenario, we focus on framing the basic concepts and services of the new system: 

Eric, a high-school senior and Virginia Tech prospective student has come to Blacksburg, 
VA with his parents, hoping to get a feel of whether this university would be a good fit. 
Eric has applied to numerous universities in the surrounding areas and can therefore only 
devote a limited time to the visit of each campus. These associated time constraints 
prevent the group from waiting for the next guided-tour scheduled at the top of the hour. 
The office of Undergraduate Admission in charge of operating campus tours suggests the 
group should utilize one of their available GPS-enabled handheld devices to assist them 
with their campus discovery. 

 
Eric might be interested in pursuing computer science studies as he has heard the 
university offers a strong program but does not know much more about the department’s 
infrastructures, research areas, or accomplishments. Consequently, he would like to learn 
more about each of these traits and look at the various computing facilities the 
department offers before committing. Using the handheld device Eric is able to find out 
the name of the building that hosts the Computer Science Department, obtain the building 
location on campus, as well as the shortest path to reach it based on the group’s current 
location. 

 
As the group traverses campus, Eric’s mother, Helen, is increasingly reassured the 
university premises are easy for her son to navigate as they had walked only six minutes 
before reaching the Computer Science Department. As they are passing a building, Helen 
notices a gargoyle on the façade, a characteristic she finds unusual and wonders about the 
history of the building. Eric glances at his handheld device and tells his mother about the 
architectural feature and history of the edifice. 

 
As the group is about to enter McBryde Hall, Eric quickly interacts with the campus-tour 
assistant and obtains relevant facts and figures about the Computer Science Department. 
In addition, he is able to gain specific information about the computing facilities and 
other thematic areas’ location across the various floors. As he walks toward a closed door 
of what appears to be a computing facility, he glances at the device and learns specific 
information about the laboratory content and purpose. Satisfied with his overall campus 
tour experience, Eric concludes that he has seen enough and leaves with his parents. He 
will join the Computer Science Department of Virginia Tech next fall. 

 
At this point, information about the domain and the activities that need to be supported by 

the target system has been captured within the main-task problem and activity scenario that most 
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designers, and especially students, will judge as presenting minimal bias and good coverage. 

Although scenario-based guidelines dictate that we should engage in a claims analysis of the 

scenario, that is, extract from the descriptions the key attributes that have implication for design 

(Section 2.3), we believe major additional steps are required in order to extract unambiguous and 

complete specifications from such scenarios (Section 2.6.1). For instance, while the main-task 

activity scenario mentions the notification interaction, neither does the narration express the 

activities constituting the notification task nor does it formulate the desirable critical-parameter 

levels. Extracting requirements solely from the requirements-analysis phase of scenario-based 

design results in tremendous under-specifications. For the target system to support the desirable 

critical-parameter levels, it is necessary to reinforce such approach with mechanisms capable of 

providing structure to the extraction of accurate specifications (Section 3.3). 

5.4 System-level Notification Task Attributes 

Once the activities that need to be addressed by the hypothetical system to fulfill user needs have 

been identified and characterized through the elaboration of an activity scenario, we are able to 

specify the critical-parameter levels of the notification task of the system. These critical-

parameter values, in the form of an IRC triplet, characterize the desirable high-level notification 

objective of the notification system. Inspection of the activity scenario reveals the users are the 

actual initiators of the notification interactions with the handheld device. In particular, we are 

able to extract that users do not value interruption from their primary task and deduce the 

required interruption level should remain minimal. Moreover, based on the content of the 

notification users are willing to react to the interaction by altering the pattern of their campus 

tour, which translates somewhat elevated reaction objectives. Finally, via interaction with this 

auxiliary application, users are acquiring long-term knowledge about campus attributes through 

the information delivered by the system, yielding fairly significant comprehension levels. The 

IRC Calculation Wizard (Chewar, Bachetti, McCrickard, and Booker, 2004; Chewar, 

McCrickard, and Sutcliffe, 2004) confirms our IRC-level estimates by returning a targeted IRC 

triplet for the design model of (0.22, 0.59, 0.76). To address users’ notification expectations 

satisfactorily, the system should reflect a notification exhibiting a secondary-display class 

behavior. 
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The Requirements Analysis Module then instructs to specify the activities constituting 

the typical primary tasks associated with the handheld-based notification system. In fact, as the 

system is intended to assist users in their campus tour, the reference activities that describe the 

nature of the environment within which the notification task supported by the system is occurring 

include the following: 

• Information Acquisition—the campus tour activity involves the procurement and 

gathering of detailed contextual information from multiple sources. 

• Judgment-Decision Making—based upon a variety of attributes, the users’ primary 

task will consist of a continuous alteration of walking patterns based on decision sets 

that will eventually result in the constitution of a campus tour. 

• Matching—when involved in their campus tour, users will continuously try to relate 

the information readily available to their preset expectations and interests. 

• Navigation—a campus tour activity inevitably involves some degree of navigation 

among the university premises, either opportunistically or planned. 

• Progress Tracking—similarly navigating across campus entails progress-tracking 

activities as users monitor their routes or their knowledge gains with respect to preset 

references. 

Moreover, we are also able to observe from this generalized-task characterization of the 

primary task that the campus-tour activity involves two principal and intertwined higher-level 

enterprises—information gain and navigation. 

Finally, the last system-level characterization attribute that needs to be defined involves 

design concerns. These system constraints are related to contextual coercions and environmental 

hindrances that affect the design entity. The handheld-based campus tour system encompasses 

the following design concerns: 

• Audio—on one hand, the association to a university campus hinders an extensive 

reliance on sounds indoors as it may interfere with the set learning environment. 
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Furthermore, the expected outdoor use of the system may make a reliance on sounds 

impractical because of the ambient noise. On the other hand, the dual-task nature of 

acquiring valued information while simultaneously navigating across university 

grounds may encourage the use of audio in order to limit attention reallocation costs. 

Audio restrictions may be necessary to investigate further and therefore constitute a 

potential design concern. 

• Feedback—the amount of valued and relevant information transferred to the user 

during a campus tour is of significant importance in the success of such an endeavor. 

It is consequently primordial to establish feedback levels adequately to ensure proper 

information gain. 

• Input Method—the constraints associated with the use of handheld computing as an 

infrastructure as well as the environment within which the system will be deployed 

may affect the nature of user interaction. It is therefore necessary to examine further 

input method. 

• Interface Control—similarly to the rationale behind the input method selection as a 

design concern, interface control should also consider the context within which 

interactions occur and address it accordingly. 

• Font—the limited screen size as well as the motion related to users’ primary activity 

make it necessary to also investigate particular constraints and guidelines associated 

with the display of textual information. 

Through the guidance offered by the structured requirements-analysis process, specific 

context attributes of the notification task have been extracted from the problem scenario and the 

desirable critical-parameter levels that characterize the tasks have been established. We 

discussed in Section 3.5.1 that the critical-parameter levels of the task may not be maintained 

throughout each of the six stages of action encompassed in the notification interaction. Because 

we must specify these criteria to ensure the task requirements exhibit proper critical-parameter 

levels, relying on a critical-parameter-based task-modeling process allows us to formalize and 

structure the capture of the basic tasks and objectives of each stage. 
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5.5 Generalized Task-model Template Creation 

We established at the previous stage that the notification task of the target system should exhibit 

a secondary-display class behavior. In fact, users of the hypothetical system will trigger the 

interaction with the artifact at their initiative, react to the information presented by modifying 

their route, and finally gain extensive knowledge through the conveyed notification, thus 

reflecting low interruption, high reaction, and high comprehension ideal parameter expectations 

(0, 1, 1). Assuming the knowledge library contains no available task-model template that 

accurately depicts the users’ anticipated notification task behavior; the Requirements Analysis 

Module invites designers to fabricate a new generalized task-model template exhibiting adequate 

exertion. 

5.5.1 System-level IRC Breakdown Pattern 

The first step in the task-model creation process is the graphical hierarchic decomposition of the 

target system’s notification task per stage of action. In fact, Norman’s conceptual model of 

action argues that any interaction is composed of six stages of action (Norman, 1986). The 

notification task supported by the target system constitutes a user’s cognitive and/or physical 

interaction. Ergo, the notification task is composed of six stages of action. Similarly, the critical-

parameter specifications that characterize the notification task, in the form of an IRC triplet, can 

be decomposed to characterize in term of critical-parameter levels the objectives of each stage of 

action. The activity scenario presented in Section 5.3 refers to a situation where a primary task 

state motivates users to initiate a secondary-task interaction with the handheld-based system in 

order to obtain context-based information. Users of the system gain relevant information from 

this interaction and relate this information to their primary task. Finally, based upon how this 

information gain relates to their primary activity, users react to the notification content by either 

altering the course of the primary task or not. 

From a stage of action perspective, the activity described in the activity scenario above 

translates into a particular sequence of critical-parameter objectives. In fact, a primary task state 

triggers seeking of information status. Within the Gulf of Evaluation, this seeking of information 

status results in users engaging in a cognitive and/or physical interaction with the handheld-
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campus assistant, which reflects reaction-parameter objectives for the stages of perception and 

interpretation. During the making sense stage, users comprehend the information presented by 

relating it to their high-level campus tour objective, which expresses comprehension-parameter 

objectives for the making sense stage. Within the Gulf of Execution, users will utilize the 

information presented by the notification system and map it to their primary task by forming a 

goal and establishing an action plan, which indicates comprehension-parameter objectives for the 

stages of system goal and action plan. Finally, users react to the content of the notification by 

implementing the primary task while maintaining cognitive associations with the system in order 

to guide the steps of their primary activity, which translates into reaction-parameter objectives 

for the stage of execution. 

These alternative stage-of-action objectives can then be represented through a graphical 

hierarchic decomposition of the critical-parameter levels that describe the notification task. As 

the notification task exhibits low interruption, high reaction, and high comprehension, the 

critical-parameter levels that characterize the notification task can be broken down into reaction-

parameter and comprehension-parameter components. These parameter components are then 

related to the corresponding stages of action they drive. Although the attention reallocation from 

their primary task to the secondary task necessarily involves some degree of interruption, these 

interruption-parameter exertions remain insignificant with respect to the levels of the driving 

objective of the stage of action and consequently, for simplicity purposes, do not intervene in the 

modeling representation. Figure 5.1 offers a graphical representation of the hierarchic critical-

parameter-based task model that illustrates a notification task exhibiting a secondary-display 

class behavior as well as portrays the interaction sequence described above. 

5.5.2 Subtask-model Template Elaboration 

Once the critical-parameter decomposition pattern of the task model has been specified, the 

template elaboration activity continues with the constitution of the subtask-model template. This 

activity consists of establishing the set of basic tasks that are applicable for each of the task-

model template’s stages of action. This set of basic tasks is obtained through the selection of a 

subset from the list of Sutcliffe’s generic tasks organized by stage of action, as presented in 

Table 3.1. As the objective of a template is to maintain the highest level of applicability, thus 
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extending its potential for reuse, the main approach for constituting the subtask model of a task-

model template aims at preserving as many potentially applicable generic tasks as possible. To 

achieve such results, we administer a minimalist discard strategy. In fact, an inspection of the 

generic tasks’ pre-conditions, encapsulated primitive activity, and post-conditions may reveal 

some incompatibility with the critical-parameter sequence characterizing the notification task, 

thus resulting in their removal. 

 
Figure 5.1: Hierarchic critical-parameter-based task model for a notification task exhibiting a 

secondary-display behavior where (1) a primary task state triggers seeking of information status 

(2) which is complex or part of a larger trend, and (3) guides the next steps of the primary task. 

We have established from the activity scenario presented in Section 5.3 that a primary 

task state motivates users to instigate a secondary task interaction with the handheld-based 

system in order to obtain context-based information. As the user initiates the notification 

interaction sequence, the notification subtasks restricted to unexpected notification events have 

to be discarded (i.e. Evaluate for the stages of perception and interpretation). Similarly, as the 

information gained is complex and part of a larger trend, users focus on relating this information 

to their primary task objective rather than attempting to act upon it, which suggests the removal 

of some information processing generic tasks (i.e. Model, Sort, Classify, and Test for the stages 

of making sense and system goal). Finally, having an information gain guiding the next steps of 

the primary task does not cause any particular generic task to be discarded for the stage of 

execution. Table 5.2 lists the applicable generic tasks for the generalized task-model template. 
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Table 5.2: List of applicable generic tasks for the generalized task-model template organized 

according to Norman’s stages of action. 

Perceive 
State 

Interpret 
State 

Making 
Sense 

System Goal Action Plan Execute 
Action 

Evaluate Evaluate Evaluate Evaluate Evaluate Evaluate 
Select Select Select Select Select Select 

Identify Identify Identify Identify Identify Identify 
Monitor Monitor Monitor Monitor Monitor Monitor 
Search Search Search Search Search Search 
Locate Locate Locate Locate Locate Locate 

Interpret Interpret Interpret Interpret Interpret Interpret 
Transform Transform Transform Transform Transform Transform 

Decide Decide Decide Decide Decide Decide 
Associate Associate Associate Associate Associate Associate 
Compare Compare Compare Compare Compare Compare 
Assemble Assemble Assemble Assemble Assemble Assemble 

Disassemble Disassemble Disassemble Disassemble Disassemble Disassemble 
Model Model Model Model Model Model 
Sort Sort Sort Sort Sort Sort 

Classify Classify Classify Classify Classify Classify 
Test Test Test Test Test Test 
Plan Plan Plan Plan Plan Plan 

Orient Orient Orient Orient Orient Orient 
Communicate Communicate Communicate Communicate Communicate Communicate

Explain Explain Explain Explain Explain Explain 
Record Record Record Record Record Record 

 
 Generic task can only occur if the notification is expected 
 Generic task has no restriction 
 Generic task requires existing knowledge 
 Generic task is not applicable for the given stage of action 

 

5.5.3 Template SOA-level IRC Specification 

To deepen consistency and accuracy with respect to SOA-level IRC estimates, we encourage 

designers to specify the SOA-level IRC values through the psychological factors involved in the 

original IRC-level calculation equations. These psychological factors include, cost of 

interruption (COI), primary task sustainment (s), response time (t), hit rate (h), projection (f), 

perception rate (p), and base comprehension (c) (Chewar, McCrickard, and Sutcliffe, 2004). In 
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fact, these levels are easier to grasp and estimate using a five-point scale for inexperienced 

designers as compared to directly estimating SOA-level IRC triplets. 

First, we have established from the activity scenario in Section 5.3 that a primary task 

state motivates users to initiate a secondary task interaction with the handheld-based system in 

order to obtain context-based information. Consequently, as users reach a primary task state 

which motivates the triggering of an interaction sequence with the notification system, the cost 

of interruption associated with the perception and interpretation stage of the notification task 

remains fairly low (COI=0.25). In addition, as users start reallocating their attention gradually 

from the primary task to the secondary task because of a dire information need, the degree of 

primary task sustainment reduces by less than half of its original level for the stages of 

perception and interpretation (s=0.75). Moreover, because users are the initiator of the 

interaction sequence as opposed to being prompted to it, during the stages of perception and 

interpretation, users are already cognitively engaged in the interaction which ensures that they 

notice changes in the notification, translating into an ideal hit rate (h=1.00) and also yielding a 

potential response time as good as expected (t=1.00). Although the interaction setup involves 

users’ seeking of information, there may not always be valuable information readily available 

which transcribes a fairly high but not ideal perception rate at the stages of perception and 

interpretation (p=0.75). Finally, during these early stages of the interaction sequence, users do 

not value remembering perceived and interpreted information which results in minimal values 

for the base comprehension (c=0.00) and although the state of the primary task motivates users' 

engagement in the secondary activity in an effort to gain context-based information, users are not 

very successful in making projections about trends in information (f=0.25). 

Consecutively to primary task state triggering seeking of information status, the activity 

scenario describes the notification interaction as involving a gain of complex information, which 

is part of a larger trend. Since the primary task state motivated a seeking of information status, 

similarly to the stages of perception and interpretation, the cost of interruption for the stages of 

making sense, system goal, and action plan remains fairly low (COI=0.25). However, as users 

get increasingly involved with their secondary task while trying to comprehend how the 

information relates to their primary task as well as establish how this information can be utilized 

to assist them with their high-level objective during the stages of making sense, system goal, and 
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action plan, this reallocation of attention from the primary task to the secondary task hinders the 

primary task performance (s=0.50). Furthermore, as users are comprehending the information 

during the stage of making sense and strategizing about how to capitalize on this information 

during the stages of system goal and action plan, the context-switching attention cost resulting 

from relating the information from the secondary task to the primary task during each of these 

stages causes the hit rate to drop (h=0.50) and the response time to remain as good as expected 

(t=1.00). Similarly to the stages of perception and interpretation, despite an interaction setup 

which involves users’ information seeking, the information readily available may not always be 

relevant to the larger trend, which reflects, for the stages of making sense, system goal, and 

action plan, a fairly high but not ideal perception rate (p=0.75). As the information gain is part of 

a larger trend, users value remembering all the content of the information with respect to their 

high-level objective which results in ideal values for the base comprehension for the stages of 

making sense, system goal, and action plan (c=1.00) while the association of the conveyed 

information with users’ high-level objectives along with the formed goal and mentally 

constructed action plan enables users to make effective projections about the nature and trends of 

the notification patterns (f=1.00). 

Lastly, the activity scenario ascertains the notification task sequence involves an 

information gain that helps guide the next steps of the primary task. Consequently, because this 

information gain offers assistance with the administration of the primary task, similar to the 

previous stages of action, the cost of interruption for the stage of execution remains low 

(COI=0.25) while the resulting increase in the primary task performance reflects an ideal 

sustainment (s=1.00). Moreover, since users employ the notification system to guide the next 

steps of the primary task, users remain cognitively engaged in the interaction during the stage of 

execution, which ensures that they notice changes in the notification, translating into an ideal hit 

rate (h=1.00) and also yielding a potential response time as good as expected (t=1.00). Similarly, 

because the information gain can be utilized to guide the steps of their primary task, the 

perception rate also becomes ideal (p=1.00). Finally, during this last stage of the interaction 

sequence, users do not value remembering every aspect of the execution which results in 

minimal values for the base comprehension (c=0.00) and although the information guides the 

next steps of the primary task, making projections is not an objective for the stage (f=0.00). 
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Incorporating these psychological-factor estimates into the IRC equations allows the 

system to generate accurate desirable IRC levels for each stage of action. Table 5.3 presents the 

detailed psychological-factor ratings and resulting SOA-level IRC values for each of the 

generalized task-model template’s stages of action. 

Table 5.3: Detailed parameter values constituting the SOA-level IRC values and resulting IRC 

breakdown for the generalized task-model template organized according to Norman’s stages of 

action. 

 Perceive 
State 

Interpret 
State 

Making 
Sense 

System 
Goal 

Action 
Plan 

Execute 
Action 

COI 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 
s 0.75 0.75 0.50 0.50 0.50 1.00 
h 1.00 1.00 0.50 0.50 0.50 1.00 
t 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
p 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 1.00 
c 0.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 
f 0.25 0.25 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 

 
I 0.19 0.19 0.41 0.41 0.41 0.00 
R 0.75 0.75 0.32 0.32 0.32 0.75 
C 0.44 0.44 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.33 

 

5.6 Task-model Instantiation 

After having achieved the creation of a generalized task-model template, since our starting 

assumption stated that none of the available templates present in the knowledge repository 

adequately represented the required notification interaction, it becomes possible to use and reuse 

this task-model template by way of instantiation. Consequently, the Requirements Analysis 

Module invites designers to tailor this generic template to model the situation framed in the 

main-task activity scenario accurately. 

5.6.1 Subtask-model Elaboration 

The first step in the instantiation process focuses on formulating the subtask model. This phase 

involves specifying the basic tasks for each stage of action in order to characterize the activity 
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encompassed in the notification interaction. The basic tasks are selected from the list of 

applicable generic tasks associated with the generalized task-model template upon which the 

instantiated task model is based (Table 5.2). Additionally, to leverage the validity of the basic 

task selection process along with the understanding of the key aspects of the notification 

situation, the tool instructs designers to stage each of the selected subtasks within a stage-of-

action scenario. Each of the following subtasks characterizes the primitive activity encapsulated 

in the stages of action of the notification task presented in the activity scenario: 

• Identify—as Eric and his parents are approaching the back of a building while 

progressing through various campus structures, the group is wondering whether they 

have reached the edifice they were looking for, McBryde Hall, the building that hosts 

the Department of Computer Science. Eric glances at the handheld-based campus tour 

assistant and identifies a change in the information presented by the system. 

• Interpret—as a change in state has been perceived, Eric interprets the information 

available from the handheld-based campus tour assistant and comprehends that the 

system presents numerous attributes about the edifice and in particular its name, role, 

and campus location. 

• Associate—Eric associates the available building information indicated by the 

handheld-based campus tour assistant to his current primary task objective, and 

discovers the two mental objects do not relate. In fact, the system indicates that the 

group is currently facing Norris Hall despite their original intention to navigate 

toward McBryde Hall and Eric comprehends the group is off-course. 

• Decide—as the group is currently located in front of Norris Hall instead of the 

intended building, McBryde Hall, Eric decides that the group has to proceed to the 

appropriate building, which requires the establishment of a route. 

• Locate—based on the group’s current location and intended destination, Eric makes 

use of the handheld-based campus tour assistant to locate McBryde Hall, which 

ultimately enables him to set up a route. 
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• Monitor—as the group is navigating toward the targeted building, Eric utilizes the 

handheld-based campus tour assistant to monitor the progression and ensure the 

group stays on track. 

5.6.2 Task-model-dependant SOA-level IRC Specification 

Once the subtask model has been specified, the tool extracts the targeted task-model-dependant 

SOA-level critical-parameter levels from the template SOA-level IRC specifications associated 

with the generalized task-model template upon which the instantiated task model is based.  

Table 5.4 presents the instantiated task model’s desirable critical-parameter levels for each stage 

of action. The task-model-dependant SOA-level IRC values are obtained by taking a percentage 

value of the template SOA-level IRC specifications proportional to the differential between the 

ideal system-level IRC value associated with the template and the system-level IRC triplet that 

characterizes the design model. 

Table 5.4: Task-model-dependant SOA-Level IRC Specifications organized according to 

Norman’s stages of action. 

 Perceive 
State 

Interpret 
State 

Making 
Sense 

System 
Goal 

Action 
Plan 

Execute 
Action 

I 0.23 0.23 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.00 
R 0.44 0.44 0.19 0.19 0.19 0.44 
C 0.33 0.33 0.76 0.76 0.76 0.25 

 

5.6.3 Claims reuse 

The final step of our proposed critical-parameter-based approach to task modeling is the 

characterization of each stage of action in terms of claims. Designers can either generate new 

claims or interact with the knowledge repository utilizing all the information extracted from our 

task analysis (i.e. generalized tasks, design concerns, desirable task-level critical-parameter 

specifications, generic tasks, and desirable SOA-level critical-parameter specifications) to reuse 

existing ones. Finally, the relationship resulting from the association between claims and task 
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model is preserved within the knowledge library, allowing for the fabrication of reusable claims 

sets via task-model reuse. 

5.7 Summary 

This chapter demonstrated the various steps and activities constituting our approach to 

requirements engineering, an approach which merges user centricity and formalism in order to 

increase user involvement and requirements veracity in a reusable way. Through the realistic 

requirements analysis of a handheld-based campus tour assistant, we discussed the nature and 

rationale of each activity as supported by the Requirements Analysis Module of the LINK-UP 

system, a design suite grounded in the domain of notification systems. In particular, starting with 

a statement of the root concept, we provided the reader with sample main-task problem and 

activity scenarios and presented the various steps involved in the implementation of our 

proposed critical-parameter-based approach to task modeling. Assuming that no generalized 

task-model template, adequately depicting the targeted critical-parameter behavior, was readily 

available for reuse in the knowledge repository, we discussed the realistic construction of a task-

model template through its critical-parameter decomposition pattern, subtask-model elaboration, 

and SOA-level IRC specification. Finally, we discussed consecutive instantiation of this 

generalized task-model template, an activity where the template becomes tailored to model the 

behavior of the hypothetical system accurately. 
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Chapter 6  
 
Conclusion 

This chapter provides a summary of the work conducted, correlated contributions with findings 

and conclusions, and lastly, discusses potential directions for the research work to be undertaken 

subsequently to this thesis. 

6.1 Summary of the Work 

This thesis first motivated the need for user involvement and the importance of quality 

requirements in the attainment of successful systems. We then presented an approach to 

requirements engineering that merges scenario-based requirements analysis and task modeling in 

an effort to aid the capture of the critical-parameter requirements of a system, a characterization 

of requirements that emphasizes the reflection of users’ real needs. 

Chapter 1 identified how the systematic capture of the critical-parameter requirements of 

a system can contribute to the achievement of successful projects, a rare breed in the software 

industry where less than 20% of projects are accounted as sharing this trait. Large-scale 

investigations identified the lack of user involvement and requirements inconsistencies (i.e. 

omission, misspecification, ambiguity) as the major underlying cause for such astounding 

figures. Finally, Chapter 1 presented our domain of study—notification systems—because of the 

increasing interest for the field and recognition of associated critical parameters, realm of 
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software agents involved in dual-task environment where even minor requirements errors often 

results in the critical failure of the ensuing artifact. 

To address the need for user involvement, Chapter 2 introduced Norman’s conceptual 

model of action and its underlying stages as they not only characterize interaction sequences but 

also serve as the foundation for scenario-based design, a design technique both focused on and 

accessible to users. Unfortunately, while scenario-based requirements analysis put forth user 

involvement, this approach fails to ensure quality requirements. We discussed how the use of 

hierarchic task models formalizes and disambiguates user tasks while allowing for an easy 

characterization of these traits in terms of critical-parameter levels, making of this approach an 

effective way of extracting quality requirements. We consequently advocated the establishment 

of a requirements-engineering process that merges scenario-based requirements analysis and task 

modeling in order to bridge the gap between scenarios and critical parameters while 

simultaneously ensuring both user involvement and requirements quality. Because reuse in HCI 

is ad hoc at best, Chapter 2 also motivated the need for the establishment of a design process that 

introduces reuse at the requirements-analysis phase as the reuse of requirements could contribute 

to the systematic knowledge transfer and promotion of quality at minimal expenditure. We 

presented the Claims Reuse Library, a knowledge repository core to the LINK-UP system that 

hosts reusable components issued from scenarios. On one hand, although scenario-based design 

allows for reusable knowledge components in the form of claims, the claims taxonomy relies on 

critical parameters, which capture can be drastically enhanced via the formalistic and 

hierarchical nature of task models. On the other hand, because tasks represent a shared body of 

knowledge, the task centricity of hierarchic task models enables task models to become part of a 

broader reuse solution that can rely on a critical-parameter-based categorization. We 

consequently proposed the implementation of a requirements-engineering process that merges 

scenario-based requirements analysis, task modeling, and critical parameters in order to 

introduce and support knowledge transfer effectively at the requirements phase. 

Chapter 3 presented our task-modeling vision, a reliance on hierarchic task models 

describing the critical-parameter breakdown of the high-level task objective with respect to an 

interaction sequence organized according to Norman’s stages of action. The activity occurring at 

each stage is then characterized by basic tasks in the form of Sutcliffe’s generic tasks while the 
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goal of each stage is specified through sub-critical-parameter levels. Using task models’ subtasks 

and sub-critical-parameter levels, designers can query a knowledge repository and define the 

lowest level of the task models with reused claims, making of such task model a formalized 

embodiment of the system’s notification requirements as well as a reuse catalyst. We then 

discussed a structured requirements-engineering process which merges scenario-based 

requirements analysis, task modeling, and critical parameters in order to help designers identify 

the most important aspects to focus design, minimize requirements errors, and support reuse of 

design knowledge within and between projects, along with the implementation of such process 

within the domain of notification systems through the development of the Requirements Analysis 

Module of the LINK-UP system. To assess the feasibility for novice designers to conduct 

successfully the activities supported by the Requirements Analysis Module and examine the 

usability of the tool, we invited students to participate in an evaluation of the system. Results of 

the investigation unveiled some interface deficiencies and suggested that participants were able 

to navigate through the interface, understand the complex processes of task modeling, and obtain 

relevant design knowledge from the repository. 

Chapter 4 described the changes brought to our proposed requirements-analysis approach 

as well as the redesign undergone by its underlying infrastructure, subsequently to our initial user 

study. In particular, the chapter relates the implementation of a two-stage design-for-reuse 

mechanism as well as the associated expansion of the design-by-reuse requirements-analysis 

process already supported by the tool. This strategy aims at both capitalizing on the task-model 

creation process in order to extend the effectiveness of our proposed reuse solution and enhance 

the self-sufficiency of the module. On one hand, the design-for-reuse approach enables the 

instantiation of task-model templates by way of tailoring critical-parameter levels, specifying 

basic tasks along with stage-of-action scenarios, and associating claims, which not only creates 

an embodiment of requirements but also makes for a packet of design knowledge available for 

reuse in subsequent projects once committed to the repository. On the other hand, the 

implementation of a procedure for creating new generalized task-model templates in the event 

that none of the templates present in the knowledge repository adequately depicts the target 

system’s intended behavior extends the potential and the viability of the infrastructure. 

Additional improvements include the facilitation of the design-by-reuse methodology, increase 

in both notification requirements adequacy and task model accuracy, support for validation and 
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refinement, as well as interface modifications. Finally, chapter 4 presented the procedure and 

results of three user-testing rounds aimed at assessing our research hypotheses that pairing task 

modeling to scenario-based design may mitigate scenario bias and improve scenario coverage 

while also facilitating capture of critical-parameter specifications and that establishing a 

requirements-analysis process that merges scenario-based design, task modeling, and critical 

parameters may increase both requirements and design quality while making for an effective 

reuse platform. Furthermore, this evaluation investigated the difficulty level of the redesigned 

process and infrastructure as well as whether the requirements tool presented potential for 

educational capital in case of a deployment of such a system in academia. Given a root concept 

as a basis for the redesign of three notification systems, using scenarios, task models, and critical 

parameters, designers witnessed an increase in requirements quality and acknowledged the task-

modeling approach appeared effective for leveraging scenarios and capturing critical-parameter 

specifications as well as beneficial for both reuse and the overall design outcome. Furthermore, 

the results of the evaluation suggested an increase in participants’ awareness level with respect to 

the significance of quality requirements in project success after going through our system, 

deemed as presenting an acceptable level of difficulty. 

Chapter 5 recounted an example requirements analysis for a PDA-based campus tour. We 

presented hypothetical problem and activity scenarios and documented the complete elaboration 

and instantiation of a task-model template. 

6.2 Contributions 

The overall contributions of this research work are the elaboration of a requirements-analysis 

process that fosters design quality by strengthening requirements clarity and validity while 

ensuring a strong user involvement, criteria recognized as critical for project success, as well as 

the design and development of a supporting environment that introduces effective knowledge 

transfer at the requirements phase. In particular, the individual contributions that constitute the 

scope of this thesis can be expressed as follows: 

• Critical-parameter-based task-modeling notation 

• User-centric and reuse-centric requirements-analysis process 
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• Elaboration of a requirements tool 

• Proof of concept in the domain of notification systems 

• Integrative task-centric requirements process which fits within the broader 

framework of reference tasks 

6.2.1 Critical-parameter-based Task-modeling Notation 

The first contribution of this work is the introduction of a critical-parameter-based task-modeling 

notation that systematically decomposes, both graphically and semantically, tasks and associated 

critical parameters according to their stage of action, basic tasks, and sub-critical-parameter 

constituents. Because tasks and interaction are framed within usage scenarios, a formalization of 

such narrations through critical-parameter-based task models leverages designers’ understanding 

of a usage situation, provide guidance to requirements analysis, and facilitate mapping between 

scenarios and critical-parameter requirements while simultaneously acting as a knowledge reuse 

catalyst. 

6.2.2 User-centric and Reuse-centric Requirements-analysis Process 

The second contribution of this research effort is the constitution of a requirements-engineering 

process that merges scenario-based requirements analysis and task modeling in order to support 

and promote the systematic capture of the desirable critical-parameter requirements of an 

interactive system. Key characteristics of this approach to requirements analysis are a strong 

reliance on user involvement by following an overall scenario-based requirements practice, 

disambiguation and validation of requirements through structure and formalism via hierarchical 

task analysis and critical-parameter characterization, and extensive requirements knowledge 

transfer through the reliance on critical-parameter-based task models and claims. 

6.2.3 Elaboration of a Requirements Tool 

Another important contribution of this work comes from the elaboration of a requirements tool 

which implements and exemplifies our requirements-analysis methodology. Through a thorough 
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user-centric iterative design process and usability studies, we established the overall vision and 

structure for the supporting infrastructure of our introduced user-centric and reuse-centric 

requirements-analysis process. In particular, we identified the proper information arrangement, 

flow of activity, and visual constraints associated with such implementation and successfully 

developed the foundation for a reuse mechanism capable of addressing both the design-by-reuse 

and design-for-reuse paradigms, not only making of this tool an effective infrastructure for 

requirements analysis but also a self-expandable platform that requires minimal supervision. 

Finally, user studies suggested the tool provides support for the conduct of the requirements 

phase and deemed the user-centric and reuse-centric requirements-analysis process embedded in 

the tool easy to accomplish. 

6.2.4 Proof of Concept in the Domain of Notification Systems 

Through the grounding of our proposed user-centric and reuse-centric requirements-analysis 

approach within the domain of notification systems and consecutive implementation of the 

process within the Requirements Analysis Module of the LINK-UP system, two user studies 

recorded the feasibility and payoff associated with the use of such process and infrastructure. On 

one hand, our initial study suggest the ability for novice designers to comprehend the activities 

involved with the critical-parameter-based task-modeling process, complete the analytic 

procedure successfully, and extract relevant reusable knowledge from a claims repository. On the 

other hand, the subsequent study infers the coupling of critical-parameter-based task modeling to 

scenario-based requirements analysis improves scenario quality, facilitates the capture of critical-

parameter specifications, and serves as a reuse catalyst while the emerging requirements-analysis 

process fosters requirements and design quality. Lastly, the study also unveiled potential learning 

benefits associated with a deployment of such infrastructure as a teaching platform for 

requirements-engineering practices. 

6.2.5 Integrative Task-centric Requirements Process 

The final major contribution of this work is the constitution and core of our user-centric and 

reuse-centric approach to engineering requirements. Through the integration and adaptation of 

multiple requirements analysis techniques we provided the field with a comprehensive 
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environment for eliciting requirements, while a capitalization on the task centricity of our 

approach via our critical-parameter-based task-modeling strategy not only offers the extraction 

of quality requirements, but also yields the generation of shareable domain-independent 

knowledge that can benefit the entire HCI community. The attributes of integration and task 

centricity that characterize the work embraced by this thesis comply and contribute to the dire 

realization of the reference task vision (Whittaker, Terveen, and Nardi, 2000). 

6.3 Future Work 

The work presented in this thesis can be regarded as an initial proof of concept that a task-centric 

requirements-engineering process integrating scenario-based requirements analysis, task 

modeling, and critical parameters can foster user involvement, leverage designers’ understanding 

of the problem domain, and enable knowledge transfer, which ultimately benefits the quality and 

validity of both elicited requirements and resulting design artifact. Several additional areas of 

focus for future research efforts can extend the contributions of this thesis work. 

6.3.1 Strengthening of the Task-modeling Approach 

Within the notification systems’ IRC framework (McCrickard, Chewar, Somervell, and 

Ndiwalana, 2003), we recommend future research efforts to investigate the establishment of an 

empirical validation method for task models. We anticipate that this research direction will 

reinforce the accuracy of task models’ critical-parameter levels and as such will reinforce not 

only their model-based predictive nature but also the effectiveness of their reuse potential. 

Furthermore, although the IRC taxonomy enables the distinctions between eight notification-

system classes, we propose the analysis of IRC levels breakdown along with associated 

notification behavior for systems located within the boundary values of alternative classes of the 

IRC framework. We also advocate the examination of commonalities among task models both 

within a single and across multiple notification-system genres. We expect that this line of work 

will strengthen the maturity level of our proposed task-modeling approach and eventually lay the 

cornerstone for a more automated mechanism for the elaboration of task-model templates. 
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6.3.2 Additional Requirements-analysis Techniques Integration 

Throughout this thesis, we investigated, conducted, and argued in favor of merging alternative 

requirements analysis methodologies in accordance to Sutcliffe’s vision that “technique 

integration provides the best avenue for improving requirements engineering” (Sutcliffe, 1997) 

and Whittaker, Terveen, and Nardi’s admonition with respect to the radicalism of the current 

state of research efforts conducted within the HCI discipline and subsequent urge for the 

channeling of a research focus that concurs with their reference task vision (Whittaker, Terveen, 

and Nardi, 2000). Consequently, we advocate the continuation of this research direction through 

the examination, adaptation, and integration of additional requirements-analysis techniques 

within the Requirements Analysis Module. In particular, because of their inherent relationship 

with task models, we suggest the investigation of GOMS techniques (Card, Moran, and Newell, 

1983; Gray, John, and Atwood, 1993) or TAG (Payne and Green, 1986) tailored to characterize 

users’ interaction sequences adequately within dual-task environment as well as comprehensive 

to attention-switching costs. We anticipate an increase in requirements quality and support for 

designers will emerge from such consolidation, while the task centricity of GOMS and TAG will 

also continue to enhance the elaboration of a knowledge corpus that complies with the reference 

task framework (Whittaker, Terveen, and Nardi, 2000). 

6.3.3 Deployment in Other Domains 

Although the proof of concept that a task-centric requirements-engineering process integrating 

scenario-based requirements analysis, task modeling, and critical parameters can promote user 

involvement, leverage designers’ understanding of the problem domain, and make for an 

effective platform for knowledge transfer, which ultimately benefits the quality and validity of 

both elicited requirements and resulting design artifact presented in this thesis was grounded in 

the domain of notification-system design, the introduced critical-parameter-based task-modeling 

approach along with our proposed mechanism for requirements analysis should be deployed in 

other frameworks. In fact, we anticipate the extensions of such requirements process to other 

areas may yield the systematic identification of additional critical parameters, further validation 

and refinement of critical-parameter-based task-modeling techniques, and increase both the 

quantity and reach of available claims that can be exchanged. We anticipate that the realization 
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of such a démarche will fuel the constitution of a task-centric body of knowledge shared by the 

community and thus contribute to the implementation of the reference task vision (Whittaker, 

Terveen, and Nardi, 2000). 

6.3.4 Facilitation of the Problem-space Solution-space Crossing 

Aiding designers to bridge from the problem space to the solution space would yield tremendous 

payoff for the software community. In fact, one may easily imagine the potential of creating an 

environment where designers can not only conduct a requirements analysis throughout which 

they identify and explicitly specify the constraints that constitute the hypothetical system, but an 

environment that is also capable of recommending design solutions to aid designers effectively 

address these formulated peculiarities. Because claims can characterize attributes within the 

problem space as well as attributes within the design space, we believe claims offer the 

inclination for bridging these two worlds. In the problem space, when conducting a requirements 

analysis using our proposed approach, designers relate claims to their task models. These 

individual claims or claims sets become permanently associated to task models within the 

knowledge repository, making these problem claims readily available for reuse in other projects 

through task-model reuse. Once in the design space, designers will query the knowledge library 

in search of claims that adequately address the issues identified at the requirements phase. 

Extending the data-mining capability of the knowledge repository by maintaining a relationship 

between not only the task models and their associated problem claims but also between task 

models and design claims as well as between claims themselves, may drastically increase the 

resulting knowledge gain for designers. On one hand, retaining such relationships may lay the 

foundation for an effective solution recommendation mechanism that can assist designers with 

their design decisions in a similar way than major online retailers4 rely on recommendation 

channels to leverage opportunistic purchases while simultaneously enhancing customers’ 

shopping experience through the presentation of relevant material. On the other hand, preserving 

such correlation may enhance the claims taxonomy by allowing it to exhibit properties similar to 

design patterns (Borchers, 2001; Gamma, Helm, Johnson, and Vlissides, 1995). Because 

solutions to problems in one design situation are most likely to present some degree of 

                                                 
4 Amazon.com®, Yahoo!® Movies, and eMusic.com® are example retailers 
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applicability in other designs sharing similar problematic constituents, we urge future research 

efforts to investigate this line of work as well as consider its impact upon design creativity. We 

anticipate that the exertion of such claims recommendation mechanism will facilitate the 

crossing between the problem space and the solution space at minimal expenditure while 

simultaneously introducing design patterns behavior to the claims taxonomy, thus furthering 

technique integration and knowledge transfer. 

6.3.5 Integration within a Broader Requirements-analysis Framework 

Although the work presented in this thesis recounts the introduction and implementation of a 

reuse-centric and user-centric task-modeling notation effective in the capture of the critical-

parameter requirements associated to a task, it will be necessary to complement this approach in 

order to assist designers fully in the formalization of every other facet of the requirements. In 

particular, we recommend our critical-parameter-based task-modeling approach and 

requirements method to take part in the establishment of a broader requirements-analysis 

framework that also integrates existing task-modeling environments such as the 

ConcurTaskTrees Environment5 (CTTE) and IBM Task Modeler6. On one hand, CTTE provides 

support for the creation and the analysis of task models as well as introduces a novel graphical 

notation aimed at characterizing the relationships between tasks occurring concurrently to 

constitute an entire activity (Mori, Paternò, and Santoro, 2002). On the other hand, IBM Task 

Modeler not only permits the conduct of traditional hierarchical task analysis but it also allows 

the elaboration of Roles and Goals diagrams, diagrams aimed at modeling the key attributes 

associated with a user-centric practice (i.e. stakeholder profiles, context of use, motivation, and 

behavior) as well as their relationships with respect to tasks. Because our user-centric task-

modeling approach presents complementarities with these two environments, namely by offering 

a higher-level of granularity for task characterization through the systematic decomposition of 

tasks in terms of stages of action, basic tasks, and critical-parameter levels as well as reuse 

centricity, we anticipate that the development of the integrated requirements-analysis framework 

we are advocating will continue to assist designers, ensure requirements validity through user 

                                                 
5 available at http://giove.cnuce.cnr.it/ctte.html 
6 available at http://www.alphaworks.ibm.com/tech/taskmodeler 
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involvement, requirements reuse, and formalism, and ultimately leverage projects success in the 

software community. 
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Appendix A  
 
First User Study 

A.1 Root Concept and Instructions 

You are a developer for a team that has been contracted to design a wearable display, RescueAid, 
for emergency personnel, such as police officers and firefighters that would be used during 
emergency operations (i.e. fires and rescue missions). Emergency personnel will use this 
notification system to receive instructions from dispatchers and quickly find their way around 
often-dangerous emergency premises (e.g. complicated school or office building). 
 
The system you are designing, similar to a Head-Up Display (HUD) attached to their protective 
eyewear, will display maps and urgent textual information related to the specific areas they are 
physically progressing through. Since the emergency personnel will have a Global Positioning 
System (GPS) sensor, RescueAid will be able to supply essential information about the 
immediate physical surroundings while they are simultaneously dealing with hazards of their 
physical environment. 
 
You will be using the Requirements Analysis Tool of the LINK-UP system to conduct a 
requirements analysis for this project. The new project, entitled RescueAid, will also be worked 
on by your teammates, Tom Selinger and Eric Wagner, who will need to have access to the 
project as well. 
 

Tom Selinger, Login ID: tselinger 
Eric Wagner, Login ID: ewagner 

 
Your teammates have already conducted preliminary work such as ethnographic field studies and 
stakeholders analysis and have captured some of their findings about the current work practices 
in a problem scenario. Your teammates believe this scenario will motivate the need for your new 
system. Make sure this scenario is complete before you enter it into the LINK-UP system. 
 
Problem Scenario: 
A firefighter is probing a burning building to rescue a trapped old woman. Because an intense 
smoke is impairing his view of the premises, the firefighter can only rely on the person’s calls for 
help to navigate toward her. As the person is situated on the upper level, the firefighter reaches 
what seems to be a staircase. As the firefighter is about to enter the staircase, part of the ceiling 
suddenly collapses. Fallen rubble completely obstructs the staircase entrance. The firefighter 
notices at that moment that he is separated from his partner and does not know where to direct 
himself in the building in order to access the upper level and rescue the woman. Although he can 
communicate with his fire chief standing outside the building, who warns him of reports of 
ceiling collapse, nobody is able to decipher the firefighter’s actual location and guide him to the 
next nearest staircase. 
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Your teammates and stakeholders have thought of how the RescueAid system may be used. They 
have analyzed the problem scenario and outlined some important parts of your design captured in 
the following activity scenario. 
 
Activity Scenario: 
A firefighter is trying to save an old woman trapped in a burning building. Because of the intense 
smoke impairing his view of the premises, the firefighter can only rely on his RescueAid to 
proceed to the person’s location. As the firefighter navigates toward the staircase, he monitors 
his notification system which displays a warning. The firefighter interprets the warning type as a 
sign of nearby structural failure when part of the ceiling suddenly collapses. The fallen rubble 
completely obstructs the staircase entrance. The firefighter associates the ceiling collapse with 
the warning the system is giving him and comprehends that he needs to withdraw from the 
perimeter immediately. The wearable system reports the presence of another staircase on the 
west side the building. The firefighter’s immediate goal now becomes to locate this alternate 
staircase. He plans his path for reaching the upper level through the west-side staircase. As he is 
walking through the floor, the firefighter monitors his progression toward the staircase and the 
dangers associated with the physical surroundings. 
 
Your team believes the intended system is a type of alarm, which has an IRC value of (1.0, 1.0, 
0.0). Some key areas the users will need are information acquisition and navigation. Some of 
your constraints for the target design are screen space and fonts. Make sure your teammates are 
correct by verifying that these things are indeed critical for your design. The Requirements 
Analysis Module will return a recommended template based on the IRC value that you specify. 
Verify that the recommended template models the activity that your system needs to support. 
Make sure the description sounds correct and looks viable. It is critical for the quality of your 
system that you select an appropriate template, as the selection of an improper one could lead to 
the establishment of a faulty system that does not fulfill users’ needs. 
 
When you have entered all your information, you will be presented with a page displaying 
information relevant to your project. You can use this information to find claims for your design. 
Familiarize yourself with these pages, and attempt to find relevant claims that you can add to 
your system. When you feel like you understand how to add claims to your system, let the 
instructor know you are done with the testing. 
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A.2 Trans-test Evaluation 

Subject #:_____ 
 
Please complete the following survey as you are going through the Requirements Analysis 
Module. For each page, please complete the respective section. 
 
Start Project Page: 
1. The introduction helps to understand the scope and role of the Requirements Analysis 

Module. 
o Strongly agree 
o Agree 
o Slightly agree 
o Neutral 
o Slightly disagree 
o Disagree 
o Strongly disagree 

 
2. The instructions are clear and provide guidance. 
o Strongly agree 
o Agree 
o Slightly agree 
o Neutral 
o Slightly disagree 
o Disagree 
o Strongly disagree 

 
Name/Users Page: 
3. It is easy to create a project and add users. 
o Strongly agree 
o Agree 
o Slightly agree 
o Neutral 
o Slightly disagree 
o Disagree 
o Strongly disagree 

4. The update dialogue provides feedback and guidance. 
o Strongly agree 
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o Agree 
o Slightly agree 
o Neutral 
o Slightly disagree 
o Disagree 
o Strongly disagree 

 
Add a New User Activity: 
5. Directions are clear and provide guidance for successfully adding a user. 
o Strongly agree 
o Agree 
o Slightly agree 
o Neutral 
o Slightly disagree 
o Disagree 
o Strongly disagree 

 
Scenarios Page: 
6. I understand the meaning and objective of a problem scenario. 
o Strongly agree 
o Agree 
o Slightly agree 
o Neutral 
o Slightly disagree 
o Disagree 
o Strongly disagree 

 
Add Scenario Activity: 
7. I find the scenario example a useful reference to create my own scenario. 
o Strongly agree 
o Agree 
o Slightly agree 
o Neutral 
o Slightly disagree 
o Disagree 
o Strongly disagree 
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8. Directions are clear and provide guidance for successfully adding a scenario. 
o Strongly agree 
o Agree 
o Slightly agree 
o Neutral 
o Slightly disagree 
o Disagree 
o Strongly disagree 

 
Target IRC Page: 
9. I needed help to select the primary tasks for my project. 
o Strongly agree 
o Agree 
o Slightly agree 
o Neutral 
o Slightly disagree 
o Disagree 
o Strongly disagree 

 
10. I found the primary tasks’ help link useful to select the primary tasks for my project (Skip to 

question 11 if help link was not used). 
o Strongly agree 
o Agree 
o Slightly agree 
o Neutral 
o Slightly disagree 
o Disagree 
o Strongly disagree 

 
11. I needed help to select the design concerns for my project. 
o Strongly agree 
o Agree 
o Slightly agree 
o Neutral 
o Slightly disagree 
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o Disagree 
o Strongly disagree 

 
12. I found the design concerns’ help link useful to select the design concerns for my project 

(Skip to question 13 if help link was not used). 
o Strongly agree 
o Agree 
o Slightly agree 
o Neutral 
o Slightly disagree 
o Disagree 
o Strongly disagree 

 
Task Model Page: 
13. Directions are clear and provide guidance. 
o Strongly agree 
o Agree 
o Slightly agree 
o Neutral 
o Slightly disagree 
o Disagree 
o Strongly disagree 

 
14. I needed help to understand the meaning and objective of a task model. 
o Strongly agree 
o Agree 
o Slightly agree 
o Neutral 
o Slightly disagree 
o Disagree 
o Strongly disagree 

 
15. I found the task model’s help link useful to understand the meaning and objective of a task 

model (Skip to question 16 if help link was not used). 
o Strongly agree 
o Agree 
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o Slightly agree 
o Neutral 
o Slightly disagree 
o Disagree 
o Strongly disagree 

 
16. I am confident I selected the appropriate task model for my project. 
o Strongly agree 
o Agree 
o Slightly agree 
o Neutral 
o Slightly disagree 
o Disagree 
o Strongly disagree 

 
Subtask Model Page: 
17. Directions are clear and provide guidance. 
o Strongly agree 
o Agree 
o Slightly agree 
o Neutral 
o Slightly disagree 
o Disagree 
o Strongly disagree 

 
18. I needed help to understand the meaning and objective of a subtask model. 
o Strongly agree 
o Agree 
o Slightly agree 
o Neutral 
o Slightly disagree 
o Disagree 
o Strongly disagree 

 
19. I found the subtask model’s help link useful to understand the meaning and objective of a 

subtask model (Skip to question 20 if help link was not used). 
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o Strongly agree 
o Agree 
o Slightly agree 
o Neutral 
o Slightly disagree 
o Disagree 
o Strongly disagree 

 
20. I am confident I selected the appropriate subtasks for my project. 
o Strongly agree 
o Agree 
o Slightly agree 
o Neutral 
o Slightly disagree 
o Disagree 
o Strongly disagree 

 
Manage Claims Page: 
21. Directions are clear and provide guidance. 
o Strongly agree 
o Agree 
o Slightly agree 
o Neutral 
o Slightly disagree 
o Disagree 
o Strongly disagree 

 
22. I needed help to understand the objective of the claims-selection page. 
o Strongly agree 
o Agree 
o Slightly agree 
o Neutral 
o Slightly disagree 
o Disagree 
o Strongly disagree 
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23.  I found the claims’ help link useful to understand the objective of the claims-selection page 

(Skip to question 24 if help link was not used). 
o Strongly agree 
o Agree 
o Slightly agree 
o Neutral 
o Slightly disagree 
o Disagree 
o Strongly disagree 

 
24. I understood the organization of stages of action and subtask on the left frame. 
o Strongly agree 
o Agree 
o Slightly agree 
o Neutral 
o Slightly disagree 
o Disagree 
o Strongly disagree 

 
25. I was able to find relevant claims using the search criteria provided by the module. 
o Strongly agree 
o Agree 
o Slightly agree 
o Neutral 
o Slightly disagree 
o Disagree 
o Strongly disagree 
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A.3 Post-test Evaluation 

Subject #:_____ 
 
Please complete the following survey once you are done completing all the steps of the 
Requirements Analysis Module. 
 
1. Appropriate reactions to the interface are obvious and intuitive. 
o Strongly agree 
o Agree 
o Slightly agree 
o Neutral 
o Slightly disagree 
o Disagree 
o Strongly disagree 

 
2. It is possible to stay aware of information without losing your place in the document. 
o Strongly agree 
o Agree 
o Slightly agree 
o Neutral 
o Slightly disagree 
o Disagree 
o Strongly disagree 

 
3. The system uses words, phrases, and concepts familiar to the user with consistency. 
o Strongly agree 
o Agree 
o Slightly agree 
o Neutral 
o Slightly disagree 
o Disagree 
o Strongly disagree 

 
4. The system uses informative and helpful error messages in plain English. 
o Strongly agree 
o Agree 
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o Slightly agree 
o Neutral 
o Slightly disagree 
o Disagree 
o Strongly disagree 

 
5. Users do not need to memorize information from one task in order to successfully complete 

another task. 
o Strongly agree 
o Agree 
o Slightly agree 
o Neutral 
o Slightly disagree 
o Disagree 
o Strongly disagree 

 
6. The system uses an aesthetic and minimalist design, which is pleasing and contains no 

irrelevant information. 
o Strongly agree 
o Agree 
o Slightly agree 
o Neutral 
o Slightly disagree 
o Disagree 
o Strongly disagree 

 
7. The help and documentation is focused on the right things. The explanations for terms and 

diagrams are satisfactory. 
o Strongly agree 
o Agree 
o Slightly agree 
o Neutral 
o Slightly disagree 
o Disagree 
o Strongly disagree 
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8. I now understand how to use this tool for the design of interactive systems. 
o Strongly agree 
o Agree 
o Slightly agree 
o Neutral 
o Slightly disagree 
o Disagree 
o Strongly disagree 

 
9. I now understand the terms, diagrams, and concepts presented in this tool. 
o Strongly agree 
o Agree 
o Slightly agree 
o Neutral 
o Slightly disagree 
o Disagree 
o Strongly disagree 

 
10. I was able to conduct a requirements analysis for the given scenario with this tool. 
o Strongly agree 
o Agree 
o Slightly agree 
o Neutral 
o Slightly disagree 
o Disagree 
o Strongly disagree 

 
11. What did you like about the system? 
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12. What did you dislike about the system? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
13. What would you change? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Comments 
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Appendix B  
 
Task-model Templates Catalog 

B.1 Alarm Class Task-model Templates 

Generalized Task-model Template ‘110.1’ 
 

 
Figure B.1: Hierarchic critical-parameter-based task model for a notification task presenting an 

alarm behavior where (1) the notification, independent of the primary task, is received 

unexpectedly and (2) the notification triggers some reaction. 

Table B.1: List of applicable generic tasks for the generalized task-model template ‘110.1’ 

organized according to Norman’s stages of action. 

Perceive 
State 

Interpret 
State 

Making 
Sense 

System Goal Action Plan Execute 
Action 

Evaluate Evaluate Evaluate Evaluate Evaluate Evaluate 
Select Select Select Select Select Select 

Identify Identify Identify Identify Identify Identify 
Monitor Monitor Monitor Monitor Monitor Monitor 
Search Search Search Search Search Search 
Locate Locate Locate Locate Locate Locate 

Interpret Interpret Interpret Interpret Interpret Interpret 
Transform Transform Transform Transform Transform Transform 

Decide Decide Decide Decide Decide Decide 
Associate Associate Associate Associate Associate Associate 
Compare Compare Compare Compare Compare Compare 
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Assemble Assemble Assemble Assemble Assemble Assemble 
Disassemble Disassemble Disassemble Disassemble Disassemble Disassemble 

Model Model Model Model Model Model 
Sort Sort Sort Sort Sort Sort 

Classify Classify Classify Classify Classify Classify 
Test Test Test Test Test Test 
Plan Plan Plan Plan Plan Plan 

Orient Orient Orient Orient Orient Orient 
Communicate Communicate Communicate Communicate Communicate Communicate

Explain Explain Explain Explain Explain Explain 
Record Record Record Record Record Record 

 
 Generic task can only occur if the notification is unexpected 
 Generic task has no restriction 
 Generic task requires existing knowledge 
 Generic task is not applicable for the given stage of action 

 

Table B.2: Detailed parameter values constituting the SOA-level IRC values and resulting IRC 

breakdown for the generalized task-model template ‘110.1’ organized according to Norman’s 

stages of action. 

 Perceive 
State 

Interpret 
State 

Making 
Sense 

System 
Goal 

Action 
Plan 

Execute 
Action 

COI 0.75 0.50 0.25 0.50 0.75 1.00 
s 0.25 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.00 
h 0.75 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.75 1.00 
t 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
p 0.75 0.50 0.50 0.75 0.75 1.00 
c 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
f 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

 
I 0.96 0.65 0.41 0.65 0.79 1.00 
R 0.75 0.48 0.32 0.48 0.75 1.00 
C 0.25 0.17 0.17 0.25 0.25 0.33 
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Generalized Task-model Template ‘110.2’ 
 

 
Figure B.2: Hierarchic critical-parameter-based task model for a notification task presenting an 

alarm behavior where (1) the state of the primary task or user actions triggers the notification, 

(2) the notification causes a brief primary task pause, and (3) the notification guides the next 

step(s) of the primary task. 

Table B.3: List of applicable generic tasks for the generalized task-model template ‘110.2’ 

organized according to Norman’s stages of action. 

Perceive 
State 

Interpret 
State 

Making 
Sense 

System Goal Action Plan Execute 
Action 

Evaluate Evaluate Evaluate Evaluate Evaluate Evaluate 
Select Select Select Select Select Select 

Identify Identify Identify Identify Identify Identify 
Monitor Monitor Monitor Monitor Monitor Monitor 
Search Search Search Search Search Search 
Locate Locate Locate Locate Locate Locate 

Interpret Interpret Interpret Interpret Interpret Interpret 
Transform Transform Transform Transform Transform Transform 

Decide Decide Decide Decide Decide Decide 
Associate Associate Associate Associate Associate Associate 
Compare Compare Compare Compare Compare Compare 
Assemble Assemble Assemble Assemble Assemble Assemble 

Disassemble Disassemble Disassemble Disassemble Disassemble Disassemble 
Model Model Model Model Model Model 
Sort Sort Sort Sort Sort Sort 

Classify Classify Classify Classify Classify Classify 
Test Test Test Test Test Test 
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Plan Plan Plan Plan Plan Plan 
Orient Orient Orient Orient Orient Orient 

Communicate Communicate Communicate Communicate Communicate Communicate
Explain Explain Explain Explain Explain Explain 
Record Record Record Record Record Record 

 
 Generic task can only occur if the notification is expected 
 Generic task has no restriction 
 Generic task requires existing knowledge 
 Generic task is not applicable for the given stage of action 

 

Table B.4: Detailed parameter values constituting the SOA-level IRC values and resulting IRC 

breakdown for the generalized task-model template ‘110.2’ organized according to Norman’s 

stages of action. 

 Perceive 
State 

Interpret 
State 

Making 
Sense 

System 
Goal 

Action 
Plan 

Execute 
Action 

COI 0.25 0.25 0.75 0.75 0.75 1.00 
s 0.50 0.50 0.25 0.25 0.50 0.00 
h 1.00 1.00 0.75 0.50 0.50 1.00 
t 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
p 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 
c 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
f 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

 
I 0.41 0.41 0.96 0.96 0.79 1.00 
R 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.58 0.58 1.00 
C 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 
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B.2 Indicator Class Task-model Templates 

Generalized Task-model Template ‘010.1’ 
 

 
Figure B.3: Hierarchic critical-parameter-based task model for a notification task presenting an 

indicator behavior where (1) the notification is received unexpectedly, (2) the notification can be 

understood without using attention (due to high familiarity, strong metaphor, or training) and 

triggers some reaction. 

Table B.5: List of applicable generic tasks for the generalized task-model template ‘010.1’ 

organized according to Norman’s stages of action. 

Perceive 
State 

Interpret 
State 

Making 
Sense 

System Goal Action Plan Execute 
Action 

Evaluate Evaluate Evaluate Evaluate Evaluate Evaluate 
Select Select Select Select Select Select 

Identify Identify Identify Identify Identify Identify 
Monitor Monitor Monitor Monitor Monitor Monitor 
Search Search Search Search Search Search 
Locate Locate Locate Locate Locate Locate 

Interpret Interpret Interpret Interpret Interpret Interpret 
Transform Transform Transform Transform Transform Transform 

Decide Decide Decide Decide Decide Decide 
Associate Associate Associate Associate Associate Associate 
Compare Compare Compare Compare Compare Compare 
Assemble Assemble Assemble Assemble Assemble Assemble 

Disassemble Disassemble Disassemble Disassemble Disassemble Disassemble 
Model Model Model Model Model Model 
Sort Sort Sort Sort Sort Sort 
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Classify Classify Classify Classify Classify Classify 
Test Test Test Test Test Test 
Plan Plan Plan Plan Plan Plan 

Orient Orient Orient Orient Orient Orient 
Communicate Communicate Communicate Communicate Communicate Communicate

Explain Explain Explain Explain Explain Explain 
Record Record Record Record Record Record 

 
 Generic task can only occur if the notification is unexpected 
 Generic task has no restriction 
 Generic task requires existing knowledge 
 Generic task is not applicable for the given stage of action 

 

Table B.6: Detailed parameter values constituting the SOA-level IRC values and resulting IRC 

breakdown for the generalized task-model template ‘010.1’ organized according to Norman’s 

stages of action. 

 Perceive 
State 

Interpret 
State 

Making 
Sense 

System 
Goal 

Action 
Plan 

Execute 
Action 

COI 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 
s 0.75 0.75 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
h 0.50 0.50 0.75 0.75 0.75 1.00 
t 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
p 0.75 0.75 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
c 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
f 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

 
I 0.19 0.19 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
R 0.32 0.32 0.53 0.53 0.53 0.75 
C 0.25 0.25 0.33 0.33 0.33 0.33 
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Generalized Task-model Template ‘010.2’ 
 

 
Figure B.4: Hierarchic critical-parameter-based task model for a notification task presenting an 

indicator behavior where (1) the notification is expected, (2) the notification motivates 

interpretation, and (3) most often, no actions will be taken. 

Table B.7: List of applicable generic tasks for the generalized task-model template ‘010.2’ 

organized according to Norman’s stages of action. 

Perceive 
State 

Interpret 
State 

Making 
Sense 

System Goal Action Plan Execute 
Action 

Evaluate Evaluate Evaluate Evaluate Evaluate Evaluate 
Select Select Select Select Select Select 

Identify Identify Identify Identify Identify Identify 
Monitor Monitor Monitor Monitor Monitor Monitor 
Search Search Search Search Search Search 
Locate Locate Locate Locate Locate Locate 

Interpret Interpret Interpret Interpret Interpret Interpret 
Transform Transform Transform Transform Transform Transform 

Decide Decide Decide Decide Decide Decide 
Associate Associate Associate Associate Associate Associate 
Compare Compare Compare Compare Compare Compare 
Assemble Assemble Assemble Assemble Assemble Assemble 

Disassemble Disassemble Disassemble Disassemble Disassemble Disassemble 
Model Model Model Model Model Model 
Sort Sort Sort Sort Sort Sort 

Classify Classify Classify Classify Classify Classify 
Test Test Test Test Test Test 
Plan Plan Plan Plan Plan Plan 
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Orient Orient Orient Orient Orient Orient 
Communicate Communicate Communicate Communicate Communicate Communicate

Explain Explain Explain Explain Explain Explain 
Record Record Record Record Record Record 

 
 Generic task can only occur if the notification is expected 
 Generic task has no restriction 
 Generic task requires existing knowledge 
 Generic task is not applicable for the given stage of action 

 

Table B.8: Detailed parameter values constituting the SOA-level IRC values and resulting IRC 

breakdown for the generalized task-model template ‘010.2’ organized according to Norman’s 

stages of action. 

 Perceive 
State 

Interpret 
State 

Making 
Sense 

System 
Goal 

Action 
Plan 

Execute 
Action 

COI 0.50 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 
s 1.00 0.50 0.75 1.00 1.00 1.00 
h 0.50 0.75 0.75 0.50 0.50 0.50 
t 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
p 0.75 1.00 1.00 0.75 0.75 0.75 
c 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
f 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

 
I 0.00 0.41 0.19 0.00 0.00 0.00 
R 0.48 0.53 0.53 0.32 0.32 0.32 
C 0.25 0.33 0.33 0.25 0.25 0.25 
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B.3 Secondary Display Class Task-model Templates 

Generalized Task-model Template ‘011.1’ 
 

 
Figure B.5: Hierarchic critical-parameter-based task model for a notification task presenting a 

secondary-display behavior where (1) a desire for a particular notification state causes 

monitoring which (2) once reached triggers some reaction. 

Table B.9: List of applicable generic tasks for the generalized task-model template ‘011.1’ 

organized according to Norman’s stages of action. 

Perceive 
State 

Interpret 
State 

Making 
Sense 

System Goal Action Plan Execute 
Action 

Evaluate Evaluate Evaluate Evaluate Evaluate Evaluate 
Select Select Select Select Select Select 

Identify Identify Identify Identify Identify Identify 
Monitor Monitor Monitor Monitor Monitor Monitor 
Search Search Search Search Search Search 
Locate Locate Locate Locate Locate Locate 

Interpret Interpret Interpret Interpret Interpret Interpret 
Transform Transform Transform Transform Transform Transform 

Decide Decide Decide Decide Decide Decide 
Associate Associate Associate Associate Associate Associate 
Compare Compare Compare Compare Compare Compare 
Assemble Assemble Assemble Assemble Assemble Assemble 

Disassemble Disassemble Disassemble Disassemble Disassemble Disassemble 
Model Model Model Model Model Model 
Sort Sort Sort Sort Sort Sort 

Classify Classify Classify Classify Classify Classify 
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Test Test Test Test Test Test 
Plan Plan Plan Plan Plan Plan 

Orient Orient Orient Orient Orient Orient 
Communicate Communicate Communicate Communicate Communicate Communicate

Explain Explain Explain Explain Explain Explain 
Record Record Record Record Record Record 

 
 Generic task can only occur if the notification is expected 
 Generic task has no restriction 
 Generic task requires existing knowledge 
 Generic task is not applicable for the given stage of action 

 

Table B.10: Detailed parameter values constituting the SOA-level IRC values and resulting IRC 

breakdown for the generalized task-model template ‘011.1’ organized according to Norman’s 

stages of action. 

 Perceive 
State 

Interpret 
State 

Making 
Sense 

System 
Goal 

Action 
Plan 

Execute 
Action 

COI 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 
s 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.50 
h 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.75 1.00 
t 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
p 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 
c 0.25 0.50 0.75 0.75 0.25 0.25 
f 0.00 0.25 0.75 0.75 0.50 0.50 

 
I 0.19 0.19 0.19 0.19 0.19 0.41 
R 0.32 0.32 0.32 0.32 0.53 0.75 
C 0.35 0.59 0.89 0.89 0.68 0.68 
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Appendix C   
 
Requirements Analysis Module Screenshots 

The following screenshots reflect the redesigned state of the Requirements Analysis Module 
presented in Chapter 4 and used in the second user study. 
 

 
Figure C.1: Introductory screen of the Requirements Analysis Module. The page presents the 

high-level objectives of the tool and motivates the importance of conducting requirements 

processes effectively. 
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Figure C.2: Main-task problem scenario specification screen. The page enables designers to 

enter a problem scenario description that narrates the main task of the system in the problem 

domain. 
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Figure C.3: Main-task activity scenario specification page. The page allows designers to enter 

an activity scenario that describes the main service the target system needs to support to address 

user needs successfully. 
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Figure C.4: Screenshot of the targeted system IRC page. Designers can establish the desirable 

high-level critical-parameter specifications for their system, select primary tasks, and indicate 

specific design concerns. 
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Figure C.5: Task-model template selection screen. The tool displays all the generalized task-

model templates available for the notification-system class corresponding to the system-level 

IRC specifications of the design model. 
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Figure C.6: Screenshot of the template creation page. Designers establish the decomposition 

pattern of the task-model template by specifying the connectivity between critical-parameter 

components and stages of action as well as provide a textual description for the modeled 

behavior. 
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Figure C.7: Screenshot of the task-model template configuration page. For each stage of action, 

designers specify applicable generic tasks and associated psychological factors. 
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Figure C.8: Task model selection screen. Once a task-model template has been selected, the tool 

displays all the task models instantiated from that template. Designers can either reuse a 

previous instance based on its system-level IRC or create a new one. 
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Figure C.9: Screenshot of the system summary page. Before leaving the module, designers can 

review the work product of each activity of the requirements-analysis process. 
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Appendix D  
 
Second User Study 

D.1 Demographic Information and Pre-test Questionnaire 

Subject #:_____ 
 
Major or Department: ____________________ 
 
University Role:  Faculty/Staff__    Doctoral Candidate__    M.S. Student__ 
    5th Year MS__    Senior__    Junior__    Sophomore__ 
    Freshman__    Visitor__ 
 
Age: ____ 
 
Gender: M__ F__ 
 
Please mark one answer for each of the following questions:  
 
1. How experienced are you with scenario-based design? 
o Extremely experienced 
o Experienced 
o Intermediate 
o Inexperienced 
o Extremely inexperienced 

 
2. How experienced are you with notification-system design? 
o Extremely experienced 
o Experienced 
o Intermediate 
o Inexperienced 
o Extremely inexperienced 

 
3. How familiar are you with the concept and usage of IRC parameters? 
o Extremely familiar 
o Familiar 
o Intermediate 
o Unfamiliar 
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o Extremely unfamiliar 
 
4. How knowledgeable are you with requirements engineering? 
o Extremely knowledgeable 
o Knowledgeable 
o Intermediate 
o Unknowledgeable 
o Extremely unknowledgeable 

 
5. How would you rate the quality and validity of the notification requirements of your SeeVT 

project? 
o Completely valid 
o Valid 
o Neutral 
o Invalid 
o Completely invalid 
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D.2 Root Concept and Instructions 

Your team has been contracted to develop a system upon the SeeVT framework, an infrastructure 
that takes advantage of both wireless internet access and ubiquitous computing to enable the 
development of location-based notification systems. Your context-aware software solution will 
make use of time and space to notify users about location-specific attributes. 
 
Group 1: 
The SeeVT Newman Project is a handheld-based system intended to assist patrons and staff 
members to access library resources. Users will use the notification system for locating and 
navigating toward library resources (e.g. books, maps, or microfilms). 
 
Group 2: 
The VTAssist is a handheld-based system intended to provide location-based information 
regarding building accessibility for disabled users. Impaired users will utilize this system to 
familiarize themselves with an unknown area in terms of accessible services (e.g. location of 
access-ramp enabled entry points, automatic doors, or elevators). 
 
Group 3: 
The SeeVT Alumni Edition is a handheld-based system intended to assist returning alumni with 
their appreciation of the evolution a campus. Former students will use this system to obtain 
information about changes the university grounds have undergone since their graduation as well 
as future campus endeavors (e.g. development of campus buildings or changes brought to the 
organizational structure of colleges and departments). 
 
You will be using the Requirements Analysis Module of the LINK-UP system to conduct a 
requirements analysis for this project. Once you have completed the process, let the instructor 
know you are done with the testing. 
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D.3 Post-test Questionnaire 

Subject #:_____ 
 
Please mark one answer for each of the following questions: 
 
1. How would you rate the requirements-analysis process that you just completed? 
o Extremely easy 
o Easy 
o Neutral 
o Difficult 
o Extremely difficult 

 
2. How would you rate the task-modeling approach for leveraging scenario quality? 
o Extremely effective 
o Effective 
o Neutral 
o Ineffective 
o Extremely ineffective 

 
3. How would you rate the task-modeling approach for the capture of critical parameters? 
o Extremely effective 
o Effective 
o Neutral 
o Ineffective 
o Extremely ineffective 

 
4. How would you rate this process with respect to achieving quality requirements? 
o Extremely beneficial 
o Beneficial 
o Neutral 
o Unbeneficial 
o Extremely unbeneficial 

 
5. How beneficial for reuse is the process you just completed? 
o Extremely beneficial 
o Beneficial 
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o Neutral 
o Unbeneficial 
o Extremely unbeneficial 

 
6. How confident are you that your design quality would benefit from this process? 
o Extremely confident 
o Confident 
o Neutral 
o Unconfident 
o Extremely unconfident 

 
7. How would you rate your awareness of the importance of requirements after going through 

this requirements-analysis process? 
o Extremely aware 
o Aware 
o Neutral 
o Unaware 
o Extremely unaware 

 
8. How would you rate the quality and validity of the notification requirements of your initial 

SeeVT project now that you have completed this requirements-analysis process? 
o Completely valid 
o Valid 
o Neutral 
o Invalid 
o Completely invalid 

 
Comments 
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